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ABSTRACT
The need for more powerful and compact motor drives is growing, especially in the fields of
automotive traction and more-electric aircraft systems. These applications have peak-duty
aspects that intermittently stress the drive. To account for this stress, conventional methods
dating back to the 1940s have yielded oversized and expensive designs. This dissertation
presents motor-drive characterizations to illuminate the full extent of their peak capabilities
and control strategies to safely attain peak torque.
Vector-controlled induction machine torque capabilities are assessed and limiting factors
are investigated. Static and dynamic thermal characterizations are carried out through an-
alytical and experimental approaches. Three decoupled heating regimes that characterize
time ratings ranging from modest to severe overloads are identified. The characterizations
show that recent general-purpose open-drip-proof induction machines can handle up to 25
times more heat dissipation than rated for 30 seconds and twice the rated heat dissipation
for 60 minutes. A self-limiting control strategy is developed that exploits these capabilities
and protects the drive from overheating. Results suggest that these machines may be safely
overloaded even after the hot-spot temperature limit is reached, as long as internal temper-
atures are below rated. Inverter sizing to accommodate peak duty is also addressed and
design tradeoffs on size and short-term ratings are highlighted.
These characterizations inform an energy-based and service time-aware design strategy
which allows size reduction of up to 70% in automotive drives and 17% in aircraft actua-
tors. Analyzing the general-purpose motors from a peak-duty perspective shows that they
have significant time-limited peak capabilities—with no structural change, they provide high
short-term power density. Once fully exploited, this peak capability makes possible inex-
pensive and compact drive systems for the tomorrow’s advanced applications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Energy and power density, along with system efficiency, must increase on the cutting edge of
today’s demanding applications. Hydraulic and pneumatic actuators are common solutions
to achieve extreme power densities but they are costly to maintain and operate. A study
by NASA-Kennedy Space Center has shown that $3M per flight could potentially be saved
by utilizing an electric-, rather than hydraulic-powered solid rocket booster thrust vector
control actuator [1]. Besides hydraulic and pneumatic systems, electrification in gasoline-
and diesel-powered applications in general has also escalated due to increased gas prices and
environmental concerns on greenhouse gas emissions. Transportation, military and space
applications, including automotive systems [2–4], launchers and catapults [5, 6], aircraft [7]
and ships [8–10], are all seeking hybrid or more-electric designs to improve system efficiency
and reduce overall cost.
The largest challenge for these applications is the short-term or momentary load peaks re-
quired, for example a traction system (car, train, etc.) under rapid acceleration or an aircraft
launcher catapult drawing 120 MJ in less than 3 seconds [6], where significant momentary
energy density is necessary. Until now, researchers have assessed motor drive power and
energy densities based on their continuous ratings [11, 12]. Many studies assessing electric
machine energy density find permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) favorable
because they have low losses and as a result they can be smaller, which makes them easier
to manage thermally. Under peak duty, a motor drive’s ability to support peak momentary
loads is directly linked to its maximum allowed temperature and thermal mass. In PMSMs,
high-flux density permanent magnet types degrade at high temperatures [13–15], and there
is an inherent limitation on how much heat these machines can handle. This is a liability un-
der peak duty. No such limitation exists in induction machines or wound-field synchronous
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machines; therefore they have significant short term capabilities [16, 17].
This dissertation develops a rigorous framework to explore induction machines and drives
based on dynamic thermal limitations, and characterizes them for short-term overloads and
peak duty. The central theme is assessing electric machine and inverter thermal time ratings
to illuminate design trade-offs on performance and size. Thermal time ratings are defined
here as the time that an electric machine and inverter take to reach their maximum temper-
ature rise from an initial cold state. Common high performance induction machine control
strategies [field-oriented control (FOC) and direct-torque control (DTC)] peak torque ca-
pabilities are compared. A self-limiting control strategy for high performance motor drives
which departs largely from the existing conservative drive protection strategies is introduced.
Dynamic torque derating strategies, which allow further safe overload characteristics even
after maximum allowed hot-spot temperature is reached, are explored. High performance
automotive traction and more-electric aircraft (MEA) actuation systems are applications
that motivate this work.
1.1 Automotive Systems
Electric vehicles are systems that utilize one or more electric motors for propulsion. They
receive their power either from an external power station (e.g., electric trains), storage sys-
tem, or on-board electrical generators (e.g., internal combustion engine, fuel cells, etc.). A
simple representative diagram, as shown in Figure 1.1, illustrates hybrid topologies common
in the automotive industry. Depending on the topology, these vehicles include a traction
unit, a storage unit (including battery and chargers), and generation unit for extended range.
These units are currently designed and sized based on driving schedule tests. Even though
this approach provides a fair overview of component capabilities, it leads to overdesign. For
example, machines used in traction applications are often rated to match the continuous
power needed by the vehicle [18]. Discussions on battery chargers (especially fast charger
types) and the infrastructure needed to accommodate them often assume continuous opera-
tion [19]. However, many of these units operate also under peak duty. A review of traction
drives, fast chargers, and roadbed-charging units will be provided here to illustrate peak
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Figure 1.1: Hybrid electric vehicle powertrain topologies. (a) Series hybrid, (b) parallel
hybrid, (c) series-parallel hybrid, and (d) complex hybrid powertrains.
duty needs.
Traction drive performance constraints are estimated by assessing vehicle performance
under three operational regimes: acceleration, cruising at top speed, and regenerative brak-
ing [20]. Among the three, acceleration and braking are the most demanding, since motors
are expected to provide high torque momentarily as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Other aspects
are related to the drag force on the vehicle and refer to a continuous performance metric.
Traction motors are designed such that they can provide a target top acceleration rate and
achieve a maximum continuous vehicle speed. An off-the-shelf motor rated for continuous
duty can be re-rated for automotive duty. Traction drives are re-rated for higher voltages
to attain nominal torque at higher speeds. This provides higher power with the same motor
size as illustrated in Figure 1.3. A good example would be the Tesla Roadster and Model
S traction motors. Both vehicles utilize three-phase four-pole induction machines. Their
advertised ratings are listed in Table 1.1. Even though their line-fed ratings are fairly low,
they are considerably more powerful under automotive duty; the limiting factors are bat-
tery voltage and motor bearings. However, these ratings do not take into account thermal
behavior of the traction motor. In principle, electric machines have large thermal capacity
3
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Figure 1.2: Vehicle torque and speed profiles under New York City Cycle which models
low-speed stop-and-go traffic.
and they offer significant short-term torque capabilities. This implies that the actual motor
ratings under momentary peak duty are much higher than advertised in [3] and [21]. To
understand their peak short-term capabilities and thermal limitations, their time ratings
need to be obtained.
Table 1.1: Tesla Motors Model S and Roadster traction motor advertised ratings
Model Tesla Model S [21] Tesla Roadster [3]
Nominal 430 N·m 600 N·m 270 N·m 407 N·m
Torque @ 0-5000 RPM @ 0-5100 RPM @ 0-5400 RPM @ 0-5100 RPM
Nominal Power 225 kW (302 hp) 310 kW (416 hp) 185 kw (248 hp) 214 kW (287hp)
Automotive @ 5000-8000 RPM @ 5100-8600 RPM @ 5000-14000 RPM @ 5000-14000 RPM
Nominal Power 81 kW (108 hp) 113 kW (151 hp) 51 kW (68 hp) 78 kW (104)
(Line-fed)
The infrastructure and installation costs for fast EV battery chargers are estimated be-
tween $25,000 and $50,000 per unit [22]. These chargers seek to provide roughly 50 kWh of
energy in less than one hour. If they could be designed as peak duty power converters with
high time-limited output capabilities, this would significantly reduce infrastructure cost and
allow them to be viable candidates for future public charger topologies. On-board chargers
can use the traction inverter as the active front-end and the traction motor windings as
the input inductance to reduce system size and cost [23, 24]. Short-term, intermittent and
peak-duty characterizations of traction inverters would provide sufficient insight to size these
converters either for on-board or off-board implementation.
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machines.
Roadbed chargers, which transfer power to a moving vehicle magnetically, are gaining
significant interest. These charger types utilize a track coil buried under the pavement, a
pick-up coil inside the vehicle, and inverters on both sides. Three roadbed inductive power-
transfer configurations are: long-wire loop [25], sectioned-wire loop [26] and spaced loop [27].
These configurations are summarized in Figure 1.4. The long-wire configuration comprises
a large track coil, which can provide power to multiple vehicles over it and operates at least
95% of the time when a car is passing. The sectioned-wire loop is comprised of track coils
about the size of a vehicle that transfer power to one vehicle at a time. The spaced-loop
configuration consists of much smaller track coils. The interval of operation is much shorter,
and multiple track coils interact simultaneously with the vehicle. Roadbed chargers can have
much shorter duty cycles than conductive chargers [27]. In contrast to the conductive fast
chargers which operate for a period of minutes to hours, roadbed charger track and pick-up
coils both operate intermittently for fractions of seconds. Therefore, it is also essential to
understand inverter ratings under such momentary peak operation.
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Figure 1.4: Roadbed charging types: (a) long-wire, (b) sectioned wire, and (c) spaced loop.
1.2 Aircraft Systems
The aerospace industry is undergoing a long-term transition towards MEA topologies to
increase efficiency and reduce weight and CO2 emissions in commercial aircraft [28]. MEA
such as the Airbus A380 and Boeing 787 replace conventional bleed air-powered mechanical,
hydraulic and pneumatic systems with electro-hydraulic actuators. The ultimate goal is to
achieve an all-electric aircraft (AEA) topology with a projected 10% aircraft weight reduction
and 9% fuel savings [29]. These are conservative estimates, and more compact designs are
possible for certain actuators, such as landing gear, highlift devices, flight control surface
actuators, as they can be considered aperiodic and peak duty.
Examples of landing gear extension/retraction systems (LGERS) and highlift systems
operations are illustrated in Figure 1.5. LGERS are operated only twice in a flight mission,
shortly after takeoff and during the approach before landing. Similarly, highlift devices, such
as flaps and slats, are only re-positioned four times in a flight mission: during taxi, shortly
after takeoff, during approach and rollout. Assuming a peak-duty profile for these systems
while sizing their actuators could produce compact solutions. Another example is electrically
actuated flight-control surfaces. A Lockheed C-141 Starlifter aileron surface peak load profile
is shown in Figure 1.6 for a five-hour flight mission. These actuators are under aperiodic
duty [30], and peak power is demanded during turbulence [31]. Even though these actuators
are conventionally oversized due to reliability constraints, their weight strongly contributes
to system operability and reliability [32]. Thus, discussions on the following chapters could
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electrical actuator peak power demand (red) [31].
provide insight on design tradeoffs.
1.3 Electromagnetic Launchers
Electromagnetic launch is popular in areas where instantaneous peak operation is impor-
tant, such as spacecraft launchers, aircraft catapults [34], railguns [35], etc. Researchers
are looking into methods to implement electromagnetic spacecraft launchers. Launch cost
projections for two-stage-to-orbit rockets indicate that electromagnetic augmentation could
7
(a) (b)
Figure 1.7: Electromagnetic catapult system for aircraft carriers; (a) tow force profile [5],
and (b) launch speed profile [40].
potentially reduce launch costs from $16M down to $3.6M. However, energy levels are on the
order of gigajoules for orbital velocities (roughly 8,000 m/s) [36]. The U.S. navy is replac-
ing steam piston catapults with electromagnetic aircraft launcher systems (EMALS). These
systems must accelerate an aircraft up to 100 m/s in less than 3 seconds. The highest point
steam catapults have been able to reach was 95 MJ, whereas an EMALS could deliver 120
MJ. Their energy densities are far beyond hydraulic catapult types, which typically deliver
20 MJ [6].
Linear induction motors [37] and synchronous motors [38] are utilized in EMALS. Air-
cored strategies are also utilized with superconducting field excitation to boost energy density
[39]. The active duration of these motors is on the order of a few seconds, as shown in
Figure 1.7(a). Their expected cycle times are around 45 seconds [6]; this implies periodic
duty. Torque capabilities of these machines are mostly related to their i2t ratings. These
applications will not be directly addressed throughout this dissertation. But i2t ratings,
which define machine momentary capabilities and partially link this study to these topics,
will be emphasized.
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1.4 Protection Systems and Safety Applications
Electric drive momentary capabilities become imperative in safety applications, where the
motor is required to stop instantaneously, such as a table saw or other process tool. Pro-
tective elements such as aluminum brakes to stop a saw blade within five milliseconds are
available [41], but these systems require extensive repair when invoked. Instead of one-time
use safety mechanisms, it should be possible to stop the motor rapidly through the electrical
side. A similar argument is valid for vehicle (i.e., train, car, etc.) anti-collision systems.
In these applications, the inverter should have enough dc bus voltage headroom to quickly
reverse the current. Moreover, the motor should have i2t rating high enough to be able to
absorb significant heat instantaneously. Therefore, it is important to understand drive elec-
trical capabilities at a given operating speed to identify design tradeoffs on machine sizing,
inverter ratings and drive selection. In this research, a framework that provides insight on
drive capabilities and design tradeoffs is developed.
1.5 Organization
This dissertation examines electrical and thermal limitations in electric drives. To improve
torque capabilities of existing high performance motor controllers, dynamic flux weakening
strategies are implemented. Machine peak capabilities are much higher than continuous
ratings, and peak operation must be time limited. Therefore electric machine thermal lim-
its and time ratings are explored analytically and experimentally. Similarly, inverter time
ratings under such peak output capabilities are investigated. Based on the obtained time-
rating characteristics, a self-limiting control strategy is developed, which allows the machine
hot-spot temperature to be controlled and kept below a maximum allowable value. This
strategy takes advantage of a drive’s full capabilities and identifies safe derating strategies
to attain peak output torque as the system temperature reaches its safe limit. These analyses
show that electric machines have significant short-term overload capabilities and inverters
need to be slightly oversized to take full advantage of the drive. In addition, time-rating
studies provide insight on design tradeoffs in electric vehicles, aircraft actuators and safety
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applications.
Chapter 2 presents a literature survey. Fundamentals of torque generation in electrome-
chanical actuators are presented. Four fundamental factors that affect a drive’s torque
capability are discussed: current rating, magnetic limitations, thermal limitations and me-
chanical strength. Conventional motor rating strategies and limitations are discussed. An
overview of thermal analysis methods for machines and inverters is provided. The section
concludes with a quick discussion on thermal cycling-related failure mechanisms in motor
drives.
In Chapter 3, electrical limitations of vector-controlled drives are discussed. Peak torque
from FOC and DTC are assessed as a function of dc bus voltage. Torque-maximizing field-
weakening strategies that fully utilize the dc bus voltage are investigated. Drive parameter
sensitivities and their impacts on peak capabilities are also discussed.
A fast and flexible analytical method that provides sufficiently accurate local thermal
information and hot-spot temperature estimates is presented in Chapter 4. Such a method
can be implemented in drives and adapted to different geometries with minimum effort.
A closed-form analytical solution to a unified heat-transfer problem formulation may not
exist due to the inhomogeneity of common machine geometries and complexity of boundary
conditions. To mitigate this, the geometry is broken down into many separate homogeneous
domains and heat transfer analysis is framed as separate boundary value problems (BVPs).
The proposed model out-performs a lumped parameter (LP) model in accuracy and FEA in
speed.
Chapter 5 identifies motor drive time ratings for which the identified peak electrical capa-
bilities could be fully attained. These time ratings are divided into subtransient, transition,
and transient time ratings depending on the dominant heat-transfer mode. The subtransient
mode is associated with well-known i2t ratings, and the transient mode is associated with
well-known first-order temperature-rise characteristics. With this information, the impacts
of stator and rotor losses on the end winding hotspot are decoupled and identified. This
information is lumped into a transient thermal impedance characteristic which provides time
ratings under various stator and rotor loss profiles. Methods to improve time ratings are
discussed and the impact of phase changing materials is assessed.
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Inverter time ratings and thermal limitations are explored in Chapter 6. A generic elec-
trothermal inverter model is created. This model is experimentally validated. Sensitivity
of inverter ratings to cooling topologies and performances are assessed. Methods to inter-
pret intermittent, aperiodic and fault duty ratings from the time rating measurements are
presented.
In Chapter 7, self-limiting control of induction machines is presented. This control strategy
comprises a thermal tracker system, a vector controller and an online loss estimator. Viable
transient thermal tracking methods are assessed. Torque derating strategies are identified
for cold and warm machines as they reach maximum allowable temperature rise. With
this strategy, even if the maximum hot-spot temperature is reached, further overloading
capability is identified while keeping the hot-spot temperature at a safe limit. Since the
self-limiting control strategy is based on a thermal estimator, initialization errors greatly
impact system performance. Strategies to mitigate this issue with minimal temperature
measurements are presented.
Chapter 8 discusses system design and sizing tradeoffs in motivating examples of elec-
tric vehicles and aircraft actuators. An energy-based service-time-aware rating strategy is
presented which allows for significant size reduction with no performance compromise. The
significant findings of the dissertation, contributions in the motor drives literature and open-
ended future research topics are summarized in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND
INFORMATION
This chapter provides a broader context for this research with background information and
a literature survey. Motor drive torque capabilities are discussed and the limiting factors are
identified. Standardized drive duties and motor ratings are summarized based on electrical
and thermal limitations. This research combines motor drive control and protection schemes
in a self-limiting control frame. Thus, an overview of machine thermal analysis, transient
thermal tracking and associated protection strategies are provided. Finally, a survey of
inverter characterization and electro-thermal simulation studies will be presented.
2.1 Drive Torque Capabilities
The Lorentz force law governs force generation in electromechanical systems, and in the
absence of electric fields, represents the force density as the cross product of magnetic flux
density (B) and the electric current density (J). This relationship indicates that maximum
attainable J and B directly limit force generation. Maximum available current is related
to supply ratings and available voltage, whereas current density limitations indirectly arise
from conductor thermal capabilities. Several rules of thumb and standards are available for
insulated conductor current ratings [42,43]. They are based on the allowed temperature rise.
Maximum magnetic flux density depends on the material magnetic saturation limit. Typical
electric machine magnetic core saturation limits are about∼ 1.6 T. Shaft mechanical strength
limits force handling. Proper electric motor shaft sizing is important to minimize fatigue
and prolong system lifetime under peak duty but it is out of the scope of this dissertation.
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Figure 2.1: Torque versus speed characteristics of a variable frequency drive under
increased dc bus voltage (∗), increased current (∆), and no magnetic saturation (dashed).
2.1.1 Electrical Limitations on Torque
Voltage, current and frequency available to the motor terminals are the primary electrical
factors governing torque generation. Line-fed machines operate under constant frequency,
and load torque determines their shaft speed. Inverter drives remedy the limitations of fixed
frequency excitation and provide variable frequency operation, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Area I corresponds to the constant torque region where machine flux is set to the rated value.
Above the base speed (ωb), the bus voltage is insufficient to provide rated flux and the field is
weakened (Area II). The width of Area I is directly related to the dc bus voltage available on
the inverter terminals [44] and the peak attainable torque is related to the inverter current
rating. The torque-versus-speed characteristic could be altered, as shown in Figure 2.1, if
these limits could be exceeded momentarily.
The machine magnetic flux is weakened when the bus voltage is insufficient to provide rated
flux at high speed. The conventional approach is to enforce a field strength inversely propor-
tional to the synchronous frequency. This field-weakening strategy is primarily intended for
scalar controlled drives where only the machine terminal voltage magnitude and frequency
are controlled. Due to its simplicity, it has been also used in vector controllers. However, it
is not the optimal way to adjust the field in these high performance controllers [45]. Most
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field adjustment strategies presented in the literature focus on high-speed operation [46], and
constrain the current [47–49]. At low speeds, however, there is potential to increase torque
capabilities if the current limitation can be exceeded briefly, because the drive reduces the
machine terminal voltage in proportion to the frequency, and the dc bus voltage is not fully
utilized. This allows extra voltage headroom that can be used to produce higher torque [50].
Chapter 3 addresses this issue directly.
A wide constant-torque region is necessary to achieve high power densities in aircraft and
automotive systems. This is viable only when the bus voltage is sufficient and the machine
electrical insulation permits high voltages. However, conventional general-purpose motors
comprise multiple winding sets and are able to support various supply voltages. Chapman
and Krein have shown that taking advantage of these winding sets and reconfiguring a high-
voltage wye-configured machine as a low-voltage delta allows roughly a 350% increase in
the output power under rated voltage and flux [51]. Moreover, such strategies are shown to
improve machine efficiency, since losses increase gradually compared to output power [51].
2.1.2 Machine Magnetic Limits
An alternative way to increase power density is to strengthen the magnetic field as shown
by the dashed torque vs. speed characteristic in Figure 2.1 [52]. However, standard iron or
steel magnetic cores saturate between 1.4 and 2 T, as shown in Figure 2.2. Magnetic flux
density beyond these values requires much higher magnetizing/field currents because the
material permeability drops significantly. This introduces increased losses and requires extra
attention in thermal management. Field windings comprising superconductors [53–55] have
been utilized to mitigate this problem. The reported flux densities from superconducting
coils reach as high as 6 T, which allows a significant increase in the power densities and
makes them popular in wind turbine generators, electromagnetic launchers, and marine [56]
and aircraft propulsion drives and on-board generators.
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2.1.3 Thermal Limits on Current and Torque
Torque capability could be raised if it is possible to increase the current [44]. However,
enforcing higher than rated current results in higher losses and heat generation. This heat,
if it is not removed properly, causes winding temperatures to increase at a rate inversely
proportional to machine heat capacity [16, 17]. A machine designed with a certain service
factor (SF) greater than one can continuously support overloads. The service factor can
be exceeded under intermittent periodic loads, associated with load duty cycle (DC) [58–
60]. For short-time overloads beyond the SF range, the thermal limit is the time it takes
the winding temperature to reach the insulation class rating. This time rating is partially
available in machine thermal limit curves, which are plots of time versus per-unit rated
current, as shown in Figure 2.3. These curves are for line-fed operation, and their intent is
protection rather than a rating assessment. They can be given for hot and cold machines
and comprise characteristics under running conditions and with a locked rotor [61].
Running condition curves show machine thermal capability when the shaft is at a certain
speed, the air gap and end space are properly ventilated, and the heat transfer is fully
developed. Running-condition thermal limits are obtained using a first-order thermal model
of the form
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rotor time ratings for a hot and cold machine.
τ
dT
dt
+ T = I2, (2.1)
where τ is the thermal time constant, T is the per-unit winding temperature rise, and I is
the per-unit line current [62]. Equation (2.1) shows the strong dependence of steady-state
temperature rise on the squared current. For an initial winding temperature rise T0, the
thermal response is
T = I2(1− e−t/τ ) + T0e−t/τ . (2.2)
The machine thermal limit for a running overload condition is
t = τ ln
(
I2 − I20
I − I2R
)
, (2.3)
where I0 is the initial current for warm machines, IR is the continuous rated current. This
approximation is widely used in thermal protection devices [63]. It assumes constant winding
resistance. However, winding resistance is a strong function of temperature, and it varies for
a wide range of overload conditions. Because a blocked rotor implies no air gap or end space
ventilation, a thermal limit characteristic under blocked rotor conditions can be estimated
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assuming adiabatic models as [64]
t = τ
T
I2
. (2.4)
All these characteristics are typically populated for line-fed applications, where core loss
is constant, and rotor losses are severe at stall. For variable frequency drives, where flux,
voltage and frequency are adjusted dynamically, these curves are inaccurate. A comprehen-
sive time-rating analysis to understand the true thermal machine limitations for variable
frequency drives will be presented in Chapter 5. Thermal limit curves are estimated for a
maximum allowed temperature rise. One way to improve thermal limits in electric drives is
to allow higher temperature operation. This relates directly to machine ratings and will be
presented in the following section.
2.2 Machine Ratings
Ratings, in general, represent guaranteed performance metrics but do not indicate clear-cut
limitations. In principle, any system with sufficient heat capacity can be overloaded briefly.
Its performance guarantees would vary for different duties and load cycles. Short-time
and periodic intermittent duties and performance guarantees under these operations have
received attention. A short time rating is defined as “...the load which can be carried for a
short and definitely specified time, the machine ... being approximately room temperature...”,
and periodic rating is defined as “ load or loads which can be carried for the alternate periods
of load and rest with the periods being repeated continuously” by IEEE Std. 96-1969 [65]. It
is often challenging to determine performance guarantees under these standardized duties.
In principle, the maximum permissible current under short-time duty corresponds to the
cold machine thermal limit curves presented in Section 2.1.3. Periodic loading requires extra
attention to machine cooling performance. If the cooling performance is altered during the
rest period, then the maximum permissible current is limited. A general rule of thumb [58]
to determine maximum permissible current as a function of cooling performance is
ip = IR
√
1
1− p
(
C − p− CF + CF
k
)
, (2.5)
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where k is the duty ratio, C is the thermal capacity used, p is the ratio of core loss to total
loss, F is the ratio of cooling rates under stall and rated speed, and IR is as defined in
Section 2.1.3. The ratio of rms duty cycle current to peak current from 2.5 is illustrated in
Figure 2.4 for various cooling rates. This characteristic shows that, if the cooling performance
is degraded during the resting period, then the overload capability is limited, especially for
short duty ratios.
The primary factor that affects machine limits is the maximum allowed temperature. This
temperature depends on winding insulation classes [66], which are standardized in EN61558-
1-2005 [67] and IEEE 117-1974 [68]. Exceeding this temperature shortens lifetime [69]. Past
studies from 1939 [70] and 1945 [71] on the impact of insulation classes on machine sizing
suggested that new-generation high-temperature machines would be limited by efficiency and
overload requirements rather than the insulation lifetime. Recent general-purpose designs
utilize Class F insulation (rated 155◦C), even when the machine nameplate is rated for Class
B temperature rise (130◦C). This allows six times longer life with 1.15 service factor [72], and
validates the predictions in [70] and [71]. On the one hand, these general-purpose motors are
underrated in order to prolong their life. On the other hand, they provide significant overload
capabilities — continuous Class F ratings are 25% more than Class B nameplate ratings. In
a design process, a full-order thermal analysis is imperative because the insulation class is
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Figure 2.5: Machine structure (a) in the axial direction, and (b) in the radial direction.
chosen based on the hottest spot temperature. The following section provides a survey on
machine thermal analysis and associated challenges.
2.3 Machine Thermal Analysis
The main objective of thermal analysis is to estimate the hottest spot location and tem-
perature. Machines are complicated structures and it is challenging to accurately estimate
the major heat flow paths. A generic machine diagram in the axial direction is shown in
Figure 2.5. The major portion of heat flows radially into the stator core and leaves the ma-
chine from the outer surface. Portions of heat are transferred in the axial direction (through
the shaft to the end caps), and in the end space (from the end windings and end rings).
In totally enclosed machines, the end-space heat is transferred to the ambient through the
frame surface, whereas it can leave directly through the ventilation gaps in open drip proof
machines. The location of the hottest spot depends on machine constructional deficiencies
and operation. In stator-limited machines, the hottest spot is either inside the slots or at
the end windings. In rotor-limited machines, the hottest spot is a rotor bar. A general
rule of thumb suggests a motor is stator limited if its voltage rating is at least ten times its
horsepower rating [73]. During starting, rotor currents are high and heat transfer is poor.
Thus, machines are often rotor limited while starting and operated at low speeds.
One of the most complicated problems in electric machine thermal analysis is to evaluate
heat transfer within the slots. Slots consist of electrically insulated conductors and slot liners
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with thermal conductivities ranging from 0.10.25 W/m·K. Slots are impregnated in order to
avoid voids between conductors and improve heat transfer. If the impregnation quality is
poor, then the hottest spot is likely to be in the slots. Other challenges in machine thermal
analysis are the estimation of heat transfer coefficients at the end space, end winding surface
and air gap, as well as the contact resistance between stator and frame.
Thermal analysis can be carried out by finite-element (FE) methods, LP models and
physics-based approaches. All have certain accuracy ranges based on the required data to
create them; they provide a fairly accurate transient response if the machine geometries
are known. FE models require extensive data on machine geometry, material properties
and other details. These analyses can provide accurate results when details are known.
However, the models require extensive overhead effort to create and simulate. They allow a
large variety of details to be included and are advantageous for steady-state simulations to
locate the hotspot and refine the design topology.
Slot multi-layer structure and impregnation uncertainties make stator slots one of the
most time-consuming parts in creating an FE model. Several simplification methods have
been proposed to reduce the time spent on model creation. One approach is to homogenize
the stator slot assuming a single layer structure with an equivalent thermal conductivity
depending on the geometry, slot fill factor and impregnation quality [74]. Even though
this homogenization improves modeling complexity and simulation performance, it may be
an over simplification. Layered winding models, as shown in Figure 2.6, provide higher
accuracy [75,76]. An alternative homogenization strategy for linear and rotational machine
slots is presented in Chapter 4.
Even though it is possible to embed high detail in FE models, they are not feasible for
transient thermal analyses, especially for applications that require real-time temperature
estimates such as transient thermal tracking and overload relays. These applications typ-
ically utilize LP models or transient thermal impedance transfer functions identified from
experimental results. LP models can be extracted from FE models, estimated using exper-
imental data [77–79], or calculated analytically by solving the heat diffusion equation [80].
Analytical methods have shown excellent accuracy; however, they require detailed geometric
information on machine construction and suffer from inaccuracies due to unknowns such as
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Figure 2.6: Layer-based slot region simplifications by (a) [75] and (b) [76].
impregnation quality, stator iron and frame contact resistances, etc.
LP models can also be created following simple step-by-step procedures based on temper-
ature measurements [79]. These methods require minimal geometric data such as machine
active length, stator inner and outer diameters, rotor outer diameter, etc. However, they
necessitate accurate knowledge of heat transfer correlations on end windings, end space,
end caps, frame and air-gap surfaces [81]. More advanced numerical methods, such as least
squares fitting algorithms, eliminate requirements on machine dimensions and heat transfer
relations. The resulting electrical analogy has no physical meaning but is shown to provide
excellent estimates [78]. Utilization of these models in machine thermal overload relays and
thermal tracking devices will be discussed in the following section along with alternative
temperature monitoring strategies.
2.4 Transient Thermal Tracking Strategies
Real-time machine temperature estimation is often necessary in modern motor drives (such
as FOC, DTC) and protective devices (such as overload relays, over current relays, etc.) [82].
High performance motor controllers utilize rotor or stator flux estimators, which rely on
accurate winding resistances and time constants. These parameters are strong functions of
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temperature, and the control system tends to detune as the machine temperature rises [83,
84]. Besides closed-loop motor controllers, hot-spot temperature estimates or measurements
are also imperative in protective devices [85]. The hot-spot location depends largely on
electrical- and load-related transients and disturbances. A motor undergoing a full-load start
with a high inertia load is most likely to suffer critical temperatures in the rotor circuit, even
if the motor is stator limited. High rotor temperatures could also be observed in motors
supplied from unbalanced sources. Even if the negative sequence voltage is small, under
such excitation, induced negative sequence rotor currents may not be negligible. Therefore,
fast and accurate hot-spot thermal tracking tools are necessary.
The thermal models discussed in Section 2.3 are able to predict the hot-spot location
and its temperature, but they are usually not possible for real-time implementation, due
to their complexities. Real-time or online temperature estimators can be grouped into in-
trusive and nonintrusive methods. Nonintrusive methods avoid thermal sensors, require no
hardware modification to the drive, and have minimal impacts on a drive’s normal oper-
ation [86]. Typical nonintrusive thermal tracking systems employ simplified low-order LP
models, thermal impedance-based transfer relations, or empirical methods. Intrusive meth-
ods require thermal sensors, intermediate power stages connected in series with the motor,
etc.; parameter-based thermal tracking tools can often be intrusive [87].
Lumped parameter models are thermal equivalent circuits synthesized to model the heat
transfer and storage inside the machine. They are commonly used in motor protection. An
example is IEEE device number 49, which utilizes a first-order model to approximate motor
thermal response [88]. Although they are commonly used, first-order models are ineffective
under certain situations, such as a full-load start. During the starting sequence, motors
undergo extensive rotor losses. In addition, no air-gap and end-space ventilation exists and
the rotor may heat up to more than 70% of its rated temperature adiabatically [89]. First-
order models do not capture this behavior accurately. To remedy this, first-order models are
commonly augmented with an additional adiabatic model as shown in Figure 2.7 [84, 90].
Another solution is to dynamically vary the LP model time constant as a function of shaft
speed [91, 92]. Higher order thermal models provide improved accuracy and capture the
machine multi-time-constant thermal behavior [78]. These models can be created by physics-
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Figure 2.7: First order lumped parameter thermal models for (a) running condition, (b)
stall (adiabatic), and (c) variable speed operation.
based or numerical approaches. Physics-based methods require geometric information about
machine construction [80]. Numerical models require experimental data to fit a candidate
model [93]. Both approaches are widely used for sensorless hot-spot temperature estimation.
Even though LP models are widely used and provide excellent temperature estimates, they
are impotent under fault duty, such as impaired cooling, broken rotor bars, insulation failure,
etc. To remedy this, parameter-based methods are shown to provide excellent performance
by estimating the stator or rotor winding temperatures from winding resistances [94]. An
experimental characteristic of measured winding resistance versus average machine temper-
ature is shown in Figure 2.8 for a 1.5-hp, 230 V, 4.4 A, three-phase induction machine. The
data give an almost linear temperature dependence on winding resistance. Quadratic tem-
perature dependent models are also available [95–97]. Equation (2.6) is utilized to extract
temperature information where R0 is the winding resistance (Ω) at a known temperature
T0 (C) and Rs is the winding resistance at the temperature Ts. The international annealed
copper standard (IACS) reports k to be 234.5 for 100% IACS conductivity copper. For
aluminum rotor bars, this parameter is reported to be 225 for 62% volume conductivity [98].
Rs
R0
=
Ts + k
T0 + k
. (2.6)
Stator resistance is commonly estimated by a small dc current injection. Dc injection
methods are shown in [99, 100] to provide good estimates for large-magnitude injections.
However, they can then no longer be classified as nonintrusive. Even a small dc offset in
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Figure 2.8: Dependence of measured stator winding resistance on average stator winding
temperature.
measurements [99] or device nonlinearity (such as with an inverter) [86] greatly limits the
estimation accuracy. The measured data then need to be compensated for the on-state
voltage drop across switching devices, which are nonlinear functions of current [100]. Ac
injection methods are shown to eliminate inaccuracies from measurement offsets and allow
higher accuracy with lower magnitude injected signals [83].
Rotor temperature is obtained to estimate rotor resistance using empirical methods [101]
or closed-loop observers [84], [87], [102]. Empirical methods, such as the one provided in
(2.7) [101], are easy to implement in cheap protection devices and could be used for drive
diagnostics, condition monitoring and to compensate drives for temperature-caused detun-
ing. However, these approaches are sensitive to predicted machine parameters and operat-
ing conditions [i.e., rotor inductance (Lr), stator inductance (Ls), magnetizing inductance
(Lm), reactive power (Q), stator current magnitude (Is), slip frequency (ωsl), synchronous
frequency (ωs)] and a slight variation in parameters causes a steady-state estimation er-
ror. Thus, empirical methods are not reliable for rotor hot-spot temperature estimation.
Closed-loop rotor resistance observers utilize model referenced adaptive systems (MRAS).
Their estimation error decays exponentially, given that proper feedback loops are provided.
Typical, MRAS rotor resistance observers require rotor speed to be measured or estimated.
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Stator current harmonic spectral distribution can be used to estimate rotor speed [103] and
is shown to provide excellent accuracy in sensorless thermal trackers [104].
Rr =
√√√√ω2slLr
(
ωsL2m
Q
I2s
+ ωsLs
− Lr
)
. (2.7)
Thermal analysis of electric machines, their protection and condition monitoring schemes
and ratings were discussed. These protection schemes typically turn off the motor if overtem-
perature is detected. This is an economic concern especially in high capacity industrial
manufacturing plants. Thermally aware control strategies to minimize motor outage due to
overtemperature will be discussed in Chapter 7. The following section will address inverter
thermal modeling, loss estimation and their lifetime under peak duty.
2.5 Electrothermal Inverter Models
Inverters consist of power semiconductor devices. Usually, low-power commercial motor
drive inverters utilize IGBTs and MOSFETs, medium power drives IGBTs, and high power
drives GTOs and thyristors. The focus here is on IGBT inverters. To design an inverter
and rate it for a certain lifetime, its power loss and thermal management capability must be
known. Device electrical characteristics vary with junction temperature, and device power
loss and thermal characteristics are coupled. Therefore, a coupled electro-thermal study is
necessary to estimate inverter output capabilities and its lifetime under peak periodic duty.
This section presents inverter thermal models and loss estimation.
2.5.1 Power Switch Thermal Models
Power switch thermal models can provide information on inverter thermal behavior, overload
capabilities and time ratings. Thermal analysis of semiconductor devices requires solving
the governing heat transfer (2.8).
ρc
∂T (·, t)
∂t
= Q˙+∇ · (k · ∇T (·, t)). (2.8)
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Figure 2.9: A layer-based representation of a power semiconductor device.
Here, (·) denotes an arbitrary coordinate system of n dimensions, t is time (s), ρ is den-
sity (kg/m3), c is specific heat (J/kg·K), Q˙ is volumetric heat generation (W/m3), and k
is material thermal conductivity (W/m·K). Power semiconductor devices are complicated
structures composed of different materials with various thermal, electrical and mechanical
properties. Thus, to obtain an analytical solution, a layer based structure as in Figure 2.9
is commonly assumed.
The heat transfer problem in such a structure can be modeled and solved using physics-
based methods, numerical, LP and experimental studies. Physics-based methods attempt
to solve (2.8) analytically, assuming a multi-layer structure. Temperature distributions from
analytical solutions can be represented in the frequency domain, which is crucial to generate
LP models [105]. For short intervals, the heat does not instantaneously transfer all the way
from junction area to baseplate. For a short duration with respect to silicon diffusivity, the
generated heat remains confined in the junction and the temperature rise is approximated
by [106]
∆T =
E
ρcd
. (2.9)
Physics-based methods provide accurate estimates of junction temperatures, but they work
only under certain assumptions, such as 2-D symmetry, no material property dependence on
temperature, etc. Numerical approaches, such as finite difference model (FDM), and finite
element model (FEM), provide good estimation accuracy regardless of device shape, and
temperature dependent material properties can be easily taken into account. State-of-the-
art electro-thermal circuit simulators such as Saber utilize FDM [107–109]. This software
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Figure 2.10: A distributed LP thermal model of a power semiconductor device.
program is widely accepted for high performance power electronics design. The thermal
component models utilized in Saber, their implementation and experimental validation re-
sults are presented in [110]. Estimation accuracy depends on model discretization density;
a 1-D FDM of Figure 2.9 will have poor estimation accuracy [111], because heat does not
spread in only one direction. This problem can be mitigated by assuming a heat spread
angle between different-sized layers [112].
Solvers for FDM and FEM are computationally expensive and are inflexible in regard to
realistic power electronics switching patterns. In addition, these methods yield tempera-
ture distributions across the device, while designers are interested in hot-spot temperatures.
However, these numerical models can be used to generate an LP thermal model for the
semiconductor device as shown in Figure 2.10. It can be easily implemented in power cir-
cuit simulators and real-time testbeds [110, 113–115]. In these distributed LP models, the
nodes can be arranged to represent layer center temperatures or hot spots of Figure 2.9.
LP models based on FDM [113] and FEM [114] suitable for real-time implementation were
shown to provide excellent accuracy. These models are highly flexible and can be used to
simulate dynamic case studies as critical as a short circuit [115]. LP models do not need to
be based on numerical models. In principle, any strategy that could identify the dominant
eigenvalues of the thermal system could provide a reduced-order LP model. One strategy is
to use Green’s functions to solve the heat diffusion equation and then fit the solutions to a
reduced-order RC circuit with distributed heat sources [116].
Although LP models are much simpler than FEM and FDM and are suitable for real-
time simulations, they require a detailed physics-based, finite element or difference model
to be generated. The device material properties and physical dimensions must be known to
accurately predict heat-transfer dynamics. The necessary physical dimensions on the order
of µm, difficult to measure, and often proprietary. Hence, these methods are more suitable
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Figure 2.11: Transient thermal impedance curves for IGBT and diode.
for device manufacturers. For a power electronics circuit designer, chip level details are not
important. Instead users are more interested in device short-term and continuous ratings.
Continuous ratings can be estimated using the equivalent thermal resistances from device
junction to ambient. Short-term ratings can be estimated using device transient thermal
impedance characteristics [117, 118]. The transient thermal impedance (Zth,jc) is the device
junction-to-case temperature rise step response to per-unit heat generation and takes the
form of Figure 2.11. Device manufacturers often provide this metric based on experimental
data. Using Zth,jc curves, the convolution integral of
∆Tjc(t) =
∫ t
0
PlossZ˙th,jc(t− τ)dτ (2.10)
provides the junction-to-case temperature rise under arbitrary junction-area heat generation
[119]. Here, Z˙th,jc is
Z˙th,jc =
dZth,jc
dt
= Hth,jc(t). (2.11)
The junction-to-case and case-to-ambient temperature rises also depend on the power semi-
conductor package and attached heatsink. Thermal models for various packages, including
MULTIWATT, Power DIP, and PCB-mounted DIP, were presented in [120].
Power modules consisting of multiple power devices are not uncommon, especially at high-
power density applications. As more than one power semiconductor is contained within
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the package, the device thermal responses become coupled. A matrix approach to model
transient thermal impedance is common to address this coupling [121, 122]. As the number
of devices increases, the transient thermal impedance matrix becomes
Zth =


Zth,11 Zth,12 · · · Zth,1n
Zth,21 Zth,22 · · · Zth,2n
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
Zth,11 Zth,12 · · · Zth,1n


(2.12)
for an n-device power module. The convolution integrals of (2.10) become difficult to solve
in the time domain for a complicated Zth matrix or for arbitrary junction power loss. Hence,
(2.10) is commonly transformed into the frequency domain through a Fourier transform or
Laplace transform. In this way, the convolution problem is simplified to a multiplication
operation as in
∆T (ω) = P (ω) ·H(ω)
or (2.13)
∆T (s) = P (s) ·H(s)
where
H(ω) = F{H(t)} and H(s) = L{H(t)} (2.14)
and it represents the junction-to-case temperature rise impulse response. Foster-and Cauer-
type multi-level RC networks are synthesized from this transfer function using various data-
fitting algorithms [123]. The models are accurate within the test range provided in the
datasheets. Approaches to approximate the convolution integral in time domain are available
in cases where a frequency domain analysis is not suitable [124].
2.5.2 Inverter Loss Estimation
The existing IGBT models can be grouped into mathematical, semi-mathematical and be-
havioral models [125]. Mathematical models are implemented by solving the physics equa-
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tions based on the device structure, its doping concentration, and silicon properties. Semi-
mathematical models are partly physics-based models that can be implemented in a circuit
simulator such as PSPICE and Saber. Semi-mathematical electro-thermal IGBT models for
the Saber simulation package are available in [107–109]. They capture temperature depen-
dence of internal physical mechanisms, such as electron and hole mobility, diffusivity, carrier
concentration, etc., and are able both to predict drive performance temperature dependence
and provide accurate power losses.
Mathematical and semi-mathematical models require device physical characteristics and
are useful for semiconductor device manufacturers to estimate product performance and
improve their design. However, they are intractable for power electronics designers due to
their complexities for simulating a large power circuit. Thus, behavioral (empirical) models
are commonly used by power electronics circuit designers and the motor drives community.
Rather than solving for device physics, these models are based on measured IGBT charac-
teristics. They are often implemented using look-up tables and curve fitting. IGBT power
losses occur during conduction, switching and blocking. Conduction and switching losses
dominate and blocking losses are often neglected. Typical behavioral models for conduction
loss and switching energy are [126]
Pcond =
1
tp
∫ tp
0
(vCE,0 + rCE,0 i(t)
Bcond) i(t)dt, (2.15)
Esw = Asw i(t)
Bsw . (2.16)
The on-state voltage drop is characterized by a dynamical resistance (rCE,0) and a constant
voltage drop (vCE,0) with exponential dependence (Bcond) on collector current (iC). The
conduction loss is averaged for one switching period (tp). The switching energy loss (Esw)
is modeled as in (2.16) where Asw and Bsw are curve-fitting constants. This model can be
extended to capture power-loss temperature dependence [127]. The conduction and switching
losses are empirically represented as
Pcond =
1
tp
∫ tp
0
(
Ccond,1 Tj + vCE,0 + (Ccond,2 Tj + rCE,0) i(t)
Bcond
)
i(t)dt, (2.17)
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Esw = Asw i(t)
Bsw
(
VDC
VDC,base
)Csw(
Tj
Tbase
)Dsw
. (2.18)
Here Ccond,1 and Ccond,2 are constants to capture variable temperature effects on on-state
voltage drop. Tj is the junction temperature. VDC and VDC,base are the dc bus voltage and
its base value, respectively. Csw is the curve fitting constant for the variable dc bus voltage.
Tbase is the base junction temperature, and Dsw is the curve fitting constant for the variable
junction temperature. The impact of the gate drive circuit on switching energy can also be
captured by [128]
Esw = Asw i(t)
Bsw
(
VDC
VDC,base
)Csw(
Tj
Tbase
)Dsw(
Rg
Rg,base
)Fsw(
Vg
Vg,base
)Gsw
. (2.19)
where Asw, Bsw, Csw, Dsw are as described above. Rg and Rg,base are the gate-drive resis-
tance and its base value, respectively. Fsw is the curve fitting constant for gate resistance
dependence. Vg and Vg,base are the gate voltage and its base value, respectively. Gsw is the
curve fitting coefficient for gate drive voltage dependence.
The methods discussed in [126–128] are empirical and depend on switching energy mea-
surements. There are also behavioral methods to estimate energy loss based on generalized
switching waveforms [129–132]. Typical reported switch current and voltage waveforms are
as shown in Figure 2.12 [129]. An analytical switching loss approximation would assume
linear [130,133], piecewise linear [132] and exponential [129] current and voltage waveforms
during the IGBT turn-on and turn-off, and the diode reverse-recovery intervals. Diode turn-
on loss is reported to be negligible compared to the reverse recovery (turn-off) loss [131].
These approaches provide good analytical insight on switching transients. However, the
switching transients largely depend on the load type (such as resistive, inductive, etc.) and
the approximations need to be updated for different loads.
The approaches discussed above are switch-level studies. Inverters consist of multiple
power switches, and they are controlled based on a certain modulation pattern (e.g., PWM
and hysteresis). Thus, estimating the instantaneous power loss becomes complicated. An-
alytical approximations to inverter conduction and switching losses are available in the lit-
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.12: Switching waveforms for (a) IGBT turn-on, (b) IGBT turn-off, and (c) diode
turn-off.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: Implementation of a behavioral (a) conduction, and (b) switching loss
estimator.
erature [134–138]. Commonly, these studies assume sinusoidal output current (at steady
state) [138], constant switching frequency, a PWM strategy [134, 135] and load power fac-
tor [136]. These are average methods and they will not work under dynamic simulations and
system transients.
Physics-based models provide accurate estimates during load transients (e.g., starting or
braking a motor), dynamic loads (e.g., electric traction), and fault diagnosis. However, the
computational complexity and simulation times for these methods make them infeasible for
design purposes and real-time implementation. Empirical models [134–138] could be used,
but each these methods target specific PWM schemes at electrical steady state. Behavioral
loss estimation schemes are suitable for real-time [139] and oﬄine [140] simulation schemes.
The real-time methods detect switch actions and provide switching power losses. Schemes
to estimate average IGBT and diode switching losses based on [139] and [141] are shown in
Figure 2.13.
Post-processing methods use an ideal switch model for electrical simulations to obtain
current and voltage waveforms. These waveforms are then processed to identify conduction
and switching intervals, and look-up tables are used to estimate switching energies. Post-
processing approaches enable fast numerical simulations and accurate loss estimation. These
approaches are not limited to two-level inverter topologies or certain switching strategies.
Similar approaches on multi-level inverters [132], and motor drives under hysteresis switching
strategies [142], are available. To improve the estimation accuracy by capturing thermal
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transients, thermal models are often integrated into these schemes. With a thermal model
implemented, these methods become capable of estimating inverter failure rate [141]. These
behavioral models require small simulation time steps to detect switching actions. They are
computationally expensive and often cannot be implemented in hardware-in-the-loop (HiL)
test beds. Nevertheless, they provide excellent estimation accuracy. A similar behavioral
post-processing model will be utilized in Chapter 6.
2.6 Impact of Thermal and Power Cycling on Motor Drive
Lifetime
Manufacturers of industrial systems are interested in drive lifetime. To understand the
tradeoff between drive capabilities and lifetime, common failure modes and reliability aspects
should be understood. The following sections discuss factors that impact electric machine
and inverter lifetime.
2.6.1 Electric Machine Lifetime and Failure Modes
Available motor reliability and failure data are mostly statistical. Generally, 20,000-hour
lifetime is assumed for insulators operating at rated temperature [69]. A recent survey
showed that in 38% of reported failure cases, aging is caused by thermal cycling, 27% were
electrostatics related, and 16% were related to mechanical causes [143]. These groups of
failure root causes will be addressed here.
Thermal stress in insulating systems causes chemical reactions that lead to physical and
chemical degradation in the material and accelerates the aging process [144, 145]. It has
been shown that insulator deterioration with temperature obeys an Arrhenius chemical rate
equation [146], and that insulation life is roughly halved for each 10◦C rise [69, 147]. Over-
temperature aging relationships of various insulation classes under different heating scenarios
are analyzed by
L = B e
ψ
kT , (2.20)
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where L is life, B is a constant determined experimentally, ψ is the activation energy (eV),
T is the absolute temperature (K), and k is the Boltzmann constant. Exceeding the glass-
transition temperature of an insulator is known to soften the material and make it susceptible
to mechanical defects [148].
Another failure mode reported is the thermo-mechanical response of conductors and in-
sulators [144]. A machine exposed to thermal cycling suffers from frequent expansion and
contraction in the conductors and insulators causing shear stress [149]. After many ther-
mal cycles, adhesion may be lost which causes insulator delimitation [150]. Delamination
increases thermal resistance at the contact interface and leads to higher hot-spot tempera-
tures.
Repeated expansion and contraction cause insulation abrasion. Repeated expansion and
contraction in conductors under thermal cycling causes axial tape separation and radial girth
cracking in the insulation [151]. These ultimately cause phase-to-ground and turn-to-turn
faults. As the conductors expand and contract, voids inside the slots may form. These voids
may lead to partial discharge (PD), a localized dielectric breakdown in the insulator. PD
erodes the enamel and impregnating varnish and accelerates insulator aging [152]. Literature
surveys have shown that the Weibull distribution is suitable for estimating time to failure
and PD-related aging of electrical insulation [153, 154]. To avoid PD, the voltage at the
motor terminals should be below the PD inception voltage.
In voltage source inverter (VSI) drives, motor terminals may experience voltage spikes
up to twice the dc-link voltage magnitude if there is an impedance mismatch between the
connection cables and the motor terminals [155]. Voltage doubling ensues if the rise times of
the inverter voltage impulses are shorter than twice the propagation time of the connecting
cable [152]. It is imperative to keep voltage rise time and switch turn-on time as short as
possible to minimize switching losses. Thus, there is a trade-off between machine lifetime,
operating costs and power electronics thermal management.
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2.6.2 Failure Modes and Lifetimes of Inverters
Inverters under peak duty suffer from severe thermal cycles because of their small thermal
mass. Hence, in addition to manufacturing defects and electrostatic issues, inverter lifetime
under peak duty is bounded by the thermal cycling capabilities of power semiconductors
and modules. Thermal cycling capabilities and thermo-mechanical failure mechanisms are
discussed in [156, 157]. Thermo-mechanical effects, such as thermal stress-induced solder
cracks and voids [158], solder joint fatigue, and wire bonds are reported as bottlenecks in
power module reliability [159]. Wire-bond failure occurs due to differential elongation and
expansion of different materials (e.g., aluminum, silicon). It has been shown that solder
cracking and crack propagation failure for thermal cycles below 80◦C and wire bond lift-
off failure for thermal cycles above 100◦C is common [160]. This verifies that an oversized
inverter will have longer life; it will likely suffer from silicon-baseplate interface solder cracks.
An undersized inverter, on the other hand, is expected to suffer from wire bond failure and
fail more quickly.
The lifetime of the power modules can be quantified as the number of thermal cycles
before failure (Nf). This number is obtained either by theoretical studies or statistical
approaches after accelerated aging tests. The Coffin-Manson law is widely accepted to relate
the amplitude of temperature cycles to Nf as [161–163]
Nf = a ∆T
−n, (2.21)
where a and n are obtained through curve fitting to the accelerated aging test results. Miner’s
rule is used to account for damage accumulation caused by different thermal cycles within
a mission profile [163]. This approach assumes linear accumulation of cyclic fatigue and
formulates the cumulative fatigue function as
Q =
∑ N(∆Ti)
Nf(∆Ti)
, (2.22)
whereN(∆Ti) is the number of cycles performed at a thermal cycle range of ∆Ti andNf(∆Ti)
is the number of cycles to failure under the same thermal cycle. Under this assumption, the
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total accumulated thermal fatigue damage in a load profile is formulated as [163]
Q =
1
a
∫ ∆Tmax
∆Tmin
g(∆T )
∆T−n
d∆T. (2.23)
Here, g(∆T ) is the frequency distribution of the thermal cycle range within the mission
profile, ∆Tmin is the lowest thermal cycle range observed and ∆Tmax is the highest. The
device time to failure can be estimated with 1/Q.
Note that the Coffin-Manson law does not account for the mean junction temperature.
To account for this offset, (2.21) is augmented with an Arrhenius approach as [164]
Nf = a ∆T
−ne
ψ
kTj , (2.24)
where k and ψ are as defined before, and Tj is the mean junction temperature. A Norris-
Landzberg model [165]
Nf = a ∆T
−nfβe
ψ
kTj , (2.25)
which includes the frequency of thermal cycles, is used to evaluate solder fatigue reliability.
Here, f is the frequency of cycles, and β is the frequency exponent obtained from accelerated
failure analyses. In principle, it is possible to extend these statistical approaches to include
various effects such as the heat-up time, current magnitude, blocking voltage, etc., as
Nf = a ∆T
β1e
β2
Tj tβ3onI
β4V β5Dβ6, (2.26)
where all the β coefficients are the empirical correlation factors [166].
Application-specific aging characteristics have been exhaustively studied [141, 167–169].
Following empirical expressions such as (2.24), system mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) and
thermal-cycling capabilities can be estimated by
MTTF =
tcyc∫ tcyc
0
N
(
Tj(t),∆T (t)
)
Nf
(
Tj(t),∆T (t)
)dt, (2.27)
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where tcyc is the unit cycle period of the load profile under study. This approach, combined
with the Coffin-Manson law, is applied to power cycling capabilities of power semiconductors
[170], matrix converters [167], various AC/AC converter topologies [168], and converters for
doubly-fed induction generator rotor circuits in wind power applications [169]. These studies
have three steps in common. In the first step, semiconductor power losses in each application
are estimated analytically. In the second, a simplified thermal model is created and power
loss estimates are used to calculate thermal stress on the power devices. Finally, using the
mean junction temperature and its range, converter MTTF is estimated using (2.27).
A thermal cycle has a negative impact on system lifetime. In order to extend system
life and reliability and reduce accumulated fatigue damage in each cycle, researchers have
proposed adaptive switching frequency schemes, especially for applications subject to large
power cycles [171–174]. Under light loads where ∆T is small, switching frequency is in-
creased, and under heavy duty the switching frequency is reduced. This way, temperature
cycles are minimized and longer lifetime is achieved. A PI controller to adjust the switching
frequency based on a junction temperature reference can be used [171]. Another approach
is to utilize a thermal controller that commands a switching frequency and a current limit
to minimize junction temperature variations [172]. However, aside from high current magni-
tudes, low-output fundamental frequency operation is reported to stress an inverter greatly;
it should be accounted for when setting current limits and adapting the switching frequency.
A hysteretic control on switching frequency showed an order of magnitude improvement in
inverter lifetime [173]. These approaches intentionally reduce inverter efficiency to prolong
lifetime under power cycling but lose short-time capability.
2.7 Concluding Remarks
This literature survey discussed motor drive torque limitations, electric machine rating con-
ventions, thermal modeling challenges, transient thermal tracking approaches, lifetime ex-
pectancies and inverter electrothermal models. The magnetic field can be strengthened to
increase torque production. However, typical ferromagnetic materials comprising a machine
magnetic core saturate. Beyond the saturation limit, attempts to increase the field cause
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thermal management problems. Thermal limits show that momentary overload is viable due
to the large heat capacity of electric machines. The maximum current that can be injected is
related to supply capabilities. Existing methods mitigate supply-related limitations only at
high speeds and enforce current limitations. No strategy exists that could take full advantage
of available voltage headroom at low speeds with no current constraints.
Today, machines are still rated based on old methods, including service factor and duty
cycle. Design objectives such as temperature rise, load peak power demand, etc., are not
comprehensively studied and design tradeoffs are not thoroughly evaluated. Hence, general-
purpose designs are oversized, with up to 25% continuous overload capabilities and much
higher short-term capabilities. Generic methods to assess short-term thermal capabilities and
factors trading off continuous capability for reduced size and life need to be investigated.
Furthermore, to take advantage of a machine’s available overload capability inverter time
ratings should also be assessed.
Difficult aspects of machine thermal analysis were overviewed. Heat transfer inside slots
needs extra attention because accurate thermal models necessitate accurate machine geome-
tries and have significant overhead time to set up and solve the problem. Simple approaches,
such as layer-based approximations and layer homogenizations, exist. These approaches ei-
ther assist FEM creation or are specific to slot shapes. Alternative fast and flexible thermal
analysis methods with comparable accuracy would accelerate machine design.
Existing machine protection schemes are designed conservatively to protect a motor from
overtemperature (IEEE device 49) and overcurrents (IEEE device 51). IEEE device 49
utilizes a first-order simplified thermal model to estimate the thermal capacity used in real-
time. Device 51 is an overcurrent relay programmed to a certain i2t. Both of these devices
de-energize the motor if overtemperature or overcurrent is detected. These devices do not
allow the motor to start in a warm state and enforce a certain cooling time. This is an
economic liability because the motor is not running. Instead of completely turning off the
motor, a protection algorithm that could run simultaneously with a control method, such
as V/f, vector control, etc., and limit the drive current automatically if overtemperature is
detected, would save the user time and money in a production plant. All these topics are
addressed step-by-step in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
MOTOR DRIVE ELECTRICAL LIMITATIONS
This chapter investigates electrical limitations of motor drives, and provides field adjustment
strategies and augmentation schemes to utilize available voltage headroom completely and
provide high torque capabilities.∗ In peak duty applications, time windows are often on
the order of seconds to minutes. Steady-state current limitations can be ignored for such
brief periods, during which the system can go beyond continuous ratings by as high as the
bus voltage and the inverter would allow. When scalar-controlled induction machines power
these applications, short-term drive torque capabilities are limited to the breakdown torque.
Vector controllers, such as DTC and FOC, achieve decoupled torque and flux control and
can entirely utilize the bus voltage to support high torque.
Advanced field weakening [18, 44, 46, 48, 175–177], and augmentation methods [178, 179]
have been proposed to maximize torque production in these vector drives, but these either
extend the drive’s constant torque region beyond the base speed, or constrain the current
to safe limits. An example is the well-known maximum torque-per-ampere (MTA) con-
trol [180–183] which, in a steady-state sense, maximizes torque for a given stator current.
All these prior methods formulate the steady-state operation problem and do not achieve
maximum short-term performance. This chapter evaluates short-term peak capabilities of
vector controllers when the bus voltage is completely utilized and no current limit is enforced.
3.1 Torque Capabilities of Vector Controllers
In this section, mathematical expressions for FOC and DTC drives are presented and their
torque capabilities are analyzed. A control framework for maximized torque is presented.
∗This chapter includes previously published material in [49] with improved experimental results.
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3.1.1 Field-Oriented Control
Field-oriented controllers employ partial feedback linearization to decouple the stator cur-
rents into torque- and flux-generating components, iqs and ids, respectively [184–186]. A
well-known symmetrical, three-phase induction machine model in the stationary reference
frame is presented in [187] as:
dω
dt
=
1
J
(Te − TL)
dλdr
dt
= − rr
Lr
λdr − npωrλqr + rr
Lr
Lmids
dλqr
dt
= − rr
Lr
λqr + npωrλdr +
rr
Lr
Lmiqs (3.1)
dids
dt
=
Lmrr
σL2rLs
λdr +
npωrLm
σLrLs
λqr − β
σLs
ids +
1
σLs
vds
diqs
dt
=
Lmrr
σL2rLs
λqr − npωrLm
σLrLs
λdr − β
σLs
iqs +
1
σLs
vqs,
where σ = 1− L2m/LrLs, β = L2mrr/L2r + rs, λr =
√
λ2dr + λ
2
qr, and
Te =
3
2
npLm
Lr
(
λdriqs − λqrids
)
. (3.2)
The terms ω, λ, i, and v are the mechanical speed, flux linkage, current and voltage; J , np,
L, R, Te, and TL denote the inertia, number of pole pairs, inductance, resistance, electro-
magnetic torque, and load torque; the subscripts s, r and m denote stator, rotor and mutual
effects; d and q denote the direct and quadrature components.
Drawing notation from [188], d-q stator voltages for FOC may be formulated as
vds = σLs

−npωriqs − Lmrr
Lr
iqs
(iqsλdr − idsλqr)
λ2qr + λ
2
dr
+
λdruφ − λqruτ√
λ2qr + λ
2
dr

− Lm
Lr
npωrλqr (3.3)
vqs = σLs

npωrids + Lmrr
Lr
ids
(iqsλdr − idsλqr)
λ2qr + λ
2
dr
+
λdruτ + λqruφ√
λ2qr + λ
2
dr

+ Lm
Lr
npωrλdr, (3.4)
where uφ and uτ are respective flux and torque commands. These stator voltage expressions
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are utilized in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 to derive control laws that maximize torque.
3.1.2 Direct Torque Control
The switching signals used in conventional six-step (quantized flux angle) DTC can be de-
rived from a sliding-mode control analysis. The following is from the framework on contin-
uous stator flux angle presented in [189]. For low leakage machines, torque and flux can be
modeled as
dφ
dt
= −2rsrr
γLr
φ+ 2
√
φ
Lsrr
Lrγ
uφ, (3.5)
dτ
dtf
= − γ
Ls
τ − np
Ls
ωφ+
1
Ls
√
φuτ , (3.6)
where τ = iqsλds−idsλqs, φ = λ2ds+λ2qs and γ = Lsrs/Lr+rs. Time tf is the fast time variable
from singular perturbation theory in [189] and defined as tf = t/σ where σ is the leakage
factor defined above. In a sliding-mode control approach, the flux and torque commands
will be
uφ = −kφ sgn(eφ), (3.7)
uτ = −kτ sgn(eτ ), (3.8)
where switching manifolds eτ and eφ are defined as the torque and flux regulation errors,
kφ and kτ are the flux and torque control loop gains. With these in mind, machine line-to-
neutral voltage is
|vln| =
√
u2φ + u
2
τ . (3.9)
3.1.3 Torque Capabilities Under Constant Flux
In principle, a user can set the flux to a fixed (e.g., rated) value and then use any remaining
voltage headroom to drive current as necessary for high torque production. This is simulated
here on a three-phase, four-pole, 1.5-hp induction machine. The test machine has two sets
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of stator windings configured in low-voltage wye that provides rated flux (1 V·s) at 230
V and 60 Hz line excitation. Equivalent circuit parameters are provided in the Table 3.1.
Simulations and experimental validations are performed at 100 V motor terminal voltage.
The measured breakdown torque is 15 N·m.
Table 3.1: Test machine nameplate data and equivalent circuit parameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Rated Power 1.5 hp Referred rotor resistance (R′r) 1.3 Ω
Rated Speed 1750 rpm Stator resistance (Rs) 1.4 Ω
Rated Voltage 230 V Referred rotor leakage inductance (L′lr) 5.04 mH
Number of Poles (P) 4 Stator leakage inductance (Lls) 7.52 mH
Core Resistance (Rc) 2730 Ω Magnetizing inductance (Lm) 0.125 H
Simulated torque capabilities of the test machine under FOC and DTC are shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. Here the torque capability is given in per-unit (p.u.) relative to the breakdown
torque (15 N·m). For a given flux, the DTC low-speed torque capability (e.g., stall) is 12.5%
smaller than for FOC because of non-zero leakage and control-loop stability constraints.
DTC assumes negligible leakage while controlling the stator flux; it cannot effectively main-
tain the rotor flux at low speeds if the leakage factor is not sufficiently small. In addition,
lower bounds on torque and flux controller gains must be enforced to maintain stability [189],
which in turn limits voltage headroom for torque production. This result in Figure 3.1(b)
confirms the reduced torque capability phenomenon reported for DTC [190]. Further dis-
cussion will be provided in Section 3.4. Peak stall torques of both drives at rated flux can
support momentary values up to 2.5 times the breakdown torque for the test machine.
3.1.4 Control For Peak Torque
Section 3.1.3 compared vector-controller torque capabilities under fixed (rated) flux. In
general, maximum torque may not correspond to rated flux. Figure 3.1 shows that to attain
maximum momentary torque, the field must be weakened above a certain speed defined as
the critical speed (ωc). In contrast to the scalar controller base speed (ωb), the speed at which
machine voltage reaches its rated value, the critical speed is the point where vector-controller
field weakening for maximized torque starts. Mathematically, critical speed corresponds to
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Figure 3.1: (a) FOC and (b) DTC drive torque capability curves under 25%, 50%, 75%
and 100% of the rated (1 V·s) magnetic flux strength at 100 V.
the operating point where the torque capability is unchanged for a small change in flux; it
is the solution to
ωc = min
{
ω | ∀λ ≤ λsat : ∂T (λ, ω)
∂λ
= 0
}
. (3.10)
In general, the critical speed must be less than the base speed, since base speed corresponds
to full utilization of bus voltage and does not provide any headroom for extra current.
What is the optimal field weakening strategy to produce maximum momentary torque?
Peak torque vs. flux curves for FOC and DTC, over a range of shaft speeds, are provided in
Figure 3.2. Below the critical speed, rated flux provides a feasible operating point where the
magnetic circuit is not saturated, and corresponds to the value that will produce the highest
torque. Above the critical speed, the optimum flux (λ∗) for peak torque is the solution to
the nonlinear optimization problem of
λ∗(ω) = argmax
λ
{T (λ, ω)} (3.11)
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Figure 3.2: Peak torque vs. magnetic flux strength characteristics of (a) FOC and (b)
DTC drives at stall, 75, 150, 300 rad/s, and at the critical speed.
in the electrical steady state of (3.1). Here, the solution domains for FOC and DTC drives
are defined by:
√
v2ds + v
2
qs = vlim or
√
k2τ + k
2
φ = vlim (3.12)√
λ2ds + λ
2
qs ≤ λsat or
√
φ ≤ λsat (3.13)
and vlim and λsat represent the maximum peak terminal voltage and magnetic saturation
limit. Similar characteristics to those in Figure 3.2 for saturated machines while enforcing
rated current limits under rotor- and stator-flux oriented control are presented in [191]
and [192]. In contrast, the present work allows high momentary current, much higher than
rated.
Utilizing (3.11), maximum momentary FOC and DTC torque capabilities are compared
to those of conventional V/f control, and presented in Figure 3.10. Critical speeds for FOC
and DTC for the test machine are calculated as 42.9 rad/s and 37 rad/s, respectively. For
the V/f controller, base stator frequency is 26.1 Hz and base rotor speed (ωr,b) is 47.1 rad/s
for the 100 V bus. Note that below base speed, the V/f controller reduces the voltage to
maintain rated machine flux. Vector controllers, on the other hand, can apply full voltage
to the machine terminals over the entire speed range. Above base speed, Figure 3.10 shows
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Figure 3.3: Peak torque capabilities of DTC, FOC and scalar control for 100 V output
voltage. The V/f controller utilizes rated flux below the base frequency of 26.1 Hz and
weakens the field above it.
that scalar controller torque capabilities are similar to DTC and slightly higher than FOC.
FOC expends effort (in the form of bus voltage overhead) for partial feedback linearization
to decouple torque and flux, while above base speed the scalar controller utilizes full bus
voltage with no control effort for decoupling. Constant control loop gains in DTC lead to
less control effort than FOC, and result in slightly higher performance above critical speed.
This is experimentally validated in Section 3.3.
3.2 Alternative Field Weakening Strategies
Section 3.1 presented peak torque capabilities under given optimal flux settings from (3.11).
Real-time control for peak torque using (3.11) is challenging, because it requires dynamic
programming of magnetic flux strength. Although real-time optimizers such as extremum-
seeking control (ESC) [193] or ripple correlation control (RCC) [194], more commonly used
in efficiency optimization, can be employed to provide peak torque, these do not converge
instantaneously. This is a thermal concern, since the machine delivers up to 2.5 times its
breakdown torque and roughly six times its rated torque. In this section, alternative field
weakening strategies suitable for real-time implementation will be investigated. Analytical
solutions to (3.11) are challenging to obtain for high leakage machines. To reduce mathe-
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matical complexity, the following analysis assumes that the leakage factor (σ) is small.
3.2.1 Field-Oriented Control Field Weakening
Machine terminal voltages under FOC formulated in (3.3) and (3.3) were in terms of the
state variables in (3.1). The steady-state solution to (3.1) in the rotor flux frame is
irds =
σLs
Rs
uφ, (3.14)
irqs =
σLs
β
uτ , (3.15)
λrdr =
LmLs
Rs
σuφ, (3.16)
λrqr = 0, (3.17)
where the superscript r represents the rotor flux frame. The steady-state FOC terminal
voltages using (3.14) – (3.17) are
vrds =
λrdrRs
Lm
− σ
2L2snpωuτ
β
− σ
3L3sLmRru
2
τ
β2λrdrLr
, (3.18)
vrqs = σLsuτ +
λrdrnpωLm
Lr
+
σLsλ
r
drnpω
Lm
+
σ2L2sRruτ
βLr
. (3.19)
For zero leakage machines (σ = 0), (3.18) and (3.19) reduce to:
vrds =
λrdrRs
Lm
, (3.20)
vrqs =
λrdrnpωLm
Lr
. (3.21)
To find a control law at fixed terminal voltage,
√
v2ds + v
2
qs = vlim =
√
2
3
vll (3.22)
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should be solved to arrive at the rotor field strength of
λ∗r =
vlimns√
(npω)2 +R2s
for ω > ωc, (3.23)
where the critical speed is expressed as
ωc =
1
np
√
v2limn
2
s
λ2sat
− R2s. (3.24)
For small but non-zero leakages (neglecting higher order leakage terms), (3.23) can be ex-
tended to
λ∗r =
vlimnsLmLr√
(npωL2m)
2 +R2sL
2
r
for ω > ωc, (3.25)
and the critical speed is obtained as
ωc =
Lr
npL2m
√
v2limn
2
sL
2
m
λ2sat
− R2s. (3.26)
Here, ns is the total number of parallel configured stator windings and is equal to two for this
test configuration. If the windings were configured in series for high voltage wye connection,
then ns would be equal to one.
Field-oriented controller stator flux commands from (3.23) and (3.25) are compared to the
numerical solutions to (3.11) in Figure 3.4. Below their respective critical speeds, all three
methods apply rated flux and their torque capabilities are the same. The critical speeds for
the analytical (3.24) and (3.26) and numerical (3.11) methods are 40.9, 41.9 and 42.9 rad/s,
respectively. Although (3.23) and (3.25) provide lower torque production above the critical
speed when utilized for high leakage machines, they are suboptimal by only 9.4% and 7.2%,
respectively, for a leakage factor of 0.094.
3.2.2 Direct Torque Control Field Weakening
Machine terminal voltages under DTC were given in (3.7) and (3.8). Similar to the approach
used for FOC, the state variables τ and φ are obtained from (3.5) and (3.6) for low leakage
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Figure 3.4: Field-oriented control field weakening comparison of numerical solution to
(3.11), analytical approximations for zero, and small leakage, and V/f controllers. ωr,b is
the reduced base rotor speed for rated flux strength (47.1 rad/s).
machines as √
φ = |λs| = Ls
Rs
uφ (3.27)
τ =
2
3np
Te =
−npωφ+
√
φuτ
γ
. (3.28)
From the definition in (3.10), the critical speed is obtained from
∂T
∂φ
= −npω
γ
+
uτ
2
√
φγ
= 0 (3.29)
as
ωc =
nskτ
2npλsat
, (3.30)
where ns is defined in Section 3.2.1. The approximate DTC field weakening strategy for low
leakage machines is
λ∗s =
nskτ
2npω
for ω > ωc. (3.31)
From (3.31) and (3.11), the stator flux command and DTC torque production are presented
in Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b). Using (3.10) and (3.30), DTC critical speeds are obtained as
37 rad/s and 40.5 rad/s, respectively. Below critical speed, torque production is not affected
by the choice of method since rated flux is employed. Above the critical speed, torque from
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Figure 3.5: (a) Comparison of direct torque controller field weakening strategies from
numerically solving (3.11), analytical approximation for zero leakage, and V/f controllers,
and (b) simulated torque capability comparison of DTC drive under field weakening
strategies of (3.11) and (3.31).
DTC is highly sensitive to the flux and error rate grows at high speeds. The approximation
in (3.31) is inferior to the approaches presented for FOC (3.23) and (3.25), because the
sliding mode formulation in (3.5) and (3.6) assumes zero leakage factor.
3.3 Experimental Results
Machine torque is measured using a Magtrol HD 815 hysteresis dynamometer operated in
speed mode. Inverter control is performed using a TMS320F2812 eZDSP board [195]. Due
to dynamometer limitations at 34 N·m, the inverter output voltage has been limited to 100
V (line-to-line), and the machine flux is limited to the rated 1 V·s value. The readings
are per-unit on a 15 N·m base, the breakdown torque at 100 V. Tests were conducted to
measure vector controller torque capabilities at 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 V·s stator fluxes, and
the results are presented in Figure 3.6 for FOC and DTC, respectively. The measurements
are in agreement with the simulations, and the stall-torque errors are below 11% for DTC
and 9.5% for FOC. The DTC drive yields a reduced speed range for a given flux, due to the
limited control loop gains mentioned in Section 3.1. Here, kτ = 73.5 and kφ = 35.6.
Measured peak torque capabilities of FOC, DTC, and scalar drives are compared in Fig-
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Figure 3.6: Experimental peak torque vs. speed curves for the (a) FOC and (b) DTC
drives at 100 V fixed output voltage.
ure 3.7. Vector controllers are operated under flux from (3.11). The results show that this
induction machine can provide higher torque below 184 rad/s, if FOC is utilized. Note that
DTC utilizes fixed torque and flux controller gains and FOC has dynamic vds and vqs largely
dependent on the operating speed, as shown in Figure 3.8. At low speeds, vds from FOC
is small, and high vqs is available from a fixed bus voltage. Due to DTC drive stability re-
strictions on flux gain, the torque gain is limited, and at low speeds vqs from FOC supports
higher torques. At high speeds, however, the voltage headroom for torque becomes smaller
as the required vds increases. Thus, above a particular crossover speed (184 rad/s for the
test machine) DTC provides higher torque than FOC.
Similar to the simulation results, scalar controller torque capabilities are greater than both
vector controllers above 184 rad/s. As mentioned earlier, this is due to the increased control
effort at high speeds that trades off torque capability for superior dynamic response, and
thus vector controller torque capability is compromised. In DTC drives, stability constraints
limit drive torque gain and reduce its torque capability. These constraints, however, are small
for the test case where the available torque gain is sufficient to achieve torque capabilities
similar to the scalar controller.
Machine stator fluxes under FOC and DTC are obtained using a model-based estimator
[196]. The estimates are compared to the results from (3.11) in Figure 3.9. The V/f controller
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Figure 3.7: Experimental maximum torque capability comparison of DTC, FOC and
steady-state breakdown torque under scalar control: (a) entire speed range, (b) above base
speed.
has a reduced base frequency of 26.1 Hz. It keeps the flux fixed at 1 V·s below the base
frequency and weakens the flux above it. Below 100 rad/s, the estimated and simulated
optimal FOC and DTC stator fluxes differ by 4% and 12%, respectively. Above 100 rad/s,
the estimated and simulated fluxes differ by 19% and 38% for DTC and FOC, respectively.
In DTC, stator flux is directly controlled, and the flux estimation error is primarily due to the
flux control-loop hysteresis band, which is ± 50 mV·s wide. Considering this hysteresis band,
DTC flux estimates lie within the expected margins shown in Figure 3.9(a). The discrepancy
in FOC stator flux estimates is caused by the estimator accuracy. Flux estimation in FOC is
highly dependent on machine parameters and magnetic circuit nonlinearities. Any deviation
in the estimated magnetizing inductance due to saturation causes a significant estimation
error, especially at low flux magnitudes. Error margins for a 30% estimation error in the
magnetizing inductance are shown in Figure 3.9(b).
Drive torque capabilities under (3.25) and (3.31) are also tested to validate the field
weakening approximations presented in Section 3.2, and compared to FOC and DTC peak
capabilities in Figure 3.10. Flux control under (3.25) and (3.31) utilize rated flux and the
results are identical to Figure 3.7 below the critical speeds. Above their critical speeds,
FOC and DTC are suboptimal by roughly 12.1% and 19.5%, respectively. This result shows
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Figure 3.8: FOC vds and vqs voltages as a function of rotor speed. vds increases with the
operating speed and the available vqs diminishes for a fixed output.
that (3.25) and (3.31) can achieve adequate performance in applications where dynamic
programming for (3.11) is not feasible.
3.4 Torque Capability Projections on Higher Power and Voltage
Drives
The simulations and experiments presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 were conducted on a
1.5-hp induction machine, and the results showed peak capabilities up to roughly 2.5 times
the breakdown torque. How do these capabilities scale with the power level? Simulations
have been conducted for induction machines with ratings of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, and 200
hp. Figure 3.11 shows a comparison of the drives under a reduced voltage (100 V) setting.
Up to 10 hp, DTC and FOC drives have similar peak capabilities. Above 20 hp, FOC peak
torque increases roughly up to 3.6 per-unit, whereas DTC is limited to roughly 2.6 per-unit.
Each machine is compared based on its breakdown torque, as listed in Table 3.2.
At rated voltage, an FOC drive provides superior stall torque capabilities (Figure 3.12)
in agreement with Figure 3.13. The DTC drive peak capabilities converge to 1.7 per-unit
as the power level increases. This limitation stems from non-zero leakage factor (σ). The
sliding-mode control representation presented in (3.5) and (3.6) was obtained from a singular
perturbation method, assuming σ is sufficiently small [189]. If it is not sufficiently small,
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Figure 3.9: Simulated and estimated (a) DTC and (b) FOC optimum flux and comparison
with V/f control field weakening. Error margins show flux control hysteresis band for (a),
and parameter sensitivity for (b).
Table 3.2: Machine Breakdown Torques (N·m) for Variations in Leakage Factor
Power Level Breakdown Torque (N·m)
(hp) σ′ = 1 σ′ = 0.75 σ′ = 0.5 σ′ = 0.25 σ′ = 0.1
1.5 19.1 23.4 28.9 35.2 38.1
5 94.1 117.9 154.1 208.4 242.2
10 139.4 176.3 233.9 326.9 391.2
20 277.2 356.6 488.4 731.0 941.1
50 717.9 927.5 1280.2 1953.9 2578.6
100 1605.6 2081.5 2903.7 4574.1 6328.8
150 2207.7 2859.4 3973.1 6181.2 8385.4
200 3359.4 4356.8 6090.0 9685.7 13631.6
then the machine torque and flux are not effectively decoupled and the dynamic equations
become
dφ
dt
= −2(Rsη −
√
φuτ), (3.32)
dτ
dt
=
1
σ
(
− γ
Ls
τ − np
Ls
ωrφ+
1
Ls
√
φuτ
)
+ npωrη +
1√
φ
(−ηuτ + τuφ), (3.33)
dη
dt
=
1
σ
(
γ
Ls
η − Rr
LsLr
φ+
1
Ls
uφ
)
− npωrτ −Rs
(
η2 + τ 2
φ
)
+
1√
φ
(ηuφ + τuτ ). (3.34)
At high voltage, the last two terms of (3.34) dominate and the torque is diminished, as
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Figure 3.10: Experimental torque capabilities. (a) FOC under optimal flux of Figure 3.9(b)
and field weakening strategy in (3.25); (b) DTC under optimal flux of Figure 3.9(a) and
field weakening strategy in (3.31).
shown in Figure 3.13 for a 5-hp drive. At low voltages, uτ and uφ were small and no reduced
capability was observed up to 20 hp.
To further investigate the impacts of leakage factor, simulations are conducted for various
leakage factors (σ′) of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 per-unit. Breakdown torques and the base
leakage values are presented in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. Figure 3.14 shows that as the
leakage factors decrease, peak torque capabilities at stall for both drives eventually converge
to 2.7 per-unit. Even though this number seems much smaller than the initial 7.6 per-unit
observed in FOC drives (Figure 3.12), reduced leakage factor causes a significant increase in
the base breakdown torque and the net change in the shaft torque is positive as illustrated
in Figure 3.15 for a 200 hp machine. Aside from FOC and DTC maximum capabilities,
Figure 3.15 presents the absolute maximum stall torque the machine can provide at its
rated voltage. In FOC drives, partial feedback linearization neutralizes the leakage effect.
Their stall torque capabilities are higher than DTC drives and in principle is approximately
equal to the electrical stall torque limit. A similar feedback linearization approach to DTC
as presented in [189, 197, 198] could be used to cancel the last two terms of (3.34), which
would improve the dynamic performance, operating speed range, and peak capabilities with
higher leakage machines.
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Figure 3.12: Peak stall torque assessment for higher power drives under rated voltage.
3.5 Vector-Controlled Drives in the Limit of Zero Leakage
Section 3.4 showed that DTC drives become superior only with low leakage machines, while
FOC drives, on the other hand, are more tolerant of leakage. A question therefore arises:
How would the drives perform in the limit as σ → 0? In DTC drives, such an assumption
leads to inherent decoupling; the last two terms become negligible in a fast time scale (tf ),
and the dynamic (3.33) and (3.34) become (3.5) and (3.6), respectively. However, in FOC
drives — recalling (3.14) and (3.16) — as the leakage decreases it becomes harder to control
flux through (3.3) and (3.4), and eventually flux control is lost (as σ → 0). In such a case,
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Figure 3.13: Effect of non-zero leakage factor in a 5-hp 460 V three-phase DTC drive.
Table 3.3: Leakage Factors for Machines Under Investigation
Power Level (hp) Base Leakage Factor (σ)
1.5 0.094
5 0.056
10 0.054
20 0.055
50 0.055
100 0.045
150 0.050
200 0.039
a current-mode FOC implementation would become necessary.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
This chapter presented a torque capability assessment of high performance motor drives for
peak duty applications. To extract their peak capabilities, optimal field weakening strategies
were investigated, alternative approaches were proposed, and experimental validations were
presented. Compared to MTA control, the study aimed to maximize momentary torque
limited by the dc bus voltage rather than for a given current.
Results for vector controllers reveal that the FOC induction motor drives provide the
highest peak torque at low speeds, whereas DTC drive provides higher peak torque at high
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Figure 3.14: Simulated effects of non-zero leakage factor in a 5 hp 460 V three-phase DTC
drive. Breakdown torques and the base leakage factors are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
speeds. For the test machine, these controllers provide up to 2.5 times the breakdown torque
below a critical speed value. Above base speed, however, these high-performance drives
cannot reach the peak capability of a V/f controller. This high-speed torque limitation is
a direct result of a voltage headroom requirement used for torque and flux decoupling. In
addition, DTC drives have a lower bound on flux-loop control gains for stable operation,
which further limits the available torque for a given bus voltage.
The effect of scaling for higher power and voltage drives torque capabilities was inves-
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Figure 3.15: Simulated impact of leakage factor on FOC and DTC stall torque capabilities
and breakdown torque in a 200 hp induction motor drive.
tigated. Leakage inductance was found to have a substantial impact on DTC controller
performance. The feedback linearizing loops in FOC eliminate this negative impact and
provide improved torques at low power with high leakage machines. As leakage factors de-
crease, DTC and FOC torque capabilities converge. Additionally, it was observed that DTC
provides sufficient decoupling performance below a normalized leakage factor of approxi-
mately 5%.
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CHAPTER 4
DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR
FAST AND FLEXIBLE THERMAL ANALYSIS OF
ELECTRIC MACHINES
This chapter presents fast and flexible approaches for electric machine thermal modeling with
a focus on stator slot area.∗ Thermal analysis of electric machinery typically employs lumped
parameter (LP) [80,201,202] or numerical methods such as finite element analysis (FEA) and
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [203–205]. LP methods are suitable for applications
with simple geometries or situations requiring general thermal information. However, they
tend to be intractable for local temperature estimation [206]. Although a detailed finite
element (FE) model can be used to estimate hot-spot locations and associated thermal
distributions, FE model creation and analyses are time intensive [207, 208].
This chapter delineates sufficiently accurate fast and flexible methods that give local
thermal information. Two-dimensional (2D) piecewise homogeneous reduced-order thermal
model of linear and rotational machine stator geometries including laminations, windings
and insulation are presented along with analytical solution methodologies. The model is
validated against three-dimensional (3D) FEA, LP, and experimental results.
4.1 A Linear Stator Thermal Model
Figure 4.1 shows a generic linear stator structure. To achieve an analytical temperature field
expression within this geometry, a reduced-order model will be set up. The 3D problem can
be reduced to the transverse (x-y) plane, if the temperature gradient through the slots is
taken to be zero (∂T/∂z = 0). Further geometric simplifications support the reduced-order
model shown in Figure 4.2(a). Here the primary (stator) structure is composed of three
distinct homogeneous material regions: laminations, effective slot insulation, and winding
∗The material in this chapter has been published in [199] and [200].
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Figure 4.1: An example linear winding geometry.
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Figure 4.2: (a) A reduced-order model representation, and (b) thermal computation
domain over one slot pitch.
conductors. The upper model boundary represents the interface between the primary lami-
nation and the ambient, and the lower boundary borders on the machine air gap. The inner
slot is modeled as a solid conductor surrounded by a thin insulation layer used to represent
wire insulation, impregnation material, and slot liners. Intrinsic material and excitation
symmetry over a distance of one slot pitch (L) allow the problem to be further reduced, as-
suming that the temperature field is periodic in x. The resulting solution domain is provided
in Figure 4.2(b). Here T1, T2, and T3 are the scalar temperature fields within the primary
iron lamination, slot insulation layer, and conductor regions, respectively. The thermal con-
ductivities of these sub-regions are represented using k1, k2, and k3. All temperature fields
are functions of both x and y; thus Ti = Ti(x, y), where Ti is used for notational convenience.
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Figure 4.2(b) is an inhomogeneous structure with internal heat generation occurring in
two distinct regions — region 1 due to core losses and region 3 due to copper losses. The
governing equation for steady-state temperature distribution in this structure is
∇ · [k(x, y)∇T (x, y)] = −Q(x, y), (4.1)
where, due to material discontinuities, k and Q are linear piecewise continuous functions.
The function T (x, y) is an analytical expression for the temperature field throughout the
complete geometry.
A closed-form analytical solution to the unified problem formulation of (4.29) may not
exist due to the inhomogeneity of this geometry and complexity of boundary conditions.
Thus, the problem in (4.29) will be formulated with separate homogeneous domains and
framed as separate boundary value problems (BVPs) in each region. Boundary conditions
are used to couple all heat fluxes and temperature distributions. Three separate heat transfer
problems are shown as
−k1∇2T1 = Q1, (4.2)
−k2∇2T2 = 0, (4.3)
−k3∇2T3 = Q3. (4.4)
Here Q1 and Q3 represent the loss densities in the laminations and windings, respectively,
each with units of (W/m3).
Boundary conditions are required to satisfy heat-flux and temperature-field continuity
across region boundaries. Convective heat transfer to the ambient and air gap are modeled
as Robin boundary conditions
−ki∇Ti · nˆ |Γi,j = hi,j(Ti − Tj) |Γj,i . (4.5)
At the boundary between two adjacent regions, continuity of heat flux is modeled using
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Neumann boundary conditions
−ki∇Ti · nˆ |Γi,j = −kj∇Tj · nˆ |Γj,i , (4.6)
while temperature field continuity is ensured through Dirichlet boundary conditions
Ti(x, y) |Γi,j = Tj(x, y) |Γj,i , (4.7)
where nˆ is the outward-directed normal vector. In (4.39), hi,j is the convective heat transfer
coefficient along the boundary that separates regions i and j. Stator temperature is again
assumed to be periodic in x over one slot pitch; thus zero heat flux is enforced along the left
and right boundaries, which physically represent tooth centers. The effects of heat sources
in one region are not exclusive to the region containing them. For example, copper losses
increase the winding temperature and also affect the lamination temperature. Boundary
conditions and the solution methodology are constructed to account for this coupling, and
detailed below.
4.1.1 Coupled Region-Based Solution Methodology
Figure 4.3 shows the process used to solve the coupled BVP of Figure 4.2(b). Here the heat
sources are shown inside circles, and the temperature fields inside squares. In this solution, Ωi
represents the solution domain of region i enclosed by boundary Γi. The boundary between
regions i and j is denoted by Γi,j. The heat flux between regions i and j is qi,j = −qj,i.
Regions 0 and 4 denote the ambient and air gap, respectively.
The solution methodology is composed of four steps. The first is to quantify the thermal
response due to core loss, as shown in path 1 of Figure 4.3. This is done by solving (4.2)
within Ω1 while utilizing (4.39) with convective heat transfer coefficients through the back
iron (h1,0) and air gap (h1,4). The second step is estimating the effect of copper losses (Q3)
on T1, as illustrated in path 2. Here a prediction of q2,1 is used as a boundary condition for
(4.2) and modeled using horizontal and vertical planar heat sources, with strengths qh and
qv, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. In step three, heat flux from Ω1 and Ω3 is used to estimate
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the temperature gradient over the insulation region Ω2. This is represented by path 3 in
Figure 4.3. In step four, the temperature rise in Ω3 from internal heat generation and the
effect of Q1 via heat flux through Ω2 is evaluated. Finally, the three temperature fields are
combined to form an approximation for the entire temperature field within the single-slot
model in Figure 4.2(b).
4.1.2 Lamination Temperature
Lamination temperature is obtained by following the first two steps in Figure 4.3 and su-
perposing the temperature distributions:
T1 = T1,Q1 + T1,Q3 . (4.8)
Here T1,Q1 and T1,Q3 represent the forced response to Q1 and natural response to Q3 in the
lamination region. The first step is to quantify the effect of Q1 on T1. This is determined
by solving
−k1∇2T1,Q1 = 0, (4.9)
with convective boundary conditions (4.39) at Γ1,0 and Γ1,4. Since the geometry is symmetric
in one slot pitch, there is no x-directed heat flux and solutions take the form
T1,Q1 =A1y +B1 −
Q1y
2
2k1
, (4.10)
1
2
4
4
Figure 4.3: Coupled BVP solution flow.
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Figure 4.4: Horizontal and vertical planar heat sources used to model the effect of copper
losses on lamination temperature.
where A1 and B1, provided in Appendix A.1, satisfy (4.39).
The second step is to determine the effect of Q3 on T1. The inhomogeneity in the domain
and asymmetric location of Ω3 (offset from the center of Ω1) make it intractable to derive a
direct closed-form solution. Thus, a modified approach to assess T1,Q3 is proposed here. If
the outward-directed heat fluxes from Ω3 can be predicted, they can be modeled within Ω1
by means of planar heat sources situated at boundary Γ1,2. In a rectangular slot shape as
considered in this approach, one horizontal planar heat source and two vertical planar heat
sources are placed along Γ1,2, as shown in Figure 4.4. They suffice to model the coupling
between Ω1 and Ω3. The planar sources are represented as
q2,3(x, yh) =


qh |x| < αL,
0 otherwise,
(4.11)
q2,3(|αL|, y) =


qv yb < y < yh,
0 otherwise,
(4.12)
where αL is the slot width, yb is the bottom boundary of the conductor region, and yh is
the slot depth.
The temperature field TQ3 can be obtained as the natural response of Ω1 to these planar
heat sources. A closed form expression can be obtained from
−k1∇2T1,Q3 = 0 (4.13)
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Figure 4.5: (a) Horizontal planar heat source implementation, and (b) vertical planar heat
source.
with horizontal and vertical heat sources imposed as Neumann boundary conditions along
the boundaries Γ1,2. Similar to (4.9), convective heat transfer boundary conditions exist for
(4.13).
The temperature field T1,Q3 can be separated into the response to the vertical planar heat
source T1,qv and the response to the horizontal planar heat source T1,qh:
T1,Q3 = T1,qh + T1,qv . (4.14)
The closed-form representation of T1,qh for the domain in Figure 4.5(a) is
T1,qh = Ahy +Bh +
∞∑
n=1
Gh,ne
−κh,n|y−yd| cos(κh,nx), (4.15)
where κh,n = npi/2L is the y-directed spatial wave number. The coefficients Ah and Bh,
provided in Appendix A.2, must satisfy (4.39) at the boundaries of Γ1,0, Γ1,4. Coefficients
Gh,n are obtained from the half-wave Fourier series form of (4.11).
The vertical heat source, qv, is similarly modeled as shown in Figure 4.5(b), and has length
βyh. Due to thermal symmetry within one slot pitch, only one-half of Ω1 is considered. The
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effect of the vertical heat source can be quantified as
T1,qv(x, y) = Avy +Bv +
∞∑
m=1
Gv,me
−κv1,m|y−yd| cos(κv1,m|x|)
+
∞∑
n=1
(Hv,n cos(κv2,ny) +Kv,n sin(κv2,ny)) ,
(4.16)
where coefficients Av, Bv and Gv,m satisfy (4.39). Notice that in contrast to (4.15), T1,qv is
harmonic in both the x and y directions with spatial wave numbers
κv1,m =
2pim
L
, κv2,n =
pin
2d
. (4.17)
Values of Hv,n and Kv,n are obtained from the quarter-wave Fourier series coefficients of
(4.36). Closed-form expressions for the coefficients in (4.16) are presented in Appendix A.3.
Closed-form expressions for the lamination temperature field can be obtained by superposing
T1,Q1, T1,qv , and T1,qh.
4.1.3 Slot Temperature
Upon completion of the first two steps, the temperature distribution inside the slot can
be obtained by following the remaining two. Step three involves quantifying the natural
response of Ω2 to sources in the adjacent domains. The temperature distribution in Ω2 is
T2 = T2,Q1 + T2,Q3 . (4.18)
Here T2,Q1 represents the effects of Q1 and Q3 on Ω2, and T2,Q1 can be obtained by solving
−k2∇2T2,Q1 = 0. (4.19)
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This problem is a 2D PDE with Dirichlet boundary conditions (4.38) imposed along Γ1,2.
Solutions will not be discussed here. Similarly, formulating the PDE for T2,Q3 as
−k2∇2T2,Q3 = 0 (4.20)
leads to the closed-form solution
T2,Q3 =
∑
m
∑
n
S2,m,n cos(κs1,mx) cos(κs2,n(y − yd)), (4.21)
where κs1,m represents wave numbers in the x direction and κs2,n in the y direction. The
values are
κs1,m =
pim
αL
, κs2,n =
pin
yh
. (4.22)
S2,m,n is obtained using the boundary conditions enforced along Γ2,3.
The fourth step is to assess thermal effects of Q1 and Q3 on region Ω3. Similar to step 3,
T3,Q1 can be derived from [209] and will not be explicitly presented here. The temperature
distribution due to Q3 is obtained by solving
−k3∇2T3,Q3 = Q3 (4.23)
with (4.38) enforced along Γ2,3. The closed form solution of (4.23) is obtained as
T3,Q3 =
∑
m
∑
n
S3,m,n cos(κs1,mx) cos(κs2,n(y − yd)), (4.24)
where κs1,m and κs2,n are the same as (4.22). Closed-form expressions for S2,m,n and S3,m,n
are provided in Appendix A.4. Although they have similar forms, differences arise from the
thermal conductivities of regions Ω2 and Ω3.
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4.1.4 Determination of Planar Heat Sources and Applicability to
Generalized Slots
This section discusses the determination of planar heat source strengths and other possi-
ble planar heat source placements based on slot geometry. At the beginning of step 2, it
was mentioned that outward-directed heat fluxes from Ω3 are necessary to quantify qh and
qv. These quantities were enforced as constant heat fluxes leaving Ω3 in the x and y direc-
tions. These heat fluxes at the boundary of Γ2,3 can be calculated by Fourier’s law of heat
conduction
−k3∇T3,Q3(x, y) · nˆ |Γ2,3 = q2,3(x, y), (4.25)
and the position dependence can be eliminated by averaging along x and y directions in Ω1.
The derivations are presented in Appendix A.5. The ratio between the qh and qv,
rq =
qh
qv
=
2βyh
αL
, (4.26)
should be maintained for power balance and consistency. The values are
qh =
Q3γAslot
Pslot
rq
1 + rq
, (4.27)
qv =
Q3γAslot
Pslot
1
1 + rq
, (4.28)
where Aslot is the slot cross-sectional area, Pslot is the slot perimeter, and γ is the slot fill
factor.
A rectangular slot shape is considered. Planar heat sources were placed as in Figure 4.4.
The planar heat sources can be situated in various ways to adapt different slot shapes as
shown in Figure 4.6. In principle, three planar heat sources, as in Figure 4.6(a), suffice to
provide rough estimates. The heat-source distribution along the boundary can be refined
with N planar sources as in Figure 4.6(b) and higher accuracy can be achieved. This
approach is helpful for non-rectangular slot shapes. Notice that the sum of heat generated
by all planar sources must be equal to the average copper loss per slot.
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Figure 4.6: Impressed heat source topologies (a) simple case with three heat sources, and
(b) generalized case with N heat sources.
4.1.5 Lumped Parameter Model of the Linear Machine
A lumped-parameter thermal model of a slot and stator lamination is implemented to eval-
uate the proposed model. A multi-layer structure, shown in Figure 4.7, is used to divide
the stator slot into several layers to accurately model intra-slot heat transfer [210]. Heat
produced by the conductors is transferred to ambient through the stator back and stator
teeth, after passing through the impregnation material and slot liners. Copper-layer thermal
resistances are neglected, since copper thermal conductivity is considerably higher than that
of the impregnation material. The thermal resistance of impregnation between the copper
layers is derived largely from [206].
4.1.6 Finite Element Model and Analysis of the Linear Machine
A 3D thermal FE model was developed to evaluate the proposed method presented in Section
4.1.1. Within the end winding, heat transfer primarily occurs in the z direction; in the
machine active portion it occurs along the x and y directions. Unlike rotational machines,
which exhibit thermal symmetry about each slot pitch, temperature distributions in a linear
machine are periodic in the transverse plane and symmetric in the vertical plane at the
machine center. Thus, one-eighth of the machine is modeled.
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Figure 4.7: Lumped parameter thermal model of one slot and the corresponding stator
back and teeth laminations.
The FE model for the linear machine is shown in Figure 4.8. The heat transfer between the
end winding and ambient, and between the primary laminations and ambient, are modeled
using convective heat transfer boundary conditions. Typical thermal properties for copper (≈
380 W/m·K) and laminations (≈ 15 W/m·K) are used in the FE model. The convective heat-
transfer coefficients are estimated based on discussions in [211, 212], and model parameters
are tuned to match measured hot-spot temperatures. These parameters are then used in
the proposed model and the LP model. Simulation results show that the hot spot is located
close to the machine center. Figure 4.9 compares the temperature distribution from the
analytical and FE models for the center slot (furthest to the right in Figure 4.8). The hot-spot
temperature is 83◦C and 85.7◦C for the FE and proposed analytical analyses, respectively.
This difference stems from the z-direction heat flow which was neglected in the analytical
approach.
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Figure 4.8: Temperature distribution for PCu = 82 W (JMAG).
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Figure 4.9: Center slot temperature distribution for PCu = 82 W. (a) FE analysis results,
and (b) closed-form analytical solution results.
4.1.7 Experimental Setup and Results
An experimental setup using the machine modeled in Figure 4.8 was constructed to validate
the analytical and FE models. Single layer three-phase windings are wound over 36 slots
in each primary, with 35 turns per slot. The complete arrangement, including Type-K
thermocouples and a data acquisition system, is shown in Figure 4.10(a). Dimensional
data is provided in Figure 4.10(b). All three-phase coils were excited with dc currents to
impose a total of 82 W copper loss, while the temperatures in the slot center, tooth center,
lamination bulk, and end windings were recorded when the machine reached steady state.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Experimental setup, and (b) dimensional data of the linear induction
machine [213].
The advantage of dc excitation is that core loss is decoupled.
Experimental results are compared with simulated values in Table 4.1. The analytical
method is found to provide good agreement with both FEA and measured values. It deviates
by less than 6.7% from the measurements. Hot-spot temperature estimation errors of all
three models are below 4%. This accuracy is based on the fact that model parameters such
as heat transfer coefficients and material properties were imported from FE model into the
proposed and LP models. This way parameter-based solution inaccuracies are avoided. If
these parameters cannot be predicted or measured, error margins will increase.
Table 4.1: Linear induction machine temperature comparison (◦C), PCu = 82W.
Test point FEA Proposed LP Meas.
Slot center 83 85.7 81.1 84.2
Tooth center 77 75.9 77.6 74
Lamination bulk 72.5 74.7 74.9 70
End winding 82 - - 85.7
Table 4.2: Relative error in the thermal models.
Test point FEA (%) Proposed (%) LP (%)
Center of slot 1.4 1.8 3.7
Center of tooth 4 2.6 4.8
Lamination bulk 3.6 6.7 7
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4.1.8 Discussion on Linear Machine Thermal Model Accuracy
Modeling accuracies, complexity, and time commitments will be addressed in this section.
Possible applications where the proposed analytical method is advantageous compared to
FE modeling and analysis will be discussed. The relative errors between the compared
thermal models and experiments are presented in Table 4.2. As expected, FEA achieves the
highest accuracy since it is matched to the experimental results. The proposed analytical
methodology performs substantially better than the LP model.
LP models are usually used for general temperature calculations and are intractable for lo-
calized estimations. The LP model for the linear induction machine provided in Section 4.1.4
has ten nodes, with an expected modest degree of accuracy. The FE model is generated for
validation purposes and has extensive detail for machine dimensions and material properties.
However, it requires a longer time commitment than either the LP model or the proposed
analytical approach. Most of the time spent on the FE model is dedicated to model creation
and mesh generation. Although many commercial software programs provide coarse meshing
algorithms to aid in this process, they cannot be used in many machine regions that require
fine meshing for fidelity. Once the mesh is generated, steady-state thermal FEA run-time
depends on model detail and the number of elements. The FE model generated here has
617457 elements. The run time on a personal computer using a Core 2 Duo (TM) 3.16 GHz
CPU and 4.0 Gb memory is 325 s. The proposed method is implemented in MATLAB and
has a run time of 10 s on the same machine.
In applications such as parametric analyses and geometric Monte Carlo analyses, a model
needs to be simulated multiple times and the mesh must be updated and adapted to the prob-
lem as it changes. Such cases require time-intensive overhead computations. The presented
analytical method can be used in such studies as a quick reference because of simulation
speed and simplicity.
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Figure 4.11: (a) An example radial air gap stator winding structure, and (b) reduced-order
single-slot model.
4.2 A Layer-based Thermal Model of a Rotational Machine Stator
In this section, a generalized layer model is used to develop a closed-form solution method-
ology for a rotational machine stator thermal distribution over one slot pitch. A section
of a typical low-power, random-wound stator is shown in Figure 4.11(a). If heat flux in
the axial direction is assumed to be negligible (dT/dz ≈ 0), a two-dimensional (2D) ther-
mal model may be applied without introducing excessive error. Symmetry allows the use
of a single-slot model as shown in Figure 4.11(b). The reduced-order model shown in Fig-
ure 4.11(b) is composed of three regions: the stator lamination, the slot insulation, and the
multiply-connected region containing all slot conductors. The insulation region represents
impregnation material, slot liners, wedges, and any other insulating materials.
An expression for the temperature distribution in Figure 4.11(b) may be obtained through
the solution of the governing heat transfer equation in cylindrical coordinates:
−∇ · [k(r, θ)∇T (r, θ)] = QC(r, θ) +QW (r, θ). (4.29)
Here, QC and QW represent volumetric heat generation in the stator laminations and wind-
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Figure 4.12: Two-layer heat transfer model.
ings, respectively. Direct application of (4.29) to a physical stator geometry [Figure 4.11(a)],
or even to the reduced-order 2D model in Figure 4.11(b), is difficult because the materials
and their thermal properties are discontinuous. A method to separate the stator geometry
into homogeneous sub-domains would be beneficial.
The thermal conductivity of stator laminations is up to two orders of magnitude higher
than for winding insulation and impregnation materials. Thermally conductive laminations
(k ≈ 10− 40 W/m·K) result in temperature distributions with a range of no more than 5◦C
for naturally-cooled machines, and 10◦C for water-cooled machines [206]. Poorly conductive
slot insulation, on the other hand, acts as a thermal bottleneck, resulting in a large thermal
gradient over the relatively thin insulation layer. Taking these material property disparities
into account, a simplified layer model shown in Figure 4.12 may be formed to facilitate a
solution to (4.29).
The model in Figure 4.12 has two homogeneous layers. The outer layer represents the
stator lamination (computation domain Ω1). Machine core losses are restricted to Ω1 and
will be denoted by Q1. The inner layer is the slot region (computation domain Ω2). To
generalize the notation, Ωi is the domain enclosed by the boundary Γi. This boundary, Γi, is
composed of all Γi,j—the boundaries of Ωi that are shared with a neighboring layer j. The
model is assumed to be bounded on top by ambient (layer 0) and below by the air gap (layer
3).
Region 2 is used to model both the stator tooth and slot areas (including insulation
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materials and conductors). A similar approach was presented in [201, 214], where the slot
region was modeled as a homogeneous body with an effective thermal conductivity. Here,
k2 is specified so as to match the thermal resistance of region 2 to that of the slot insulation
of the modeled machine:
k2 =
kins(r2,1 − r3,2)
tins
. (4.30)
Here kins is a weighted average (based on the material thicknesses) of the impregnation ma-
terial, slot liner, and conductor insulation. The value tins is the distance from the outermost
conductor to the slot wall and comprises the thicknesses of all three insulation materials.
The value ri,j is used to represent the radial distance (from the center of the shaft) to the
boundary Γi,j. The distance r2,1 is determined from
r2,1 = r3,2 + γls. (4.31)
Here ls is the slot height and γ is the slot fill factor given by
γ =
AC
AS
, (4.32)
where AC is the total conductor area in a single slot, and AS is the total enclosed slot area.
Winding heat generation (copper loss) is modeled using a planar heat source enforced
along the stator inner surface (Γ3,2), as shown in Figure 4.12. The length of the heat source
is defined in terms of a scaling factor α and the angular stator slot pitch θs = 2pi/NS, where
NS is the number of stator slots.
In the homogeneous layer model, a boundary value problem (BVP) can be formulated and
solved for each region, and boundary conditions may be used to couple the solution domains.
The governing partial differential equations (PDEs) for T1 and T2 are
−k1∇2T1 = Q1, (4.33)
−k2∇2T2 = 0. (4.34)
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Here, (4.33) is solved over Ω1 and (4.34) is solved over Ω2. No heat generation term is
included in (4.34), as copper losses are instead modeled using a heat-flux boundary condition.
This boundary condition exists along Γ3,2 and takes the form
−k2∇T2 · nˆ |Γ3,2 = h3,2(T2 − T3) |Γ3,2 + q2(θ), (4.35)
where
q2(θ) =


QWAC
αθsL
|θ| ≤ αθs/2,
0 |θ| > αθs/2.
(4.36)
Here q2 is the heat flux term representing copper losses, h3,2 is the convective heat transfer
coefficient along the inner stator surface, T3 is the air gap temperature, and L is the machine
axial length.
This problem has a total of six boundary conditions, four of which are coupling boundary
conditions, while two are periodic boundary conditions along the slot centers. Coupling
boundary conditions are defined along Γi,j, and are used to couple the temperature distribu-
tions of regions 0, 1, 2, and 3. Periodic boundary conditions are defined at slot boundaries
θ = ±θs/2, and enforce spatial periodicity of the temperature fields.
To appropriately couple the two heat transfer problems (4.33) and (4.34), the boundary
conditions must be managed to quantify heat flux while maintaining continuity of temper-
ature fields. To do this, heat flux and temperature field continuities are enforced using
Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively:
−k1∇T1 · nˆ |Γ2,1 = −k2∇T2 · nˆ |Γ2,1 , (4.37)
T1 |Γ2,1 = T2 |Γ2,1 . (4.38)
Convective heat transfer along Γ1,0 is modeled using a Robin boundary condition
−k1∇T1 · nˆ |Γ1,0 = h1,0(T1 − T0) |Γ1,0 , (4.39)
where h1,0 is the convective heat transfer coefficient on the outer stator surface, and T0 is
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the ambient temperature.
Closed-form representations for the temperature fields in each layer may be obtained
through a coupled solution process for the BVPs described by (4.33)–(4.39). Once individual
expressions are obtained, region-based superposition may be used to provide an overall
temperature field for the stator model shown in Figure 4.12.
4.2.1 Closed-form Solution
Analytical expressions for T1 and T2 are introduced in this section. The temperature fields
that satisfy (4.33) and (4.34) may be broken down into two separate components:
Ti = Ti,f + Ti,h. (4.40)
Here Ti,f is the forced solution, and is the temperature-field response due to internal heat
generation within layer i. The homogeneous solution, Ti,h, is the material’s natural response
to heat flux and temperature fields imposed through boundary conditions.
The forced solution in the lamination region is
T1,f = −Q1r
2
4k1
, (4.41)
while the homogeneous solution is
T1,h = A1 +B1 ln r +
∑
n
(G1,nr
κn +H1,nr
−κn) cosκnθ. (4.42)
Here A1, B1, G1,n, and H1,n are coefficients determined through the application of boundary
conditions enforced along Γ1, and κn is the spatial wavenumber of the temperature field.
Similarly, a closed-form representation of the temperature field within the slot region may
be formulated as
T2 = T2,h = A2 +B2 ln r +
∑
n
(G2,nr
κn +H2,nr
−κn) cosκnθ. (4.43)
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Again, A2, B2, G2,n, and H2,n are obtained through the boundary conditions enforced along
Γ2. Since no internal heat generation exists within Ω2, the forced response is zero in this
layer.
4.2.2 Determination of Coupled Solution Coefficients
In order to determine the eight unknown coefficients in (4.42) and (4.43), heat flux and
temperature field boundary conditions need to be judiciously applied. Coefficients within
the Fourier series of T1 and T2 (Gi and Hi) arise from the representation of the planar heat
source as a half-wave Fourier series:
q2 = f0 +
∑
n
fn cosκnθ. (4.44)
Expressions for G1,n, G2,n, H1, n and H2,n in the two-layer stator model shown in Figure 4.12
are provided in Appendix B.1.
The remaining coefficients, Ai and Bi, can be determined through the solution of the
linear system
s = Λc

s1
s2
s3
s4


=


Λ1 Λ2
Λ3 Λ4
0 Λ5




A1
A2
B1
B2


. (4.45)
Here si is a scalar related to the source within the i
th coupling boundary condition. For
the example two-layer problem, there are four total coupling equations: one that describes
convective heat flux along Γ1,0, one for convection on Γ3,2, one for heat flux along Γ2,1, and one
for continuity of temperature along Γ2,1. The submatrices Λ1 and Λ2 fulfill convective heat
transfer along the two outermost layers, while Λ3–Λ5 account for thermal coupling between
internal stator layers. Representations for all submatrices are provided in Appendix B.2 for
reference.
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Figure 4.13: Generalized N -layer thermal model.
4.2.3 Generalization to N -Layers
The proposed solution method is not limited to a simple two-layer model discretization.
To obtain increased resolution within particular areas of thermal interest, a generalized N -
layer structure may be used, as in Figure 4.13. To account for varying slot shapes and
conductor distributions, multiple heat sources can be introduced to better approximate
intra-slot thermal distributions. The solution method can be used to determine the response
of each source independently, allowing the total temperature distribution to be obtained
through superposition.
A model with N stator layers requires the solution of N BVPs described by PDEs of
forms similar to (4.33) and (4.34), and 2N inter-layer boundary conditions. Of these 2N
coupling conditions, 2(N -1) boundary conditions are needed to ensure heat-flux continuity
and temperature-field continuity along all internal layer boundaries, while the remaining two
are used for convective heat transfer in the air gap and ambient.
Similar to the two-layer model, representations for 2N of the total 4N temperature field
coefficients can be determined by solving for c in the linear system s = Λc. As was true in
(4.45), Λ is composed of five non-zero submatrices; however s and c are now 2N×1, and Λ
has dimensions 2N×2N . The structures of each submatrix, Λi, for the generalized N -layer
model are provided in Appendix B.3.
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Figure 4.14: Lumped parameter thermal model of one stator slot and the corresponding
stator back, teeth laminations, and housing.
4.2.4 Lumped Parameter Model for Comparison
To compare the proposed thermal model with traditional analytical methods, a single-slot
lumped parameter model was implemented. The LP model, shown in Figure 4.14, is used to
estimate heat transfer and estimate temperature distribution in the stator slots [206,210,215].
A large temperature gradient will appear within the stator slot of an electric machine. To
model heat transfer within this region, the slot is divided into a number of concentric layers
as in Figure 2.5(b). The value Pcopper,i represents copper losses within the i
th slot layer.
Convective heat transfer from both the stator slot and teeth to the air gap is included. To
account for heat transfer from both the slot and tooth to the air gap, multiple conduction
paths are modeled, as shown in Figure 4.14. Convective heat transfer from the laminations
to the end space and from the housing to the ambient are also taken into account. It should
be noted that the end winding body is not included in this LP model.
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4.2.5 FEA Verification and Axial Heat Flow
An accurate estimate of the temperature distribution, including end windings, is necessary
to evaluate the analytical thermal model. Here, FEA is employed to model thermal effects
in the stator structure, and both stator laminations and end windings are considered [216].
The physical geometry of the machine is provided in Figure 4.15. Since the temperature
distribution in the slots and end windings of a rotating machine is symmetric in the axial
and tangential directions, one half of a slot (in the axial direction) is modeled, as shown in
Figure 4.16.
The temperature distribution in the stator, including the end winding, is obtained for an
applied total copper loss of 110 W. The heat transfer from the end windings to ambient, and
from stator laminations to ambient, are modeled using convective heat transfer boundary
conditions [211]. Results for analytical and FE methods for one slot pitch are presented in
Figure 4.17. Typical thermal conductivities for conductor (≈ 380 W/m·K) and lamination
(≈ 20 W/m·K) are used in FEA. Convective heat transfer coefficients are calculated based
on the discussion in [209, 211, 212] and utilized in the FE model. The machine insulation
is imperfect, air bubbles exist within the poorly impregnated slots, and it is complicated to
estimate the impregnation quality. Thus, the equivalent thermal conductivity of the insula-
tion materials in the FE models are tuned to match the experimental hot-spot temperature
measurements. The ambient and air gap temperatures are obtained from the experiments.
The same material properties, heat transfer coefficients and ambient conditions are used in
the LP and proposed analytical method for model validation. Even though the slot structure
is not explicitly modeled in the analytical formulation, slot hot-spot temperature estimates
in both analyses are in agreement (about 2.5% difference).
4.2.6 Experimental Setup and Results
An experimental platform was prepared to test the validity of the analytical and FE models
as shown in Figure 4.18. The machine under test is a 3-phase 5 hp, 208-230/460 V 13.6-
12.3/6.17 A NEMA design B squirrel-cage induction machine in a 182T frame. This machine
has single-layer windings wound over 36 slots with 114 turns per slot. The setup, including
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Figure 4.15: Physical geometry of machine slot and end winding.
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Figure 4.16: FEA results for 110 W of total copper loss.
type-K thermocouples, is shown in Figure 4.18. Temperature readings were recorded with a
FlukeR© Hydra data acquisition system.
The three phase stator windings were connected in series and a dc excitation of 22.2 V and
4.92 A was applied. Temperature measurements were taken at four specific locations: the end
winding surface, within the active part of the winding, the stator tooth tip, and the stator
back iron surface. A comparison of the analytical solutions with FEA and experiments,
at the given measurement points, is presented in Table 4.3. The proposed model is two-
dimensional and omits heat transfer from the end windings, thus end winding temperature
estimates are not available. The analytical method values provide good agreement with both
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Figure 4.17: Validation of analytical method with FEA under 110 W copper loss: (a)
temperature distribution from FEA, and (b) temperature distribution from analytical
method.
Figure 4.18: Experimental setup.
FEA and measured values, and deviate no more than 7% from measured values.
4.2.7 Discussion on Rotational Machine Thermal Model Accuracy
Temperature estimation errors of FE, LP, and the proposed models compared to experimen-
tal measurements are provided in Table 4.4. As expected, FEA provides extremely good
hot-spot temperature estimates, and conservative lamination bulk temperature estimates.
This is primarily because the hot-spot temperature depends on insulation material proper-
ties which are calibrated to match experimental measurements. This allows FEA to be used
to validate the proposed analytical model. Rough estimates on lamination material ther-
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Table 4.3: Stator temperature comparison (◦C), PCu = 110 W.
Test point FEA Proposed LP Meas.
Center of slot 73 74.7 75.1 72.8
Center of tooth 70.1 70.6 72.7 68
Lamination bulk 68 68.6 70.2 64.3
End winding 71.9 - - 73.9
Table 4.4: Error Percentages in the Models
Test point FEA (%) Proposed (%) LP (%)
Center of slot 0.2 2.7 3.1
Center of tooth 3.1 3.8 6.9
Lamination bulk 5.7 6.7 9.2
End winding 2.7 - -
mal properties lead to larger error margin in lamination temperature estimations. These
properties from FEA are employed in the proposed and LP models.
Despite its simplicity, the two-layer model provides more accurate winding temperature
estimates than the LP model. As can be seen in Figure 4.17, the temperature distribution
within the physical slot area is not entirely accurate. If the heat loss were instead distributed
among a number of planar heat sources situated along the depth of the slot (requiring
additional model layers), a more accurate temperature distribution could be obtained. It
should also be noted that without FE parameter tuning, thermal estimations with this
precision are not expected.
It was previously noted that FEA model formulation is time intensive. Analytical mod-
els, however, can also require extensive mathematical development and time commitment,
especially if there is no generalized solution. The methodology presented here attempts to
eliminate this drawback in that the only significant computational effort lies in the solution
of the linear system of equations (4.45). As the number of model layers is increased, sparsity
of Λ allows appropriate solution methods to be used.
Errors are introduced into both the proposed and LP models due to their representations
for, or lack of, end winding heat transfer. In the LP models, end winding heat transfer can
be implemented with an additional node and with convective heat transfer to the ambient.
The analytical model can be modified to take end winding heat transfer into account as well.
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An equivalent end winding model for the analytical solution methodology is left as future
work.
Another important introduction of error is axial heat flow. The proposed analytical
method assumes zero axial temperature gradients. The applicability of this assumption
depends on the machine cooling topology and air gap mass flow rate. For a totally enclosed
fan cooled machine, for instance, temperatures at the drive end are expected to be consid-
erably higher than at the non-drive end where the fan is situated. In addition, machine
length has a significant effect on axial heat flow. For a short machine, axial heat flux may
be neglected but it must be carefully modeled for longer machines.
4.3 Concluding Remarks
Analytical thermal analysis methods for linear and rotational machines have been presented.
The method relies on governing heat transfer equations and is independent of model dis-
cretization. Because a practical machine is composed of several materials with different
thermal conductivities, region-based discretization into subdomains with uniform thermal
conductivities is required to obtain a closed-form analytical solution. Horizontal, vertical,
and circumferential planar heat sources are used to decouple regions with different thermal
properties. The final closed-form temperature field inside the machine is shown to be the
region-based superposition of temperature distributions in each subdomain.
The accuracies of the proposed analytical approaches have been compared to LP models
and verified against detailed FEA and experimental results. The proposed models out-
perform the LP models in simulation accuracy and the FEA in simulation speed. This
allows the approaches to be useful in an iterative machine design. One other advantage is
the ability to obtain closed-form expressions for temperature fields, which could be beneficial
for open-ended design or exploratory problems and machine protection.
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CHAPTER 5
MACHINE CHARACTERIZATION FOR PEAK
DUTY
This chapter explores machine thermal limitations and investigates time ratings with the
goal of enhancing performance with more accurate evaluation of thermal barriers.∗ Since
the 1940s, performance and capability assessments have been addressed through service
factor (SF). Dynamic characterizations were limited to duty cycles intended for intermittent
and periodic loads [58–60]. Above all, time limits on overloads were identified by thermal
limit curves. They provide static overload limits and they are helpful to assess time ratings
under blocked rotor, stall and high-inertia start. However, these curves are generated for
line-fed motors and they reflect system performance under limited operating conditions. In
contrast to past literature, to characterize a machine for dynamic short-term and momentary
torque, first the machine’s physical limitations need to be assessed and its thermal response
should be understood. As it was discussed in Chapter 2, peak loads are permissible briefly.
But, what defines brief? What is the duration limit at high torque and power? Analyses and
discussions to address these questions are presented herein.
5.1 Electric Machine Heating Modes
The stator-limited induction machine hot spot is located at the end windings or inside the
slots. It is located at the rotor bars and/or end rings at rotor-limited machines. The ap-
proach here assumes stator-limited cases. The number of poles and the end space ventilation
significantly influence whether the hot spot is located at the end windings or the slots. For
machines with low pole count, the end windings tend to be large and slots tend to be small;
the hot spot is typically located at the end winding under rated operation. At high pole-
∗The material in this chapter has been published in [217].
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Figure 5.1: Generic thermal response of an electric machine. Time tsub is typically on the
order of seconds, ttr is on the order of minutes, and ttc is on the order of hours.
count machines, it is vice versa. The analyses provided in this chapter targets a four-pole
induction machine with the hot spot at the end windings. However the analyses are kept
generic and apply to other cases.
Temperature rise characteristics of an induction machine end windings can be divided
into four modes, as shown in Figure 5.1. The first mode, the subtransient regime, is the
initial linear rise of duration tsub in the conductor temperature. The temperature rise in
this mode is the fastest among the four due to low heat diffusivity in enamel and insulation,
and this mode is assumed adiabatic. Heat transfer is only by conduction, and it is stored
in the conductor thermal mass. Under severe overloads, the maximum temperature rise is
reached during subtransient regime. The time it takes a cold machine to reach maximum
temperature rise during the subtransient regime is defined as the subtransient time rating
(STR). During Mode 1, since all the heat is stored in the windings, the end space is cold.
This regime is associated with the momentary overload capabilities and linked to i2t ratings.
As the heat reaches the winding outer surface, it starts to heat the end space air. This
is when the second mode, the transition regime, starts. Heat transfer into the end space
is only by conduction under blocked rotor or stall and convection if there exists end space
ventilation due to non-zero shaft speed. However, the heat is still confined inside the machine
and the end space air temperature is rising adiabatically. Under moderate overloads, where
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the maximum temperature rise is reached during transition regime, time ratings are defined
as transition regime time ratings (TRTR). As the heat reaches the machine frame surface
and end caps, it is transferred to the ambient via convection, radiation and conduction;
the third mode begins. This mode, the transient regime, is the well-known exponential rise
characteristic and starts after (ttr) seconds. Its duration is much longer than Modes 1 and
2. Time rating in this mode is defined as transient time rating (TTR). The fourth mode, the
temperature creep regime, is observed under constant current operation. It tracks thermal
drift due to a gradual increase in winding resistance and follows after the transient region.
It is usually close to steady-state operation when the machine is already hot. During Mode
4 the torque must be limited and the time rating is essentially continuous. This mode is
utilized for diagnostics and temperature estimation based on stator resistance. This work
characterizes operation during the first three modes.
Time ratings can be obtained by exploring the transient and subtransient thermal re-
sponses using various methods, such as LP models [82], FE models, and hybrid meth-
ods [218, 219]. All provide a fairly accurate transient response if the machine geometries
are known. Because detailed geometric data is usually proprietary and not available to the
user, this chapter seeks to develop a methodology independent of design data, other than
nameplate information, such as rated current, power, efficiency, insulation class, frame, and
SF.
5.1.1 The Transient Regime
The transient regime is the most commonly used one in machine protection and sizing under
intermittent duty. In Section 2.1.3 a generic per-unit model commonly used in the industry
to represent the exponential temperature rise characteristic was presented. However, these
models assume fixed winding resistance and derive time ratings based on per unit current.
In addition, they model the entire machine temperature rise with a single time constant
and thermal resistance as illustrated in Figure 5.2. This approach is inaccurate, during
modes 1 and 2 and does not represent the true machine thermal behavior. Instead of the
entire temperature rise curve, only mode 3 will be targeted while estimating a thermal time
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Figure 5.2: A single time constant fit (dashed red) to the experimental data commonly
used in protective devices. Note the discrepancy at the first two modes. The
characterization here will follow the dashed black fit.
constant, and the derivations are power based to account for varying winding resistances.
Suppose in Fig. 5.3 the machine is represented as a black box and no geometric data are
available. The system power balance is
Pin = Pout + Pdiss +
dES
dt
. (5.1)
where Pin is the input power, Pout is the output power, ES is the energy stored in the system,
and Pdiss is the power transferred to the ambient as heat. From thermodynamics, the change
in system energy can be formulated as
∆ES = C
m
th∆T, (5.2)
where Cmth is the machine thermal mass. It is the product of system mass and specific heat.
The superscript m means that Cth is an equivalent value for the entire machine including
laminations and windings. In the limit as ∆t→ 0, (5.2) becomes
dES
dt
= Cmth
dT
dt
(5.3)
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and can be employed in (5.1) to arrive at
Pin − Pout = Pdiss + Cmth
dT
dt
. (5.4)
In this case Pdiss models heat transfer to the ambient, and an average convection term suffices
to provide a first-order approximation. Rewriting the input-output power balance as power
loss, the result is
Ploss = Rth(T − Tamb) + Cmth
dT
dt
(5.5)
where Rth is the equivalent thermal resistance to ambient heat transfer, and is obtained from
average surface convective heat transfer coefficient and the total convection surface area.
Assuming constant power loss, the temperature rise ∆T at the hot spot can be derived
by directly solving
∆Ttr(t) = (1− e−t/τ )PlossRth +∆T ′0e−t/τ . (5.6)
where
τ = CmthRth, (5.7)
and ∆T ′0 is the equivalent initial temperature rise. Notice that a single time constant expo-
nential characteristic does not suffice to capture Modes 1 and 2 and even though the machine
initial temperature rise is zero, ∆T ′0 may not be zero. It scales linearly with power loss and
takes the form:
∆T ′0 = ∆T0
(
1 +
Ploss
P closs
)
. (5.8)
Here, P closs is the maximum allowable power loss for continuous operation and ∆T0 is the
initial machine temperature rise.
The maximum allowable temperature rise ∆T ∗, and estimates of Rth, and P
c
loss can be
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Figure 5.3: Power balance in electric machines.
obtained from nameplate data. Power loss at the rated output power is obtained using the
rated power (Pr), rated efficiency (ηr), and SF. For non-unity SF, the P
c
loss value is
P closs = Pr
(
1− 1
ηr
)
SF. (5.9)
This quantity is limited by the winding ultimate temperature rise. This thermal limitation
depends on the ambient temperature and the conductor insulation class. The steady-state
solution to (5.6) provides Rth as
Rth =
∆Tmax
P closs
. (5.10)
Here ∆T ∗ is the maximum allowed rotor temperature rise for rotor-limited machines, and
stator temperature rise for stator-limited machines.
The time constant τ depends on the material being monitored or modeled in (5.6). As
mentioned, Cmth is an equivalent value for the entire machine. However, determining the total
mass of stator or rotor conductors in the machine is not an easy task. Thus, τ should be
obtained experimentally. The Mode 3 time rating for a machine based on nameplate data
can be formulated as
tttr = −τ ln
(
1 +
∆Tmax −∆T ′0
∆T ′0 − PlossRth
)
. (5.11)
This equation is meaningful only for overload operation, i.e. when Ploss > P
c
loss. The outcome
of this equation, tttr, is a first-order approximation of the transient time-rating.
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5.1.2 The Subtransient Regime
The transient time rating in Section 5.1.1 was obtained under the assumption that convective
heat transfer to the ambient has been initiated. In materials with small thermal diffusivity
(α), heat transfer is mainly internal and only by conduction until heat reaches the convective
cooling environment. Thermal diffusivity is formulated as
α =
k
ρ c
, (5.12)
where k is the thermal conductivity and ρ is the mass density. Typical insulator thermal
conductivities for mylar, nomex, polyester-based insulators, varnish, and resins are on the
order of 0.1–0.25 W/m·K, and their specific heat is larger than that of conductors. As a
result, insulators are less thermally diffusive than conductors. The poor thermal diffusiv-
ity of the insulator, impregnation, and slot liners around the conductors and slots causes
conductors to heat adiabatically. This thermal behavior is defined as subtransient regime.
Subtransient temperature rise can become significant when the current is high.
The subtransient regime is experimentally demonstrated in Figure 5.4 for a stator-limited
test machine. (The hot spot is located at the end windings.) The machine windings are
heated under ac and dc currents and the end-winding temperature is monitored. In the dc
test, no rotor power losses exist. In the ac test, the current is adjusted to provide the same
stator power loss as in the dc test while rotor windings also generate heat. The results show
that the hot-spot temperature rise is briefly decoupled from rotor losses, while the system is
in the subtransient regime. This shows that the temperature rise in the subtransient regime
is due only to stator winding losses. The subtransient regime is assumed to be past, when
rotor losses start affecting the hot spot temperature.
This regime should not be confused with the transient characteristic for sufficiently small
time, since the rate of rise will not match the short-term exponential. On the one hand,
the subtransient linear rise is due to conductor thermal response as heat disperses in the
conductors before reaching the laminations and air gap surface. On the other hand, the
transient regime governs the entire machines thermal characteristic including laminations
and corresponds to a much longer time constant and more gradual slope whereas the initial
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Figure 5.4: End-winding temperature rise due to stator and rotor losses. Note that the
subtransient regime is fully governed by the stator power losses.
subtransient rise is much steeper.
To model this behavior, suppose a conductor is generating heat and no heat is transferred
to the ambient. In this case, following the single-node LP approach, (5.4) can be reformulated
as
P sloss = C
c
th
dT
dt
. (5.13)
The superscript c means that Cth is an equivalent thermal mass for the conductors and P
s
loss
is the stator winding copper loss. Integrating both sides of (5.13) yields the temperature
rise expression
∆Tstr(t) =
1
Ccth
∫ t
t0
P slossdt+∆T0, (5.14)
where ∆T0 is the initial conductor temperature rise. The STR can be found by solving
(5.14) for a power loss that results in the maximum conductor temperature rise. For a given
constant power loss, the STR is
tstr = C
c
th
∆Tmax −∆T0
P sloss
, (5.15)
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where Ccth can be obtained experimentally and will be discussed in Section 5.3.
5.1.3 Transition Regime
Subtransient and transient time ratings have been addressed on a macro level. No dimen-
sional data has been used and only nameplate and experimental results have been employed.
Subtransient and transient time rating estimates from Equations (5.11) and (5.15) for a
hypothetical machine are compared in Figure 5.5 as a function of machine losses. TTR and
STR are substantially different over a wide range of motor losses. Which rating should users
rely on? The answer to this question depends on the duration of the subtransient regime.
To evaluate this, it is useful to introduce the Biot number (Bi). Bi relates heat transfer
inside and at the body surface. It is represented as
Bi =
Lh
k
, (5.16)
where L is the length of the dimension in which heat conduction occurs and h is the convective
heat-transfer coefficient from the surface. A large Bi value means that there is a large
temperature gradient inside the material. A small Bi value implies that internal conduction
is more effective than surface heat transfer and means there is a small temperature gradient
inside the material.
Given the poor thermal conductivities of electrical insulators, and end space air, a large
Bi should be expected. Similarly, laminations have larger Bi compared to conductors. This
implies that some portion of the generated thermal energy disperses inside the end space
and laminations while the rest accumulates in the conductors. This was neglected in (5.15).
Hence, the accumulated thermal energy and the conductor temperature, in reality, will be
less in comparison to (5.15). Nevertheless, (5.15) provides a conservative lower bound on
subtransient time ratings if no data on machine geometry are available.
The transition regime duration is the time it takes heat to travel across the insulating
materials, end space and/or laminations, and reach the cooling medium. This is difficult to
model analytically, especially for end windings. A representative LP model for end windings
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considering the stator and rotor losses is shown in Figure 5.6. Rewes, Reres and Resamb
represent the thermal resistances to end winding-to-end space, end rings-to-end space and
end space-to-ambient heat transfer, respectively. Cew, Cer and Ces are the heat capacities
of end windings, end rings and end space, respectively. Resamb is infinite until the transient
regime begins. The temperature rise in the end windings, end space and rotor end rings can
be formulated as


Cew 0 0
0 Cer 0
0 0 Ces




T˙ew
T˙er
T˙es

 =


−1/Rewes 0 1/Rewes
0 −1/Reres 1/Reres
1/Rewes 1/Reres 1/Rewes + 1/Reres




Tew
Ter
Tes


+


1 0
0 1
0 0



Pew
Per

 (5.17)
If the maximum temperature rise is achieved during this regime, the time rating can be
estimated by solving (5.17) for a maximum temperature rise and initial conditions obtained
at the transition time [Equation (5.15)].
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Figure 5.6: A representative LP model for the end winding transition regime considering
the stator and rotor losses.
5.2 Estimating Material Properties
A theoretical foundation for estimating time ratings was presented in Section 5.1. It was
noted that certain parameters, such as Rth, τ , Cth and ∆T
′
0, need to be estimated exper-
imentally. This section presents practical estimation approaches to these parameters and
assesses the accuracy of time-rating estimates. An experimental platform is prepared to
obtain the machine-transient thermal response. The machine under test is an open drip
proof (ODP), 3-phase, 1.5 hp, 208-230/460 V, 4.4-4.2/2.2 A, NEMA design B squirrel-cage
induction machine with 87% efficiency and 1.15 SF in a 145T frame. Temperature readings
are taken with an Agilent 34970A data acquisition system and type-J thermocouples with a
±1.1◦C measurement accuracy.
The nameplate suggests a 175 W rated power loss for an 80◦C rise. At rated speed, the
machine air gap and end space will be properly ventilated and overall Rth is 0.46 K/W.
The core losses are nearly constant at fixed stator flux (≈20 W at 60 Hz) and copper losses
dominate, especially during overload operation. The experiments are performed using dc
excitation to assess the effects of copper loss only. No forced air gap ventilation exists in the
experiments. Therefore, the power level is scaled down to keep the maximum temperature
rise within safe limits. In this case, 122 W stator copper loss caused a 68◦C temperature
rise at the end winding and the overall Rth is estimated to be 0.56 K/W.
The transient thermal characteristic of the end windings at 122 W dc excitation is shown
in Figure 5.7. The linear rise slope can be employed to estimate the winding average heat
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Figure 5.7: Linear extrapolation to estimate winding specific heat and mass. The solid line
is the experimental data and the dashed line is the approximation.
capacity in Equation (5.14). For the test machine, this quantity is estimated to be 1.1×103
J/K. The transient regime can be fit to an exponential rise characteristic to estimate the
time constant τ . For the case in Figure 5.8, the time constant is estimated to be 3127 s and
the machines average heat capacity is 5.58×103 J/K. Notice the large difference between
winding and overall machine heat capacities. In addition, the exponential characteristic
crosses t = 0 at ∆T ′0= 23.4 K. This can be interpreted as a virtual initial temperature rise
and should be employed in (5.11). The subtransient characteristic of (5.15) is useful under
extreme overload conditions, and the transient exponential characteristic (5.15) is accurate
at modest overloads.
5.3 Unified Model for Time Rating Estimates
The time rating estimation methods for three heating modes discussed above provide accu-
rate results only within their respective region. In order to estimate time ratings correctly,
the ongoing heating mode needs to be identified. Estimating the heating mode is difficult
for a given operating point, because it depends on the initial internal temperatures. To
mitigate this problem, the experimental temperature rise characteristics of Figure 5.4 could
be utilized. These curves, when normalized as in Figure 5.9, correspond to transient thermal
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Figure 5.8: Extrapolation to estimate transient thermal time constant. The solid line is the
experimental data and the dashed line is the approximation.
impedances of stator end windings and rotor end rings. Then the stator end-winding tem-
perature rise as a function of stator and rotor power losses is estimated in the convolution
form as
∆Tew(t) = H
s
th(t) ∗ P sloss(t) +Hrth(t) ∗ P rloss(t) (5.18)
where Hsth denotes the impulse response of end-winding power loss on end-winding tem-
perature, and Hrth denotes the impulse response of rotor end-ring losses on end-winding
temperature. Hsth and H
r
th are obtained from
Hsth =
dZsth
dt
, (5.19)
Hrth =
dZrth
dt
, (5.20)
respectively.
Equation (5.18) can be converted to the Laplace domain and represented as transfer
functions, as
∆Tew(s) = H
s
th(s)P
s
loss(s) +H
r
th(s)P
r
loss(s), (5.21)
H ith(s) = e
−sT i
d
gi(sT
i
z + 1)
(sT ip,1 + 1)(sT
i
p,2 + 1)
. (5.22)
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Figure 5.9: Transient thermal impedance curves for end winding hot spot temperature as a
function of stator and rotor losses.
Here, i denotes either stator (s) or rotor (r), g is the dc gain, Tz is the time constant for
the system zero, Tp,1 and Tp,2 are the time constants for the first and second system poles,
respectively, and Td is the system delay. Estimating these parameters requires two tests to
be conducted, one with the stator winding energized, and the other with both stator and
rotor windings energized. From Figure 5.9, these parameters are identified and provided in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Transient Thermal Impedance Transfer Function Parameters
Location g Td (sec) Tz (sec) Tp,1 (sec) Tp,2 (sec)
Stator 0.57 0 1171.5 225.9 3140.1
Rotor 0.285 30 -243.7 2755.5 310.1
The thermal impedance approach allows identification of thermal coupling between the
stator and rotor coils, and offers flexibility to estimate system time ratings under various
stator and rotor losses. This way, the impact of a wide range of operating points, including
system transients, negative sequence currents, harmonically distorted supply voltages and
currents, etc., on time ratings can be identified. A three-dimensional map of time ratings
under various stator and rotor losses is presented in Figure 5.10
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Figure 5.10: A three-dimensional map of time ratings as a function of stator and rotor
losses.
5.4 Experimental Validation
This section presents experimental validation results on the estimated time ratings. Tests
are performed at stall for the rated-flux and reduced-frequency. Measurements are taken
at various power levels ranging from 120 W to 3.8 kW. Experimental transient thermal
responses at these operating points are shown in Figures 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 for subtransient,
transition and transient regimes, respectively. Measured time ratings for each test case
are compared to the estimates from (5.11), (5.15), and (5.21), and shown in Figure 5.14.
Estimation accuracies are listed in Table 5.2; the error is less than 10%. Machine’s initial
thermal response shows a linear rise as was theoretically posited in Equation (5.14).
Table 5.2: Measured and Estimated Time Ratings (Base power loss is 155 W)
Power Loss (p.u.) 1.9 2.8 3.6 3.9 4.6 5.2 5.8 6.5 7.7
Exp. (s) 2361 1181 772.3 667.3 488.6 370.1 295.1 233.4 163.2
Est. (s) 2388 1150 744.2 644.8 467.2 358.0 269.6 223.9 165.2
Error (%) 1.16 2.63 3.64 3.38 4.48 3.26 8.64 4.07 1.04
Power Loss (p.u.) 8.2 9.2 11.8 14.2 16.8 20.6 22.6 23.5 24.5
Exp. (s) 145.5 122.7 85.7 66.2 53.4 43.8 38.5 37.5 35.3
Est. (s) 159.5 118.2 88.5 66.7 52.8 44.0 38.8 37.6 36.1
Error (%) 9.62 3.67 3.27 0.76 1.16 0.46 0.77 0.25 2.30
These time-rating estimates do not constrain the output power or peak capabilities. They
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Figure 5.11: Experimental transient thermal responses with ultimate temperature rise in
the subtransient regime. (Base power loss is 155 W)
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Figure 5.12: Experimental transient thermal responses with ultimate temperature rise in
the transition regime. (Base power loss is 155 W)
only assess how long an operating point that enforces a certain power loss could be main-
tained. It is not an easy task to generalize these results to per-unit output power or torque
since the loss also depends on the operating points such as voltage, frequency, speed, effi-
ciency etc. Time ratings as a function of stator current magnitude provide a better assess-
ment on torque and current capabilities (Figure 5.15).
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Figure 5.13: Experimental transient thermal responses with ultimate temperature rise in
the transient regime. (Base power loss is 155 W)
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5.5 Expanding Time Ratings
The peak capability of an electric machine can be expanded by elevating the ultimate i2t
rating. The subtransient regime slope in Figure 5.7 should be altered to be more gradual.
Four possibilities exist to achieve this. The first is to use conductors with higher i2t ratings.
This is related to the specific heat of the conductor. Copper was shown to have the highest
i2t rating among conductors commonly used in electric machines [95]. In rotor-limited
induction machines, use of copper bars rather than less-expensive aluminum would enhance
machine peak capability. Performance enhancement is then a tradeoff with conductor price
and conductor i2t rating.
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Figure 5.15: Estimated and measured time ratings as a function of stator current.
The second possibility is to cool the conductors directly. The subtransient temperature
rise is due to accumulated heat in the conductors. If some of the generated heat could be
removed, such as with cooling channels in hollow conductors, higher heat dissipation and
higher current capability could be achieved. This approach is used in large machines (e.g.,
generators), or high power density applications (e.g., EMALS [39]). Internally cooled coils
are shown to increase machine ratings by 50% [220].
The third approach is to allow a higher temperature rise in the coils. This could be achieved
by utilizing a higher temperature insulation class for impregnation and winding insulation.
Insulation classes and maximum allowed temperatures are presented in [68]. The majority
of electric machines since the mid-1990s have been equipped with Class F insulation, but
they are operated conservatively at Class B temperatures. Class H insulation allows for a
peak temperature of 180◦C inside the machine. However, this peak value may negatively
impact other critical components, especially the bearings. Thus, Class H insulation is rarely
used in recent machine designs [72]. In a peak-duty application, conductors heat up to
the peak temperature and the system is turned off before the heat can propagate into the
bearings. Thus, bearing thermal stress is not a factor in peak-duty machines, and higher
temperature insulation classes can lead to significant improvement. The fourth is using
phase-changing materials (PCMs) in electric machines to provide high i2t ratings until the
material completely changes its phase. Strategies to utilize PCM in electric machines will
be discussed in Section 5.6.
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5.6 Using PCM in Electric Machines
Phase-changing materials for conductors, auxiliary heat storage, and jacketing provide a
temporary boost in time ratings. PCM implementation can differ depending upon the heat-
ing regime to be improved. For example, phase-changing conductors would improve the
subtransient regimes, whereas PCMs for jacketing would mainly affect the transient time
ratings. Different implementation strategies, their tradeoffs, considerations and performance
improvements will be presented herein.
5.6.1 Phase-Changing Conductors
When using PCMs in place of conductors, the winding temperatures during the phase change
will be constant until the total generated heat amounts to the enthalpy of fusion of the PCMs
used. Compared to the conventional designs with no conductor phase change, this extra
energy dissipation capability, the enthalpy of fusion, allows smaller conductor size, mass,
and heat capacity for a given i2t. It is prohibitive to melt the copper windings or aluminum
bars, because it would destroy the insulation and it is not repeatable. A low temperature
phase-changing conductor must have an electrical conductivity comparable to copper with
a melting temperature as low as about 100◦C. This low melting temperature is important
because the implementation should be compatible with readily available insulating materials.
Two example materials that fit this description are potassium and sodium, with melting
points at 63.3◦C and 97.8◦C, respectively. These melting temperatures suggest Class A in-
sulation which is readily available and cheap. Select material properties, including electrical
conductivity, specific heat capacity, mass density and enthalpy of fusion, are listed in Ta-
ble 5.3 for potassium and sodium. For comparison, suppose the test machine copper stator
windings are to be replaced with potassium or sodium. The test machine stator coil is com-
prised of about 2.85 kg of copper confined in 3.2×10−4 m3. The two PCMs considered here
have lower mass densities compared to copper; potassium or sodium stator coils would weigh
roughly 0.28 kg or 0.31 kg, respectively. Stator winding heat capacity would then be 206.1
J/K and 380 J/K, for potassium and sodium coils, respectively. Compared to the copper sta-
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tor winding heat capacity of 1.1×103 J/K, the new configuration subtransient ratings would
be lower due to lighter conductor weight. However, phase change implies additional energy
dissipation capabilities of 16.7 kJ and 34.9 kJ for potassium and sodium coils, respectively,
while the winding temperatures are kept fixed at the melting temperatures.
Table 5.3: Transient Thermal Impedance Transfer Function Parameters
Material
Melting Electrical Specific Enthalpy of Mass
Point Conductivity Heat Fusion Density
(◦C) (S·m−1) (J/kg·K) (kJ/kg) (kg/m3)
Potassium 63.3 16.4×106 750 61 862
Sodium 97.8 20.1×106 1230 113 968
The subtransient time ratings of potassium and sodium windings are compared to copper
in Figure 5.16 before and after phase change is initiated. Results show that the phase-
changing conductor subtransient ratings are comparable to copper and PCMs allow up to
90% reduction in conductor weight. If a higher mass density PCM is used, it would signif-
icantly outperform copper. However, there are three drawbacks that need extra attention.
First, if the PCM is less electrically conductive compared to copper, then the current-carrying
capability of the stator coils will be limited. Second, potassium and sodium react with wa-
ter and they should be contained carefully within an enclosure. Third, the PCM enclosure
should be flexible if its volume is subject to change upon melting and freezing. Nevertheless,
phase-changing conductors are viable candidates for peak duty applications when there are
strict constraints on weight.
5.6.2 PCM as Auxiliary Heat Storage
Phase-changing materials can also be used for auxiliary heat storage if placed on the ma-
jor heat-flux paths. Two topologies are to place PCMs are inside the end windings [Fig-
ure 5.17(a)] and at the end-winding outer surface [Figure 5.17(b)]. Equivalent LP repre-
sentations both of the topologies are shown in Figure 5.18. When placed inside the end
windings, PCM will enforce a constant internal boundary temperature during melting. This
is modeled using ideal zener diodes. Once the phase change is complete, the zener diodes
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Figure 5.16: Effect of potassium and sodium conductors on machine subtransient time
ratings.
are removed from the LP model. Simulation results for three PCMs (500 J/K, 1500 J/K,
and 4500 J/K heat capacities with 50 kJ, 150 kJ, and 450 kJ heat of fusion, respectively)
at rated heat dissipation are given in Figure 5.19. The results show that until phase change
begins (about half an hour), the additional heat capacity slows the temperature rise slightly.
As soon as the PCMs start melting, the temperature rise slows significantly. When the PCM
is completely molten, the end-winding temperature starts rising and reaches its steady-state
value. The results show that for long-term modest overloads, this implementation signifi-
cantly boosts the transient time ratings. At high-power levels where maximum temperature
rise is reached within the transition regime, the PCM mass (and therefore its enthalpy of
fusion) should be increased.
Phase-changing materials placed at the end-winding outer surface has a greater effect than
if it were placed inside the end windings, because the generated heat must pass the end-
winding surface to reach the cooling environment. Simulation results for the three PCMs
discussed above are given in Figure 5.20 for rated heat dissipation. Initially, heat transfer
would be via conduction only and a negligible impact on subtransient ratings would be
expected. As the system enters the transition regime, PCMs heat up and eventually reach
melting point. At that point, the PCMs would impose a constant temperature at the end-
winding outer surface. Since all the generated end-winding heat has to enter the PCM
layer, which is at a fixed temperature while melting, the end-winding surface temperature
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Figure 5.17: PCM implementation as auxiliary heat storage (a) inside the end windings,
and (b) at the outer surface of the end windings.
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Figure 5.18: Equivalent LP models of PCM implementations inside (a) and outside (b) the
end windings. Phase change is modeled via Zener diodes. Once the phase change is over,
the diodes are removed from the model.
is also clamped. The resultant end-winding temperature during phase change is close to the
PCM melting point if the end-winding Bi is large. After the phase change is complete, the
transition regime would resume and the hot spot eventually reaches steady state.
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Figure 5.19: Simulation results for PCM implementation inside the end windings.
Even though transient thermal behaviors of both PCM implementation topologies are
similar at rated power level, as shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20, their time ratings differ
significantly at higher power levels as presented in Figures 5.21 and 5.22, respectively. On
the one hand, PCM installation inside the end windings temporarily divides the heat flux
path into two and only a fraction of the heat is stored at the PCM. The rest is either stored
inside the copper windings or rejected to the end space. As a result, this implementation
would improve transient regime time ratings but has small effect on subtransient ratings.
On the other hand, PCM installation at the end-winding surface improves the time ratings
over a wide overload range, including the subtransient regime, because all the generated
heat must pass through the PCM layer before reaching the end space. For the three PCMs
with 50 kJ, 150kJ and 450kJ heat of fusion, simulation results show that an installation at
the end-winding surface improves the subtransient time ratings by 2.1, 4.5 and 11.2 times,
respectively. In Figure 5.22, a steep reduction in time ratings is observed above 23 p.u. At
such high power levels, the conductors reach maximum allowable temperature rise before the
PCM reaches melting temperature. This phenomenon should be considered before choosing
a PCM and sizing it for a peak duty motor.
The internal PCM implementation is suitable for repetitive peak duty since it is easy to
contain the PCM. However, it would be challenging to contain the PCM implemented at the
end-winding outer surface. Thus, the latter is suitable for one-time peak duty, safety-critical
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Figure 5.20: Simulation results for PCM implementation at the end winding outer surface.
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Figure 5.21: Time ratings for PCM implementation inside the end windings.
applications where a PCM layer would briefly protect the motor from overheating, or in
applications where it is permissible to destroy the motor, such as torpedo propulsion.
5.6.3 PCM Jacket
Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2 presented topologies where PCMs are directly implemented inside
the machine. This section highlights an external PCM implementation through a jacket.
When implemented inside a jacket, PCM would enforce a constant jacket temperature (and
frame-surface temperature) during a phase change. This briefly increases the heat capacity
at the machine frame. However, frame surface is far away from the hot spot and there is a
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Figure 5.22: Time ratings for PCM implementation at the end-winding outer surface.
large temperature gradient from the hot spot to frame surface. For example, internal machine
temperatures may reach 155◦C (Class F) whereas machine end-cap and frame temperatures
would be roughly 70∼100◦C. In addition, end cap and frame surface temperatures are not
affected by instantaneous overcurrents, since there is latency in their thermal response. A
PCM jacket would improve the transient regime thermal response and also briefly reduce
steady-state temperature rise until the phase change is complete. It does not affect the
subtransient and transition regime time ratings. A thorough thermal analysis is necessary
to evaluate the effect of PCM jacket on time ratings, preferably via detailed FEA. This is
left as future work.
5.7 Concluding Remarks
Highly dynamic applications make it necessary to characterize short-term ratings for electric
machines in order to fully understand their limits. It is shown that there are subtransient,
transition, transient, and temperature creep regimes. The subtransient regime temperature
rise has a linear characteristic. The transient regime obeys a well-known exponential rise.
The transition between them is formulated by using a simplified LP model. An approach
to characterize a motor in these three regimes was presented. The approach here utilizes
minimum geometric data regarding machine construction, and necessitates certain parame-
ters to be estimated experimentally. This is a one-time intrusive approach, since it requires
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thermocouples or RTDs to be implemented in the stator and rotor windings. Once these
impedances are identified, a temperature measurement is no longer necessary. Experimental
results show that estimations are within a 10% error band.
Subtransient ratings define extreme momentary overload capability. Transient time ratings
characterize modest overload capabilities and are longer than subtransient times. Methods
to enhance time ratings under modest to severe overloads are discussed. The results suggest
that phase changing materials offer significant potential to improve time ratings, especially
in cases where it is permissible to destroy the machine.
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CHAPTER 6
INVERTER CHARACTERIZATION FOR PEAK
DUTY
This chapter assesses inverter time ratings in motor drives to identify safe operating condi-
tions under modest to severe overloads.∗ The work presented in Chapter 5 has shown that,
because of their substantial thermal mass, electric machines have significant time-limited
overload capabilities. Notably, half-minute ratings were shown to be roughly five times the
continuous rated current. The relatively high thermal mass allows a motor to achieve high
overload capability. Can the inverter in the complete drive system handle such an overload?
Inverters have much faster thermal dynamics than electric machines and might not survive
severe short-term overloads. This becomes important in applications such as electric vehicle
traction where rapid short-term acceleration puts significant thermal stress on the drive
train. If the thermal mass were small, short-time ratings would be similar to steady-state
ratings. If it is large, the inverter and complete drive should be able to deliver power for
brief overload intervals. Hence, short-term overload margins, e.g., ten seconds or one minute,
depend on the amount of thermal mass within the inverter.
Dynamic power switch thermal models can provide information on inverter thermal mass,
overload capabilities and time ratings. These models have been studied extensively using
numerical methods [106, 108–110, 114, 222–224], analytical methods [105, 225–227], and ex-
perimental methods [123, 228]. Studies often rely on complicated finite element (FE) or
physics-based models and many require proprietary manufacturer data. Models have been
used to estimate transient junction temperature rise, but not its rate. The goal here is to
understand how fast the inverter heats under certain overload profiles, through models based
only on available commercial data.
∗The material in this chapter has been published in [221].
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Figure 6.1: Two-level IGBT inverter phase leg configuration.
6.1 Developed Electrothermal Inverter Model
This section describes the developed inverter electro-thermal model to analyze time ratings.
Circuit-level temperature estimation depends on many design factors such as power switch
parameters, cooling, packaging, power and voltage levels, etc. It is not possible to generalize
for different designs and power levels unless certain assumptions are made. Since the switches
generate most of the heat, which is then rejected to the cooling medium through a heat sink
or a cold plate, the following two assumptions will be made. First, there is one heat sink
for every n phase legs, and second, heat is transferred to the ambient only through the heat
sink.
6.1.1 Inverter Loss Estimation
Power semiconductor losses must be calculated in order to estimate the junction temperature
rise. A two-level inverter utilizes two controlled switches and two diodes on each phase
leg. Loss models for such configurations are available in the literature [142, 229]. The loss
estimation schemes below are derived largely from the approach presented in [229]. The
power loss for the phase leg in Figure 6.1 is
Ploss = Pcond,QH + Pcond,QL + Pcond,DH + Pcond,DL + Psw,QH + Psw,QL + Prr,DH + Prr,DL, (6.1)
and it is composed of high-side and low-side IGBT conduction and switching losses, and
high-side and low-side diode conduction and reverse recovery losses. High-side and low-side
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IGBT conduction losses for the inverter phase leg in Figure 6.1 are estimated through
Pcond,QH = γqH |iph|vCE,QH(iC,QH , TJ,QH) (6.2)
Pcond,QH = (1− γ)qL|iph|vCE,QL(iC,QL, TJ,QL), (6.3)
where the subscripts H and L refer to the high-side and low-side switches, respectively; iph
is the phase current, iC is the collector current, vCE is the collector-emitter on-state voltage
drop, q is the IGBT gate signal, TJ,Q is the corresponding IGBT junction temperature, and
γ =


0 iph ≤ 0
1 iph > 0
. (6.4)
Diode conduction losses are estimated following
Pcond,QH = (1− γ)qH |iph|vF,DH(iF,DH , TJ,DH), (6.5)
Pcond,QH = γqL|iph|vF,DL(iF,DL, TJ,DL), (6.6)
where vF is the diode forward voltage, iF is the diode current and TJ,D is the corresponding
diode junction temperature. IGBT switching (Psw,Qi) and diode reverse recovery (Prr,Di)
losses are
Psw,Qi = fswWon,Qi(iC,Qi, Vdc, TJ,Qi) + fswWoff,Qi(iC,Qi, Vdc, TJ,Qi), (6.7)
Prr,Di = fswWrr,Di(iF,Di, Vdc, TJ,Qi), (6.8)
where fsw is the switching frequency, Won and Woff are the turn-on and-off energy losses of
IGBT devices, and Wrr is the reverse recovery energy for the diodes. Switching and reverse
recovery energies are functions of on-state current, dc bus voltage and junction temperature.
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Figure 6.2: Infineon BSM100GB60DLC IGBT module transient thermal impedance [230].
6.1.2 Inverter Thermal Model
Device manufacturers provide certain experimental thermal characteristic impedances from
junction-to-case under pulsed or periodic duty cycle operation as shown in Figure 6.2. These
experimental data are fit to multi-level RC Cauer or Foster networks and provide junction
temperature estimates. The models are accurate within the test range provided in the
datasheets. The thermal model here will be based on thermal impedance characteristics,
because they are available in datasheets. They can be represented in closed form as
Zth(t) =
k∑
i=1
Ri(1− e−t/τi), (6.9)
where Ri and τi are the thermal resistance and thermal time constants of the i
th RC stage,
respectively. The experiments will be performed on Infineon BSM100GB60DLC IGBT mod-
ules, and the junction temperature will be estimated using a four-stage lumped RC Foster
model for the IGBT and diode provided in the datasheet [230].
The heat-sink thermal characteristic is a function of temperature, fin efficiency and shapes,
number of fins, coolant flow rate, and surface area. Theoretical calculations can be performed
following the well-defined heat transfer relations provided in [209]; however, the issues are
beyond the scope of this dissertation. The heat-sink thermal characteristics used in experi-
ments here are obtained from [231] and extrapolated as shown in Figure 6.3. The heat sink
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Figure 6.3: Cooling characteristic for the heat sink.
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Figure 6.4: Inverter electro-thermal model (other legs are similar and omitted here).
(6063 T-5 Aluminum Alloy) model is flexible and supports variable coolant flow rates and
fluid temperatures (Tfl). The heat capacity is taken as 494 J/K. A contact resistance of
0.02 K/W between a power module and the heat sink is estimated. The complete inverter
electro-thermal model is shown in Figure 6.4.
6.1.3 Experimental Model Validation
A hardware-in-the-loop test setup described in [232] has been tested to run a three-phase
inverter with Infineon BSM100GB60DLC IGBTs in a motor drive application to validate
the electrothermal inverter model. The inverter has two power modules per heat sink.
MATLAB/Simulink Real-Time Workshop is used to program and interface with an eZdsp
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Figure 6.5: (a) Measured and estimated heat-sink temperatures, and (b) model-based
IGBT junction temperature estimate.
F2812 board [195]. A hysteresis dynamometer is used to set the load torque on the induction
machine shaft. Inverter currents and gate signals are sampled and recorded through a
Tektronix MSO4034 mixed signal oscilloscope and then post-processed with the electro-
thermal inverter model.
To validate the inverter thermal model, heat sink temperatures were measured and com-
pared to simulation results. The temperature readings were recorded with a FLUKE Hydra
data acquisition system through Type-K thermocouples with PFA insulation (±1.1◦C toler-
ance). The tests were performed at two different power levels. The heat sink experimental
and estimated surface temperatures are shown in Figure 6.5(a) and the steady-state tracking
error is below 8%. A model-based estimate of dynamic IGBT junction temperature is shown
in Figure 6.5(b).
6.2 Inverter Time Rating Estimates
This section explores inverter output capabilities for time-limited operation utilizing the
thermal model developed and validated in Section 6.1. The junction-to-case temperature
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Figure 6.6: Per-unit time ratings for maximum junction temperature.
rise of a power switch is defined analytically as
∆TJ(t) = Ploss(t) ∗ Zth(t), (6.10)
where Zth is the device transient thermal impedance formulated in (6.9). The junction
temperature of the kth IGBT in an n-phase inverter can be formulated for constant power
loss as
TJ,Qk(t) = PL,Qk(t) ∗ Zth,Qk +
n∑
i=1
(PL,Qi(t) + PL,Di(t)) ∗ Zhs(t) + Tamb. (6.11)
Here, Zth,Qk and Zhs are the k
th IGBT and heat-sink transient thermal impedances, respec-
tively. By solving (6.11) for a given time interval, the maximum power loss at which the
IGBTs reach their junction temperature limit can be estimated for various cooling rates as
shown in Figure 6.6. The dashed curve displays the thermal capability of an inverter with
ideal cooling. Although ideal operation is not attainable, it demonstrates an upper bound on
short-time capabilities decoupled from cooling performance. Figure 6.6 verifies the percep-
tion that inverter output is limited to steady-state ratings for motor drive transients longer
than about 1 s.
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Figure 6.7: Effect of sink thermal mass on short-time ratings.
Time ratings shown in Figure 6.6 can be separated into two distinct time scales when
realistic cooling mechanisms with finite heat capacity are included. Regime 1 corresponds
to the first few seconds with the heat dissipation capability decoupled from cooling. The
limit here stems from the semiconductor junction area thermal mass. Regime 2 corresponds
to steady-state limits and is affected by cooling performance. The time-scale separation
between these two regimes is due to heat sink or cold plate finite thermal mass.
Simulation results imply that an inverter, indeed, has one-second and ten-second ratings.
For the inverter under study, they occur in Regime 1 and they are almost indistinguishable.
Figure 6.7 shows that Regime 1 can be extended by means of an attached large thermal
mass. If the time ratings of interest occur in Regime 2, they can be moved to Regime 1,
which provides higher dissipation capability. If the heat sink or cold plate thermal capacity
is at the same scale as the power switch, then Regime 1 ceases to exist and the output would
be limited to steady-state rated power for any duration longer than a fraction of a second.
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6.3 Experimental Results on Time Ratings
This section presents experimental results for the time-rating estimates presented in Section
6.2. Eighteen different output currents ranging from 7 A up to 27 A were tested at 10 kHz
and 20 kHz switching frequencies. To estimate the IGBT junction temperature, gate signals
and phase currents are recorded; heat-sink surface and ambient temperatures are monitored
and post-processed using the hardware-in-the-loop test bed presented in Section 6.1.3 [232].
Measured time ratings are shown in Figure 6.8(a). The errors for 10◦C, 15◦C and 20◦C
junction temperature rises do not exceed 15%, 10.4% and 10.5%, respectively.
Inverter output current capability is investigated in addition to power dissipation. Con-
duction loss is directly linked to current magnitude, and switching loss is determined by
commutation details in IGBTs and diodes. Thus, when high momentary current is neces-
sary, a temporary reduction in switching frequency expands the time ratings, as shown in
Figure 6.9. In the experiments, reducing the switching frequency from 20 kHz to 10 kHz
allowed up to an order of magnitude longer time ratings for a given current magnitude.
The experimental setup can test currents up to 27 A. For the devices tested here, the
shortest time rating measured was 8 s. This time scale was wide enough that Regimes 1
and 2 could be identified on the time rating curve for 10◦C junction temperature rise. For
this test setup, the first regime extends to 3.5 s and the second regime starts after 100 s
and refers to steady state. A comparison of these results with the induction machine time
ratings presented in Figure 5.15 reveals that time ratings are limited by the inverter thermal
behavior in a drive system rated for continuous operation.
6.4 Inverter Characterization for Periodic Duty
The time rating experiments in Section 6.3 show the relationship between power loss and
its maximum allowable duration for a cold inverter — at ambient temperature — until the
power switch reaches a defined temperature. This implies that the validated time ratings
are meaningful for one-time bursts. How can an inverter be characterized for repetitive duty
and what is the maximum allowed frequency of these operational peaks?
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Figure 6.8: (a) Experimental time ratings results for 10◦C, 15◦C and 20◦C temperature
rises, and (b) the effect of reduced switching frequency.
To answer these questions, one must understand how much thermal energy is stored and
how fast the system cools down. Inverters store heat in the semiconductor junction area
and heat sink. Experimental results of heat-sink temperature rise as a function of duty cycle
active duration are compared to simulations in Figure 6.10 for 10◦C, 15◦C and 20◦C IGBT
junction temperature rises. The results show that the majority of the heat is stored in the
junction if the peak duty occurs within the first regime; it is stored in the heat sink if the
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Figure 6.10: (a) Heat-sink thermal model during cooling, and (b) n-stage semiconductor
junction RC Foster thermal network.
duty occurs within the second regime.
How quickly do the heat sink and semiconductor junction area dissipate this stored energy?
The heat-sink cool-down characteristic can be obtained by analyzing the lumped model of
Figure 6.10(a), where Cth is the heat capacity and Rth is the equivalent thermal resistance
to ambient. Rth comprises three heat-transfer modes, namely, conduction, convection and
radiation, and it is a function of temperature. This temperature dependence can be measured
or obtained from computer models. The time required for the heat sink temperature to drop
from Tmax to Tmin can be evaluated by
∫ Tmin
Tmax
Rth(T )
T
dT = −
∫ tp
toff
1
Cth
dt, (6.12)
where tp and toff are the duty cycle period and its inactive duration, respectively. The heat
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transfer in the semiconductor junction occurs much faster than in the heat sink. The Foster
RC model, shown in Figure 6.10(b), can be solved to arrive at the junction temperature as
∆TJ (t) =
n∑
i=1
∆Ti,maxe
−t/τi (6.13)
where τi is the i
th stage time constant, ∆Ti,max is the i
th stage maximum temperature rise,
and ∆Ths is the heat sink temperature rise. The junction and heat sink cooling regimes
are compared in Figure 6.11. Here the curves are per-unitized for the maximum junction
temperature rise. The cool down transients after peak duty within Regime 1 are represented
by the red curves, Regime 2 by the black curves. Results confirm that heat stored in the heat
sink is much greater than in the junction, and that the junction cools relatively quickly. Since
heat accumulates in the junction area for short and repetitive duty intervals, and this area
can get rid of the stored thermal energy quickly, the peaks can occur within Regime 1 more
frequently than in Regime 2 even though Regime 1 peaks have much higher magnitudes.
The cool-down regime can be used to identify the inactive duration of a duty cycle. The
active duration was investigated in Section 6.2 for a cold inverter. However, a repetitive
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Figure 6.12: Time ratings for non-zero initial temperature rises (a) after a Regime 1 peak
duty, and (b) after a Regime 2 peak duty.
duty implies a residual temperature rise at the end of each cycle due to insufficient time
for inverter to cool down to ambient. This residual temperature rise should be taken into
account while estimating time ratings. A similar procedure to Section 6.2 is followed to arrive
at time ratings under a residual temperature rise. Figure 6.12(a) shows the effect of various
initial temperatures due to a previous peak operation within Regime 1, and Figure 6.12(b)
provides similar results for an initial rise due to a peak within Regime 2. Figure 6.12(b)
confirms that the inverter output is limited to continuous ratings if the junction reached its
maximum temperature rise.
6.5 Energy-Based Inverter Ratings
For many traction drives, especially those operating under automotive duty, the load profiles
cannot be generalized easily. They are arbitrary and aperiodic. This chapter has focused
on periodic or single-pulse ratings and it is not straightforward to use the above methods
to arrive at the correct inverter rating for aperiodic applications. An energy-based rating
method for dynamically variable load profiles will be presented here.
Multiplying the inverter power loss from Figure 6.12 by its corresponding maximum al-
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lowable duration, as in
Wmax(∆Tmax,∆Ti, t) = Pmax(∆Tmax,∆Ti, t)× t, (6.14)
provides maximum allowable one-time energy dissipation time ratings. In (6.14), ∆Ti is the
junction temperature rise at each computation step i, and ∆Tmax is the temperature rise
for which the maximum power loss (Pmax) is estimated. As the drive undergoes aperiodic
transients, the inverter temperature changes dynamically and Equation (6.14) must be re-
peated at every instant. The catch here is that to arrive at these energy-based time ratings,
the junction temperatures must be tracked throughout the drive cycle and power dissipation
curves similar to Figure 6.12 must be generated for every time instant. As long as the overall
transient energy loss (Wloss) satisfies
Wmax(∆Tmax,∆Ti, t) ≥Wloss(t) =
∫ t
t0
Ploss(τ)dτ, (6.15)
the junction temperature rise will not exceed ∆Tmax.
Since the junction temperature is tracked throughout the drive cycle, why should one use an
energy-based approach? This approach both estimates system time ratings under arbitrary
load profiles and shows the available thermal energy reserve. Knowing the system thermal
reserve as a function of time has two implications. In terms of design, it allows the designer
to identify where a large reserve is necessary within the drive cycle and to modify the design
according to the load requirements. In terms of usage, it allows the user to understand the
output power and energy capacity remaining and to protect the drive. An automotive-duty
case study is performed for the NYCC drive cycle. Figure 6.13 shows the inverter power
loss and junction temperature starting at t = 30 s until t = 90 s. Figure 6.14(a) shows that
the IGBT junction temperature rise reaches 50◦C at 17.4 seconds, and Figure 6.14(b) shows
that a 100◦C temperature rise is never reached, as verified in Figure 6.13(b).
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Figure 6.13: (a) Inverter power loss, and (b) an IGBT junction temperature for an
automotive-duty case study under the NYCC drive cycle starting at t = 30 s until t = 90 s.
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Figure 6.14: Inverter energy loss and maximum instantaneous energy dissipation
capabilities for (a) 50◦C and (b) 100◦C junction temperature rises.
6.6 Fault Operation Case Study
Researchers have explored thermal impacts of an inverter fault on machines [233–235], but
they have not fully investigated inverter thermal concerns under drive faults. In essence, a
reliable motor drive is expected to manage a fault quickly. Time ratings investigated in this
work can be used to assess inverter thermal stress during fault duty. A simulated case study
is shown in Figure 6.15 where even the brief time it took to isolate a fault caused a 70◦C
IGBT junction temperature rise. In principle, the peak duration required to detect, identify,
and manage a fault, and fault duty inverter ratings can be obtained from Figures 6.6 and
6.7 to assess fault tolerance of a drive.
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!Figure 6.15: Inverter current, and IGBT junction temperature before, during, and after a
fault.
6.7 Concluding Remarks
Inverter short-time and momentary output-current capabilities and time ratings are inves-
tigated for peak-duty and dynamic-intermittent applications. An inverter electro-thermal
model is developed and validated using a real-time test bed. This model is then utilized
to assess short-time capabilities of IGBT inverters and the effect of heat sink performance
on momentary outputs. The results confirm that the short-time ratings of a drive system,
which has an inverter rated for steady-state operation, are limited by its inverter.
Inverter time ratings can be improved through careful choice of heat sink or cold plate
heat capacity. A large thermal mass attached to the heat flow path increases time ratings up
to a certain level. Beyond that, the inverter is limited by its semiconductor heat capacity,
which is invariant for any duration above a fraction of a second. This limitation can be
mitigated through advanced cooling techniques. Reducing the switching frequency by half
is shown to provide up to an order of magnitude longer time ratings. Snubber design to
optimize switch commutation promises longer time ratings and is left as future work.
The analyses are extended to inverter characterization for repetitive and aperiodic duty.
Time ratings under repetitive duty can be obtained using power loss-based analyses and are
shown to be limited to inverter thermal inertia. However, this approach is insufficient for
non-repetitive arbitrary peak load profiles commonly observed in automotive duty and an
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energy loss approach is shown to provide accurate time rating estimates under such aperiodic
duty. Finally the presented inverter characterization approach is shown to provide the peak
duration to detect, identify and compensate a fault, obtain fault duty inverter ratings, and
assess motor drive fault tolerance.
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CHAPTER 7
SELF-LIMITING CONTROL OF INDUCTION
MACHINES
Chapter 7 builds upon torque capability studies and thermal tracking strategies provided
in Chapters 3 and 5, and presents a self-limiting control strategy that attains peak torque
while keeping the motor from overheating.∗ How can maximum output torque and power
be attained within safe thermal limits? Suppose dynamic temperature rise and time ratings
for a generic machine under various current levels are as shown in Figure 7.1, where irated
is assumed to heat the motor to 100% in steady state. Currents i1, i2, i3 and i4 raise the
temperature to its limit in 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes, respectively. A simple controller
could be used to inject i1 into the stator windings. As the temperature reaches the safe
limit (Tmax), the controller could turn down the current to irated. This strategy is tested
experimentally at a reduced temperature level (27◦C) and results are shown in Figure 7.2.
Such a conservative strategy prevents the motor from overheating. However, the hottest
spot reaches the insulation limit more quickly under peak duty than under rated continuous
duty, and the rest of the machine, including the end space, back iron, etc., would still be
cold while the protection method backs down the current. As a result, the end windings lose
heat at a higher rate than when the machine is warm. Hence, the temperature drops rapidly
as soon as the current is reduced. Eventually, the entire system starts to heat up—this time
more gradually—and reaches a thermal steady state. This implies that even if the hot spot
reached the limit, it is still possible to overload the motor and prevent it from overheating
as long as the rest of the machine is colder than its rated temperature. The rest of this
chapter will derive a control law to achieve this, discuss its implementation, and present
experimental results.
∗Paragraph one and Figure 7.1 were previously published in [217].
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7.1 Self-Limiting Control
The objective is to find a control law that keeps the hot-spot temperature at the limit by
forcing it into a thermal equilibrium. To force the hot spot into thermal equilibrium, it
should be continuously supplied with the thermal energy it is losing over time. Recall the
power balance diagram of Figure 5.3. If the system input power is dynamically adjusted to
be the sum of the output power (Pout) and the power that is dissipated as heat (Pdiss), then
the total stored thermal energy would stay constant and the temperature will not change.
For a case where the hot spot is located at the end windings, the heat-flux paths from
the end windings into the surrounding area must be identified, and the equivalent thermal
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Figure 7.3: Lumped parameter representation of the end winding and its surrounding area.
resistances of each path need to be estimated along with the machine internal temperatures
at the end-winding surroundings.
Suppose there are n thermal paths from the end-winding surface to the surrounding area,
as shown in Figure 7.3. The heat dissipation at the end windings (Pew) can then be evaluated
as
Pew =
n∑
i=1
(Tew − Ti)
Rth,i
(7.1)
where Tew is the end-winding temperature, Ti is the temperature at the i
th node, and Rth,i is
the thermal resistance in the ith thermal path. Based on the discussion in [236], a relationship
between the stator copper losses (PCu,s) and the power losses inside the end windings (Pew)
and slots (Pslt) is assumed to be in the form of
Pew = kewPCu,s, (7.2)
Pslt = ksltPCu,s, (7.3)
where kew is the volumetric ratio of the conductors in the end windings to the overall stator
conductors and kslt is the volumetric ratio of the conductors in the stator slots to the overall
stator conductors. The overall stator copper losses that would result in an end-winding heat
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dissipation of (7.1) could be calculated as
PCu,s =
n∑
i=1
(Tew − Ti)
Rth,ikew
. (7.4)
Given that the stator copper loss is
PCu,s = 3I
2
sRs, (7.5)
where the stator current magnitude (Is) is
Is =
√
i2ds + i
2
qs (7.6)
in an arbitrary reference frame, (7.4) and (7.6) can be combined and a torque derating scheme
can be derived for any vector controller that achieves decoupled torque and flux control. For
example, in FOC drives, the direct-axis current controls the flux, and the quadrature-axis
current controls the torque. A self-limiting control law in the form of
i∗qs =
√√√√ 1
3Rs
n∑
i=1
T ∗ew − Ti
Rth,ikew
− i2ds (7.7)
derates the torque dynamically while enforcing constant end-winding temperature. Here,
T ∗ew is the commanded limit temperature at the end windings, and i
∗
qs is the commanded
quadrature-axis current. This control law is valid as long as the motor is cold enough to
handle copper losses from non-zero magnetizing current. This is illustrated in
3i2dsRskew ≤
n∑
i=1
T ∗ew − Ti
Rth,i
. (7.8)
In addition, the motor must be colder than T ∗ew, otherwise immediate shutdown is necessary.
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Note that at thermal steady state, (7.4) becomes
P rCu,s =
n∑
i=1
T rew − T ri
Rth,ikew
= 3I2s,ratedRs
= 3(ir 2qs + i
r 2
ds )Rs, (7.9)
where Is,rated is the rated current, P
r
Cu,s is the steady-state stator copper loss at rated current,
irds is the direct-axis current at rated flux, i
r
qs is the quadrature-axis current at rated torque,
T rew is the rated end-winding temperature, and T
r
i is the rated temperature at the i
th node.
Moreover, i∗qs is greater than rated when the area surrounding the end windings is colder
than its rated temperature.
For DTC drives, a formulation in the torque-flux frame [189, 237] detailed in Chapter 3
yields
I2s =
√
τ 2 + φ2/L2s, (7.10)
where τ and φ are as defined in Chapter 3. Using (7.4) and (7.10) provides a torque derating
scheme of
τ ∗ =
√√√√ 1
3Rs
n∑
i=1
T ∗ew − Ti
Rth,ikew
− φ
2
L2s
. (7.11)
Similarly to the FOC case, (7.11) confirms that higher-than-rated torque is permissible even
after end windings reach maximum temperature, as long as the temperature of the area
surrounding the end windings is lower than rated.
System overload capability under self-limiting control depends largely on how the system
is overloaded until it reaches the limit temperature. For modest overloads, internal tempera-
tures rise along with the end-winding temperature. The machine will be close to its thermal
steady state as the self-limiting controller starts reducing the current, and the overload ca-
pability will, in turn, be limited. For peak overloads, the end windings may heat up to
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Figure 7.4: (a) FOC and (b) DTC current derating characteristics at 80◦C end-winding
temperature rise and various end-space initial temperature rises ∆Tes.
the limit temperature relatively fast while the surrounding area would be cold. This would
allow a significant safe overload capability, after a maximum temperature rise is reached. To
demonstrate this, the control laws derived for FOC and DTC drives are simulated at rated
flux and various initial end-space temperatures, assuming there is only one heat transfer
path from the end windings into the end space. In these simulations the end-winding tem-
perature rise is initialized at 80◦C, which is also the enforced limit. The results are presented
in Figure 7.4. The end space heats up as the heat is transferred from the end windings into
the end space. As the end space heats up, the heat that can be dissipated into that space
decreases, and the stator current is gradually backed down to rated. The results predict a
period of about half an hour where overload is permissible. Throughout the simulation the
hot-spot temperature is kept at its limit.
Another set of simulations is conducted for FOC and DTC drives at various temperature
limits and 0◦C initial end-space temperature rise. The results are presented in Figure 7.5.
As expected, results for each allowed temperature rise converge to a different steady-state
current. In cases where a higher hot-spot temperature is permissible, the overload capability
is higher as well. In both simulation sets, a period of half an hour is identified. Where
does this half hour come from? The end-space air thermal time constant is roughly six
minutes and it takes approximately five time constants (30 minutes) for the end space to
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Figure 7.5: (a) FOC and (b) DTC current derating characteristics at 0◦C end-space
temperature rise and various end-winding temperature rises ∆Tew.
reach thermal steady state.
The self-limiting control algorithm necessitates that internal temperatures be estimated.
Thus, a thermal tracker and a loss estimator are necessary for implementation in real time.
Section 7.2 describes the developed thermal tracker.
7.2 Developed Transient Thermal Tracker
The heat dissipated from the end windings into the surrounding area should be estimated
in order to implement the self-limiting control scheme discussed in Section 7.1. The major
heat-flow paths from the end windings enter into the end space via convection, into the end
caps via radiation, and into the stator back iron via conduction and radiation. This implies
that the machine internal temperatures, such as end-space air, end caps and back iron, are
as important as the hot-spot temperature. A ninth-order LP thermal tracking system shown
in Figure 7.6 is proposed to estimate these internal temperatures. The parameters in the
proposed model are described in Table 7.1. Here, the nodes, numbered from one through
seven, denote the rotor bars, stator slots, stator iron, frame, end windings, and end caps,
respectively. The nodes eight and nine represent intermediate nodes in the end space air
and have no physical meaning. Unlike the existing LP models in the literature, a three-stage
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Figure 7.6: The proposed ninth-order lumped parameter thermal model. This model
represents half the machine assuming axial symmetry and as a result the current source
strengths (power losses) are scaled down by a factor of two.
distributed circuit model is used for the end space to improve modeling accuracy. Note that
this thermal model assumes axial symmetry and represents half of the machine. The model
parameters are identified following a nodal circuit analysis and a numerical least-squares fit
to experimental data. MATLAB optimization toolbox is used for iterations.
The mathematical models is
C∆˙T = −G∆T +BPdiss, (7.12)
where ∆T is the temperature rise above ambient. C, G and B are obtained from a nodal
analysis and identified using a least-squares fitting procedure described in Appendix C.
Identified thermal resistances and capacitances are listed in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. Here, Pdiss
is
Pdiss =
[
Pr Pslt Pfe Pew
]T
, (7.13)
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Table 7.1: Transient Thermal Impedance Transfer Function Parameters
Element Physical Meaning:
Rew−fe Thermal resistance between end windings and stator iron
(conduction and radiation)
Rew−es Thermal resistance between end windings and end space
(convection)
Rew−ec Thermal resistance between end windings and end caps
(radiation)
Rag Thermal resistance in the air gap (conduction or convection)
Rr−es Thermal resistance between rotor bars and end-space
air (convection)
Rr−dc Thermal resistance between rotor and end caps (conduction
through the rotor body and shaft)
Rslt−fe Thermal resistance between slots and stator iron (conduction)
Rfe−frm Equivalent contact resistance between stator iron and
frame (conduction)
Rfrm−amb Thermal resistance to heat transfer from frame surface into
ambient (conduction, convection and radiation)
Res−es2, Res2−es3, Res3−amb Thermal resistances between end-space air and ambient air
Res2−es3, through the internal nodes es2 and es3. Note that these nodes
Res3−amb do not have any physical meaning.
Res−ec Thermal resistance between end-space air and end caps
(conduction and convection)
Rec−amb Thermal resistance to heat transfer from end cap surface
into ambient (conduction, convection and radiation)
Cslt Slot conductors thermal mass
Cfe Stator iron thermal mass
Cfrm Frame thermal mass
Ces, Ces2, Ces3 End space air thermal mass (distributed)
Cew End winding thermal mass
Cec End cap thermal mass
where Pfe is the core loss, Pr is the loss in the rotor conductors, and Pslt and Pew are
as defined above. These power losses are not readily available via power measurements
and must be estimated. Section 7.3 provides loss estimation methods suitable for real-time
implementation.
7.3 Induction Machine Loss Estimation under Vector Control
The LP model derived in Section 7.2 requires power losses in the end windings, slots, stator
core, and rotor bars be estimated. The estimation algorithm must extract the power losses
using only the stator voltages, currents and rotor speed information. Since this loss estimator
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Table 7.2: Estimated Thermal Resistances
Parameter Value (K/W) Parameter Value (K/W)
Rew−fe 0.71 Rfe−frm 0.33
Rew−es 1.39 Rfrm−amb 2.12
Rew−ec 27.1 Res−ec 3.51
Rag 6.26 Rec−amb 4.17
Rr−ec 15.0 Res−es2 0.08
Rr−es 2.23 Res2−es3 0.16
Rslt−fe 0.52 Res3−amb 3.74
Table 7.3: Estimated Thermal Capacitances
Parameter Value (J/K) Parameter Value (J/K)
Cr 1150 Cew 303
Cslt 215 Cec 140
Cfe 1300 Ces2 108
Cfrm 52 Ces3 108
Ces 36
will be implemented along with a motor controller, certain motor states that are readily
estimated by the controller, such as stator flux, rotor flux, etc., could be used to keep
the implementation simple. Each motor controller estimates a different motor state. For
example, vector controllers in the rotor-flux frame estimate rotor flux, whereas those in
the stator-flux frame estimate stator flux. Different loss-estimation schemes for rotor-flux
oriented (RFO) and stator-flux oriented (SFO) drives will be discussed in Sections 7.3.1 and
7.3.2.
7.3.1 Loss Estimation in RFO Drives
This section focuses on estimating motor losses for RFO drives. A dynamic equivalent circuit
model of Figure 7.7 is utilized. In the rotor-flux frame (denoted by superscript e), the rotor
flux is aligned with the direct axis (λedr = λr) and its magnitude is equal to Lmids. As
a result, rotor flux in the quadrature axis (λeqr) is forced to be zero. Utilizing these two
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relations in the flux linkage equations
λeds = Lsi
e
ds + Lmi
e
dr (7.14)
λeqs = Lsi
e
qs + Lmi
e
qr (7.15)
provides the rotor currents as
iedr = 0 (7.16)
ieqr = −
Ls
Lr
ieqs. (7.17)
The resulting losses in the stator and rotor conductors are
PCu,s = 3(i
e 2
ds + i
e 2
qs )Rs (7.18)
Pr = 3
(
Lm
Lr
ieqs
)2
Rr. (7.19)
Temperature dependence of winding resistances is implemented
Rr = Rr,0 +∆Trkr (7.20)
Rs = Rs,0 +∆Tewks (7.21)
to improve estimation accuracy. Here, Rr,0 and Rs,0 are the rotor and stator resistances
of a cold machine, kr and ks are the rotor bar and stator winding resistance temperature
dependence coefficients, and ∆Tr and ∆Tew are the temperature rise in the rotor and stator
end windings. Once the copper losses are identified, then (7.2) and (7.3) are utilized to
separate the stator copper loss proportional to the conductor volume inside the slots and
end windings. For the test machine, 64% (kew) of the stator copper losses occur in the end
windings, and 36% (kslt) in the slots.
The stator core loss is obtained by solving the dynamic equivalent circuit of Figure 7.7
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Figure 7.7: Dynamic equivalent circuit of an induction machine including the core losses.
from [238] as
Pfe = 3(i
e 2
di + i
e 2
qi )Rc, (7.22)
where
iedi = −
(
1− Lm
Lr
)
ωeLmi
e
qs
Rc
(7.23)
ieqi =
ωeLmi
e
ds
Rc
(7.24)
and ωe is the angular velocity of the rotor electrical frame. It is calculated from
ωe = npωr +
Rri
e
qs
Lrieds
. (7.25)
Note that the vectorized currents ids and iqs are obtained from a power-variant Clarke
transformation [187]. If a power-invariant transformation is utilized, then the computations
in (7.18), (7.19) and (7.22) must be scaled down by a factor of three.
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7.3.2 Loss Estimation in SFO Drives
Similarly to RFO drives, SFO drives align the stator flux linkage with the stator-flux frame
direct axis. They estimate the stator flux angle using
ρ = arctan
(
λqs
λds
)
(7.26)
to achieve decoupled torque and flux control, where λds and λqs are
dλds
dt
= vds − idsRs, (7.27)
dλqs
dt
= vqs − iqsRs, (7.28)
respectively. Here, the voltages, currents and fluxes are in the stationary reference frame.
As they are time-varying quantities, calculating rotor currents is not easy. When λds and λqs
are converted into the stator-flux frame (denoted by superscript s) using (7.26), λsqs becomes
zero, and λsds becomes the stator flux magnitude (λs). By solving
λsds = Lsi
s
ds + Lmi
s
dr, (7.29)
λsqs = Lsi
s
qs + Lmi
s
qr, (7.30)
the rotor currents are then obtained as
isdr =
λs − Lsisds
Lm
, (7.31)
isqr = −
Lsi
s
qs
Lm
. (7.32)
The resulting stator copper loss is identical to (7.4). The rotor conductor loss is
Pr = 3Rr
(
Ls
Lm
isqs
)2
+ 3Rr
(
λs − isdsLs
Lm
)2
(7.33)
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Machine core losses are as in (7.22), where
isdi = −
(
1− Ls
Lm
)
ωeLmi
s
qs
Rc
, (7.34)
isqr = −
Lsi
s
qs
Lm
. (7.35)
Estimating the synchronous frame speed in SFO drives is also necessary and it is not as
straightforward as RFO drives, since there is no closed form expression. One way to estimate
ωe is to differentiate the angle ρ. Numerical differentiation is typically noisy. However, a
median filter easily mitigates the differentiation noise [239].
7.3.3 Model Validation
The transient thermal tracker in Section 7.1 is implemented on an indirect FOC (IFOC) and
DTC drives, along with the loss-estimation schemes presented in Section 7.3. The IFOC
drive is implemented in the rotor-flux frame and it utilizes the RFO loss-estimation scheme
described in Section 7.3.1. The DTC drive is implemented in the stator-flux frame and
it utilizes the SFO loss-estimation scheme described in Section 7.3.2. Different reference-
frame implementations for these controllers, such as stator-flux oriented control [184] and
rotor-flux oriented DTC [240], also exist in the literature but will not be addressed here.
The developed loss estimators are integrated with the proposed thermal tracker and tested
under arbitrary load profiles. Estimated and measured machine hot-spot temperatures are
presented in Figure 7.8. Results show excellent tracking performance.
7.4 Implementation of Self-Limiting Algorithm
Three fundamental building blocks necessary to implement a self-limitation scheme, namely
a vector controller, a temperature estimator and a loss estimator, were presented. This
section describes integration of these systems in a real-time control test bed. Although this
control strategy could be implemented in other decoupled torque and flux controllers, only
an indirect FOC (IFOC) implementation in the rotor-flux frame will be addressed. A block
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Figure 7.8: (a) SFO and (b) RFO drive transient thermal tracker validation test results.
diagram of the proposed control system is presented in Figure 7.9. An IFOC algorithm runs
in the background and enforces commanded torque and flux inputs. The loss estimator from
Section 7.3.2 simultaneously calculates the stator and rotor losses. The estimated losses
are then utilized in the LP temperature estimator derived in Section 7.2 to estimate the
internal temperatures at the major heat-flux paths. These data are then input to (7.7) to
evaluate the maximum permissible quadrature-axis current (or the torque command). If
the user’s torque command is higher than the maximum permissible value estimated by
the self-limiting controller, then the commanded value is automatically saturated to the
estimated permissible value. The controller described in Section 7.4 is implemented on a
TMS320F2812 eZDSP board [195] using MATLAB Simulink Real-Time Control Toolbox.
The implementation diagrams are presented in Appendix D.
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7.5 Experimental Results
The first test enforced a hot-spot temperature rise limit of 30◦C. For the test machine, a
2.4 A stator current reaches a 30◦C end-winding temperature rise at steady state. The
motor is overloaded with an 8 A stator current, and machine end winding, back-iron surface,
end-space air and end-cap surface temperatures are monitored, as shown in Figure 7.10.
The stator current and end-winding power losses are also presented in Figure 7.11. The
results show that no current limit is enforced until the end windings reach 30◦C. Once the
limiting temperature is reached (after approximately 167 seconds), current derating starts
and the end-winding temperature is regulated to stay at the limiting temperature. After the
current derating starts, the average measured end winding temperature is 30.1±1.1◦C and
the standard deviation in the measurements is 0.75◦C.
Compared to Figure 7.2, this approach maintains the system at its dynamic peak limit
and avoids overheating. However, the results show that there is a slight overshoot in the
end-winding temperature, which is more visible in the simulations than the measured data.
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Figure 7.10: Stator end winding, back iron surface, end caps and end-space air
temperature under self-limiting control (limit temperature rise is 30◦C) (Solid lines
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Figure 7.11: Stator current magnitude and end winding power loss under self-limiting
control with a limit temperature of 30◦C.
There are three root causes for such overshoots. First of all, the implemented self-limiting
controller is an open-loop estimator-based controller and no direct temperature feedback
to the controller exists. Second, any modeling inaccuracy would cause a temperature reg-
ulation error. Third, implementation-related errors, including inverter nonlinearity, digital
signal processor (DSP) analog-to-digital converter (ADC) offsets, non-unity dc gain in the
low-pass filters, etc., significantly degrade the tracking performance. Effects of each men-
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Figure 7.12: A diagram to illustrate implementation-related mismatch in measured and
estimated temperatures.
tioned issue are illustrated in Figure 7.12. Here the DSP provides a current command based
on what is received from the ADC channels, and the ADC input is subject to errors related to
inverter nonlinearity. These implementation-related issues could only be mitigated via repet-
itive rigorous calibration procedures that would result in undesirable downtimes. Adding a
conservative safety margin to the maximum allowed temperature rise would remedy track-
ing problems without overcomplicating the implementation and avoid calibration-related
downtimes.
The second set of tests is conducted to study the overload capability of a warm machine.
A motor is subjected to various current magnitudes continuously until the end-winding tem-
perature reaches a set limit value. The overload capabilities are recorded as in Figures 7.13
and 7.14 for end-winding temperatures regulated to 30◦C and 80◦C above ambient, respec-
tively. The results match the simulated characteristics presented in Figure 7.4. As expected,
the overload capabilities of machines with internal temperatures close to rated are signifi-
cantly limited compared to a cold machine. When the internal temperatures are rated, then
no overload capability exists and the permissible current is the continuous duty rating.
Finally, tests are conducted to investigate the effect of maximum allowed temperature
rise on machine overload capability, and to validate the simulation results in Figure 7.5.
Measured overload capabilities for 40◦C, 60◦C and 80◦C end-winding temperature rises are
shown in Figure 7.15. Results verify that the maximum permissible currents increase at
higher temperatures. Note the half-hour safe overload duration, regardless of the limit or
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Figure 7.14: Stator current derating characteristics for 80◦C limit temperature for initially
cold and warm machines. BI denotes back iron, EC denotes end cap and ES denotes end
space.
initial internal temperatures, which is similar to the simulated characteristics in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.15: Stator current derating for maximum allowed end winding temperatures of
40◦C, 60◦C and 80◦C with a cold machine.
7.6 Safe Overload Margins
The results in Section 7.5 show that the controller successfully keeps the end-winding tem-
perature at the commanded limit while fully exploiting its thermal capacity. The results in
Figures 7.13, 7.14, and 7.15 can en extended to a wider range of operating conditions by
considering
Is =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
T ∗ew − Ti
Rth,ikewRs(T ∗ew)
. (7.36)
Assuming n = 3 for the test machine, the Rew−ec is much larger than Rew−es and Rew−fe.
Conservatively the effect of end-cap temperature on the overload capabilities can be neglected
by assuming Tec = T
∗
ew. Under such an assumption, the safe overcurrent boundaries for an
end winding temperature of 80◦C above ambient can be obtained as a surface plot shown in
Figure 7.16. The system will be safe as long as the current commands are below the surface.
Staying on the surface regulates the end-winding temperature rise at T ∗ew. Going above the
surface causes the end-winding temperature rise to exceed the limit in finite time. This
surface plot can be directly used in protective devices. This would avoid premature system
shutdown under peak duty whenever maximum temperature rise is detected, and allow the
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user to fully utilize machine’s thermal capabilities.
7.7 Impact of Initialization Errors
The experimental results in Section 7.5 are obtained with a properly initialized thermal
tracking system. This section will discuss the system performance under initialization errors
and provide solutions to mitigate estimation errors. If the drive was abruptly shut down
because of a safety hazard or the controller was reset due to a supply failure, restarting the
drive and invoking the self-limiting controller is challenging. The end-winding temperature
can be estimated via measuring the stator winding resistance (see Section 2.5); however,
it is not possible to estimate temperatures at all the nodes in Figure 7.6. If no direct
temperature measurements are available, then a software reset would initialize the system
at room temperature. This is dangerous, because now the self-limiting control will not
function properly. Figure 7.17 demonstrates a case where the controller was reset to 0◦C
while operating a warm motor with an end-winding temperature rise of 33◦C. The results
show that the end winding reaches its set limit in four minutes, but the thermal tracker
estimates a lower temperature rise. As a result, the self-limiting controller does not limit
the current. This is dangerous because it may lead to permanent damage.
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Figure 7.17: A hazardous test case after an incorrect initialization, where the estimated
temperature is within safe limits whereas the measured temperature exceeded the safe
limit.
In industrial applications, it may not be possible to locate and measure the end-winding
temperature. However, it is relatively easy to measure the back-iron or frame, end-space
and end-cap temperatures. If these measurements are available, a Luenberger state observer
could be used [78]. Assuming the admittance matrix and internal thermal capacitances
of Figure 7.6 are accurately known, then the errors due to incorrect initialization would
converge to zero. For cases where a modeling error exists, the plant model is represented as
∆˙T = C−1G∆T +C−1BPdiss (7.37)
and the thermal tracker system with feedback is represented as
˙ˆ
∆T = Cˆ−1Gˆ∆ˆT + Cˆ−1BˆPdiss + L(∆T − ∆ˆT ). (7.38)
Here, C and G are as defined in Section 7.2. Cˆ and Gˆ are the thermal mass and thermal
admittance matrices subject to a modeling error. L is the observer gain matrix also repre-
senting the availability of measurements. Note that C and Cˆ are positive definite matrices,
because a negative heat capacity would not have a physical meaning in an electric motor.
G and Gˆ are negative definite matrices because Figure 7.6 is a passive system and the en-
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ergy is always conserved. The observer gain matrix L is positive semi-definite. Under these
assumptions, (7.37) and (7.38) can be reformulated as
∆˙T = H∆T +C−1BPdiss, (7.39)
˙ˆ
∆T = Hˆ∆ˆT + Cˆ−1BˆPdiss + L(∆T − ∆ˆT ), (7.40)
where
H = C−1G, (7.41)
Hˆ = Cˆ−1Gˆ. (7.42)
Assuming Hˆ = H+∆H, and negligible error in the thermal mass estimates, the steady-state
estimation error in this system becomes
lim
t→∞
e∆T = (H− L−1)∆H L ∆ˆT . (7.43)
As long as the L is positive semi-definite andH is negative definite, the feedback loop reduces
the steady-state estimation error as shown below:
lim
t→∞
e∆T (L ≥ 0) = ‖(H− L−1)∆H L ∆ˆT‖ (7.44)
≤ ‖(H−1)∆H L ∆ˆT‖ (7.45)
≤ lim
t→∞
e∆T (L = 0). (7.46)
This feedback loop is implemented and tested for the same incorrect initialization case
shown in Figure 7.17. Here the observer gain matrix is a nine-by-nine matrix with L33,
L55 and L77 the only non-zero entries. If these gains are too large, then the fixed-point
implementation precision is compromised for the used DSP. If the observer gains are small,
then the convergence is slow. Here, all the gains are set to 200 and the results are shown in
Figure 7.18. Under the feedback loop, the initialization errors diminish and the self-limiting
controller is able to avoid overheating while exploiting full machine capabilities. In this test
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Figure 7.18: The effect of feedback (from measured stator back-iron, end-space and
end-cap temperature) on the self-limiting controller under similar incorrect initialization as
in Figure 7.17.
the steady-state tracking error is 3% and the standard deviation is 1.23◦C for a 60◦C limit
temperature.
7.8 Concluding Remarks
This chapter introduced the concept of self-limiting control of electric machines. Compared
to the conservative protection strategies used in overcurrent (IEEE device 51) and overtem-
perature (IEEE device 49) relays, the proposed approach attains peak performance even
after the hot-spot temperature limit is reached. The theory behind this approach is to sup-
ply motor windings with the thermal energy they lose and force the end windings into a
thermal equilibrium at the hot-spot temperature limit. To achieve this, a transient thermal
tracker, a loss estimator, and a vector controller are necessary. A ninth-order LP thermal
tracker was proposed. Two fundamental loss-estimation schemes were presented targeting
stator- and rotor-flux oriented vector controllers.
The developed controller is implemented and shown to limit the drive at its maximum
allowable temperature with less than 2% regulation error. For systems with incorrect thermal
initialization, a Luenberger observer is presented to mitigate initialization-related steady-
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state errors. Results show that it is permissible to overload the test machine for a thirty-
minute period after end windings reach limit temperature. Machines with larger end spaces
are capable of longer overload durations with larger current magnitudes.
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CHAPTER 8
CASE STUDIES ON MACHINE SIZING
8.1 Machine Sizing for Periodic Intermittent Duty
The central tasks of Section 8.1 are to assess existing design strategies for periodic inter-
mittent duty and discuss size reduction potential according to the analyses presented in
Chapter 5. Intermittent periodic duty is a cyclic operation with a specified operational time
and a rest time over one period [30]. Without loss of generality, the focus will be on motor
drives under elevator duty. Motor selection guidelines for elevator applications are provided
in [241] as follows: The objective is to select and size a motor which provides the required
output power at a speed determined by the manufacturer. A general rule of thumb for slip
is roughly 8% to 10% in V/f-controlled elevator drives and less than 3% in vector-controlled
drives. These guidelines result in a significantly oversized system, because they assume the
rated load will be supplied continuously. This is rarely true for elevator duty, where the
system operates at or below its full capacity roughly for a minute and then rests until a new
call is placed. Data from Chase Manhattan Bank, NY USA and CNN Center North Tower,
GA USA, suggest that the elevator use depends on the time of the day [242].
Considering the test machine used in Chapters 3–7, the guidelines in [30] would suggest
a 1.5-hp rating for elevator duty. However, a better sizing assessment could be obtained
following three possible approaches. The first uses the rules of thumb on maximum permis-
sible current under periodic duty, presented in Section 2.2. Assuming an elevator at a cycle
period of one minute at rated load, (2.5) would suggest maximum permissible currents as a
function of duty ratio as shown in Figure 8.1. This curve shows that for a 50% duty ratio
(half minute operation and half minute rest), the 1.5-hp (continuous rating) test machine
is capable of handling roughly 42% higher currents, and its actual periodic rating (at 50%
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Figure 8.1: Permissible current from (2.5). Here, C = 1 (full thermal capacity), F = 1
(Unchanged cooling performance at rest), assuming negligible core loss.
duty cycle) is 2.15 hp. For a 1.5 hp elevator duty with 50% duty cycle, Figure 8.1 shows
that the test machine is dramatically oversized and a 1.1-hp (continuous rating) machine
could support the same elevator. This characteristic curve can help us understand that
there is a great potential to reduce motor sizes at shorter duty cycles. However, there are
two important assumptions behind it. The first is that the machine thermal time constant
is considerably larger than the cycle period. The second neglects the adiabatic short time
behavior (subtransients). When low-heat capacity machines are operated for longer cycle
periods, then Figure 8.1 is inaccurate. An approach that takes into account the machine
thermal behavior discussed in Chapter 5 provides better insight on how to size a motor.
The second approach assumes an exponential temperature-rise behavior to allow charac-
terization for longer periods and smaller heat capacity machines. The permissible power loss
under periodic duty can be obtained by considering Figure 8.2 as
Pp =
C ∆Tmax(1− e−DTp/τrune−(1−D)Tp/τrest)
Rth(1− e−DTp/τrun) (8.1)
where C is the thermal capacity utilized, ∆Tmax is the maximum allowed temperature rise,
D is the duty ratio, Tp is the cycle period, τrun is the machine thermal time constant while
running, and τrest is the machine thermal time constant while resting. Assuming a Thevenin
equivalent circuit for the motor where Zmotor denotes the motor electrical impedance seen
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Figure 8.2: Exponential temperature rise characteristic for a periodic duty with one-hour
period.
from its terminals, the maximum permissible current is
ip =
√
C ∆Tmax(1− e−DTp/τrune−(1−D)Tp/τrest)
ZmotorRth(1− e−DTp/τrun) . (8.2)
The third approach takes this analysis one step further and considers a multi time constant
thermal behavior from the transient thermal impedance characteristics discussed in Section
5.3. This approach takes into account the adiabatic short-time behavior as well. Figure 8.3
compares the maximum permissible currents under these three approaches for one-minute,
ten-minute, half-an-hour and one-hour load cycle periods. Note that the transient thermal
impedances derived in Section 5.3 are obtained purely from experimental data. The results
show that for sufficiently fast periodic load cycles, the three approaches match. At longer
load periods, the characteristics depart by more than 100% at 1% or smaller duty cycle.
Thus, machines with small heat capacities should be assessed considering their complete
thermal behavior rather than first-order (exponential) approximations to their temperature
response or the outdated rules of thumb.
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of permissible current estimates from a rule of thumb in (2.5), a
single-time constant mode and a multi-time constant model under periodic intermittent
duty with load cycle periods of (a) one minute, (b) ten minutes, (c) half and hour, and (d)
one hour.
8.2 Machine Sizing for Automotive Duty
This section discusses motor sizing and service factor under automotive duty. Unlike periodic
intermittent duty, automotive systems are subject to random aperiodic load cycles grouped
into three: top speed operation, rapid acceleration, and regeneration. These cycles are shown
in Figure 8.4 for the UN/ECE Elementary Urban Cycle, where the simulations are obtained
from an EV simulator previously discussed in [4, 242, 243] and validated in [242]. During
top-speed continuous operation, the propulsion motor is expected to run the car at its top
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speed indefinitely. The mechanical power demanded in this regime is from aerodynamic drag
force and tire friction. Under rapid accelerations, the power is high in order to accelerate
the vehicle and it is much greater than the aerodynamic drag and tire friction forces at top
speed operation. While the propulsion drive is regenerating, the peak power can be up to
an order of magnitude higher than for acceleration.
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Figure 8.4: Vehicle input and output power under the UN/ECE Elementary Urban Cycle.
How should the motor be sized for such duty? A motor could be sized based on the vehicle
peak torque demand or the top speed. On the one hand, the case study in Figure 8.4 shows
that the peak-acceleration power is roughly four times the top-speed power, and this factor
can reach up to 25 during regeneration. Furthermore, the peaks under rapid acceleration are
often less than a minute, and peaks under regeneration are on the order of a few seconds.
Longer duration regeneration periods with magnitudes comparable to acceleration torque
were observed throughout the profile in Figure 8.4, but these regeneration periods are not
peak duty. Thus, choosing a motor with continuous duty ratings matching the peak torque
demand under acceleration or regenerative breaking would lead to an overdesign where most
of the machine thermal capacity would be unused. On the other hand, sizing the motor for
the top speed torque is risky due to two reasons. First, its acceleration performance will be
reduced by 95% if the motor is supposed to stay within continuous duty ratings. Second, if a
regeneration cycle takes place after a long top speed operation, then overheating is inevitable.
Therefore, in a careful design, it is important to utilize most of the motor thermal capacity at
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its top speed, while choosing a conservative service factor to ensure it survives momentary
peak overloads. The rest of this section will present an assessment on drive cycle-based
motor sizing.
In a drive cycle the power demand at top speed is defined here as P cdc. If the traction-motor
continuous rating (P cm) were P
c
dc, then its steady-state temperature rise would be
∆T c = ∆Tmax = P
c
dc(1− ηr)RTh/ηr (8.3)
= P cm(1− ηr)RTh/ηr, (8.4)
where ηr is the motor efficiency at rated power and ∆Tmax is the insulation class temperature
limit. This motor would have no overload or peak capability after it reaches its thermal
steady state. Defining a service factor for the motor in the form
P cm = SFP
c
dc (8.5)
would result in a steady-state temperature rise of
∆T c = ∆Tmax
(1− ηc)ηr
SF(1− ηr)ηc , (8.6)
where ηc is the motor efficiency at the drive cycle top speed power. With the defined service
factor, available temperature headroom at thermal steady state is
∆Tmax −∆T c = ∆Tmax
(
1− (1− η
c)ηr
SF(1− ηr)ηc
)
. (8.7)
Equation (8.7) describes the available temperature headroom for adiabatic heating under
load peaks. Following the subtransient regime discussion in Chapter 5, (8.7) is linked to the
heat capacity reserved for adiabatic heating by defining the permissible energy loss during
short-term peaks as
Epkl = m c ∆Tmax
(
1− (1− η
c)ηr
SF(1− ηr)ηc
)
, (8.8)
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Figure 8.5: Stator end winding heat capacity versus motor service factor for 25 kJ, 50 kJ
and 100 kJ peak energy capabilities.
where m is the end winding mass, and c is the end winding conductor specific heat. As long
as Epkl from (8.8) is greater than the energy loss in the stator windings during acceleration
and regeneration, the machine survives. Once the automotive duty power for top speed
and peak energy losses under transients are estimated, (8.8) provides a design tradeoff on
service factor and stator end-winding heat capacity. For various Epkl, Figure 8.5 shows the
relationship between the end-winding heat capacity and machine service factor. If the heat
capacity is low, then the machine must have a larger service factor so that it would be colder
at thermal steady state, which would allow large energy peaks. If the end winding has a
large heat capacity then the service factor can be close to one.
The analyses above are intended for machine design. To understand the automotive duty
capabilities of a given electric machine, the problem is turned the other way around. Suppose
a scaling factor (q) is defined such that (8.5) and (8.8) are modified as
P cm =
SF
q
P cdc, (8.9)
Epkl/q = m c ∆Tmax
(
1− (1− η
c)ηr
SF(1− ηr)ηc
)
, (8.10)
respectively. The minimum q that keeps the hot-spot temperature below the insulation class
limit signifies how far a given electric motor can be pushed beyond continuous ratings under
a driving schedule and maintain a hot-spot temperature within safe limits. To calculate this
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scaling factor, a relationship between q and SF can be obtained from (8.10) as
SF =
q(1− ηc)ηr
(q − Epu)(1− ηr)ηc , (8.11)
where Epu is the per-unit permissible energy loss under short-term peaks defined as
Epu =
Epkl
EB
, (8.12)
where EB is the maximum permissible subtransient energy loss for a cold-machine to reach
maximum temperature rise adiabatically. It is calculated from
EB = m c ∆Tmax. (8.13)
Solving (8.9) and (8.10) together yields a scaling factor of
q = Epu +
P cdc
P rm
1− ηc
1− ηr
ηr
ηc
. (8.14)
Equation (8.14) is validated by simulations conducted under the five driving schedules
listed in Table 8.1. Table 8.1 also lists the top speeds, P cdc, Epkl, for each driving schedule.
The test machine is re-rated for 200 Hz base frequency and 5 hp output power with 1.15
service factor. The re-rated machine peak efficiency is 93% and efficiency versus loading
characteristic is as shown in Figure 8.6. The end winding heat capacity is 1.7 kJ/K and
EB is 195.5 kJ. By iteratively solving (8.14) with the efficiency data on Figure 8.6, the
scaling factors for each driving schedule and required service factors to handle the peaks
are presented in Table 8.2, along with the scaling factors for a motor sized for the peak
torque. The motor line-fed and re-rated automotive duty ratings from the energy-based
design strategy are listed in Table 8.3. Results show that the driving schedules with many
starts and stops require a large service factor to allow larger capacity for adiabatic heating.
Machine end-winding temperature is simulated for these driving schedules using the obtained
scaling factors. The results in Figure 8.7 show that sizing the machine based on drive-cycle
energy rather than peak power demand, allows the motor ratings to be reduced by 62%,
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while the machine hot-spot temperature rise is still below the insulation class limit, and no
dynamic performance is compromised.
Table 8.1: The used driving schedules to validate the analyses
Driving Schedule Service Time Top Speed P cdc Epkl
Urban Dynamometer
EPA 1364 s 25.2 m/s 8950 W 147.2 kJ
Driving Schedule (UDDS)
Highway Fuel Economy
EPA 765 s 26.5 m/s 11800 W 37.8 kJ
Driving Schedule (HWYFET)
New York City
EPA 598 s 12.5 m/s 2850 W 100.3 kJ
Cycle (NYCC)
Elementary Urban
UN/ECE 195 s 14.1 m/s 2610 W 14.9 kJ
Cycle (EUC)
Extra-Urban Driving
UN/ECE 400 s 17.2 m/s 17100 W 38.6 kJ
Cycle (EUDC)
Table 8.2: Scaling factors for the test machine under five driving schedule case studies
Driving Schedule
Scaling Factor Scaling Factor Potential Size
(Energy based) (Torque based) Reduction
UDDS 3.9 10.2 62%
HWYFET 4.4 8.7 49%
NYCC 3.5 8.5 59%
EUC 2.5 5.6 55%
EUDC 5 9.6 48%
Table 8.3: Traction motor ratings under energy-based and conventional design strategies
Driving Schedule
Energy-based Torque-based
Strategy (Continuous Rating) Strategy (Continuous Rating)
UDDS 13.8 hp 1.63 SF 51 hp 1.15 SF
HWYFET 18.5 hp 1.37 SF 43.5 hp 1.15 SF
NYCC 4.6 hp 4.41 SF 42.5 hp 1.15 SF
EUC 3.95 hp 3.64 SF 28 hp 1.15 SF
EUDC 27.6 hp 1.05 SF 48 hp 1.15 SF
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Figure 8.6: Re-rated machine efficiency versus shaft power.
8.3 Lifetime and Service Time Aware Designs
Equipment lifetime is one of the most important design specifications. Motors with a service
factor of one last roughly 20,000 hours if operated at rated power. Motors with service
factors larger than one have much longer lifetimes. On the one hand, a 20,000-hour lifetime
is overly conservative for many commercial applications, ranging from hand-held blenders
to electric cars. Assuming that a car is replaced after 100,000 miles with an average speed
of 35 mph in its service time leads to about 2,900 hours of operation. Moreover, many are
replaced around five years, even before reaching 100,000 miles. These drives, in principle,
can be allowed to run warmer than their limit temperature to intentionally reduce their
lifetime to match the service time. This allows for a much smaller motor while meeting the
required service performance. On the other hand, 20,000-hour lifetime expectancy is often
insufficient for aircraft drives or electric trucks or trains, since these vehicles have much
longer service times. To match their lifetime expectancy with their service times, a service
factor ought to be defined to oversize the motors. Either way, machine lifetime dependence
on hot-spot temperature should be considered in the designs.
A general rule of thumb in industry is that every 10◦C temperature rise roughly halves in-
sulation and motor lifetime. More precise halving intervals in degrees (◦C) (HIC) for various
insulation classes are listed in Table 8.4. These numbers are obtained from the Arrhenius
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Figure 8.7: End-winding temperatures for (a) UDDS, (b) HWYFET, (c) NYCC, (d) EUC,
and (e) EUDC.
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chemical degradation characteristic of (2.20) defined in Chapter 2. ψ values for different
insulation classes are listed in Table 8.4. These rules of thumb assume constant loading
throughout the service time. However, this is rarely true in many applications, including
propulsion drives, submersible pumps, MEA actuators, etc. Therefore, an approach based on
cumulative thermal fatigue is necessary to assess lifetime expectancy under dynamic loads.
Table 8.4: Insulation class rated temperatures, HICs and activation energies
Insulation Class Class A Class B Class F Class H Class H220
Rated Temperature
105◦C 130◦C 155◦C 180◦C 220◦C
(20,000-hour life)
HIC 14◦C 11◦C 9.3◦C 8◦C 10◦C
ψ 0.63 eV 0.9 eV 1.2 eV 1.56 eV 1.48 eV
Suppose the thermal fatigue (QR) during an infinitesimal duration (dtR) at rated temper-
ature (TR) is defined as
QR =
1
dtR
. (8.15)
Using the Arrhenius equation [69], the thermal fatigue (Qi) for a duration (dti) at temper-
ature Ti is calculated as
Qi =
1
dti
(8.16)
=
1
dtR
e
−ψ
k
(
1
TR
− 1
Ti
)
. (8.17)
The lifetime expectancy (tL) under a transient temperature profile is then obtained by solving
tR =
∫ tR
0
dtR =
∫ tL
0
e
ψ
k
(
1
TR
− 1
T (t)
)
dt (8.18)
for tL where tR is the expected lifetime at rated temperature (20,000 hours). Here, TR and
T (t) are absolute temperatures (K). Note that this equation takes non-operational times
and below-rated duty into account. The following sections will provide discussion on propul-
sion drive sizing, tradeoffs in submersible pump sizing, and the impact of thermal fatigue
calculation in aircraft actuator operation and maintenance.
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8.3.1 Service Time Awareness in Electric Vehicles
Equation (8.18) is used with the temperature estimates presented in Figure 8.7 to estimate
vehicle lifetime as the number of times a driving schedule can be repeated. Number of
expected cycles and mileage for the test cases and scaling factors listed in Table 8.2 are
calculated, as shown in Table 8.5. Even the energy-based motor sizing approach proposed
in Section 8.2 yields a drive that lasts much longer than vehicle service time. As Table 8.5
confirms, conventional motor sizing approaches lead to unrealistically oversized drives.
Table 8.5: Comparison of expected number of cycles and mileage for a propulsion drive
Driving Scaling Rerated Automotive Line-fed Expected Expected
Schedule Factor Cont. Rating Cont. Rating # of Cycles Mileage
UDDS
3.9 13.8 hp 4.1 hp 104×103 775.8×103
10.2 51 hp 15.3 hp 23.3×106 173.8×106
HWYFET
4.4 18.5 hp 5.5 hp 120×103 123×103
8.7 43.5 hp 13.1 hp 27.8×106 28.5×106
NYCC
3.5 4.6 hp 1.4 hp 243×103 284.3×103
8.5 42.5 hp 12.8 hp 12.8×106 16.1×106
EUC
2.5 3.95 hp 1.2 hp 855×103 521.5×103
5.6 28 hp 8.4 hp 43.9×106 26.7×106
EUDC
5 27.6 hp 8.3 hp 421×103 1.81×106
9.6 48 hp 14.4 hp 54.3×106 233.5×106
What is the motor rating or the scaling factor for the test machine that would yield a
100,000-mile lifetime? The cumulative fatigue in each cycle provides this information. By
estimating the fatigue in one cycle from (8.16), the maximum allowed hot-spot tempera-
ture can be calculated as presented in Table 8.6. The results show that allowing higher
temperature operation, especially in driving schedules with multiple starts, stops, and peak
operation (as in NYCC), can lead to additional one-third reduction in the machine ratings
but larger service factor.
In conclusion, the peak power rating for the 1.5-hp (line-fed) test machine under these
five driving schedules are listed in Table 8.7. In the analyses, the mechanical power demand
from each driving schedule is scaled down by the scaling factors presented in Table 8.6.
Results show that, for a 100,000-mile lifetime in service, the peak power rating for the test
machine is up to 47 times its line-fed continuous rating. This automotive duty peak capability
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Table 8.6: Motor sizes and scaling factors that yield a target mileage of 100,000 miles
Driving Scaling Automotive Duty Line-fed Maximum Hot-spot
Schedule Factor Cont. Rating Cont. Rating Temperature
UDDS 3.13 9.4 hp 1.92 SF 2.8 hp 189.2◦C
HWYFET 3.57 13.7 hp 1.5 SF 4.1 hp 195.5◦C
NYCC 2.93 1.3 hp 13.1 SF 0.4 hp 166.9◦C
EUC 1.98 1 hp 11.9 SF 0.3 hp 171.0◦C
EUDC 3.86 21 hp 1.05 SF 6.3 hp 197.7◦C
Table 8.7: Automotive duty peak ratings for the 1.5-hp test machine
Driving Potential Automotive Duty
Schedule Size Reduction Peak Rating
UDDS 70% 67.1 hp
HWYFET 59% 61.5 hp
NYCC 66% 69.5 hp
EUC 65% 64.4 hp
EUDC 60% 54.0 hp
promises significant size and weight reduction. Note that the hot-spot temperature cannot be
randomly set; it must be lower than the insulator glass transition temperature. In addition,
these results neglected the effect of thermal cycling on machine lifetime. In reality, the
thermo-mechanical forces under large magnitude thermal cycles significantly reduce machine
lifetime. The common methods to model this thermo-mechanical fatigue are statistics based
and are strongly dependent on machine construction and winding structures. Thus, impact
of thermal cycling is not included in the analyses and is left as a future research topic.
8.3.2 Machine Sizing for Slowly Time-Varying Loads
Motor sizing is challenging in applications where power or torque demand from the machine
is not constant and reduces in the long run. These load profiles are often observed in
submersible oil pump motors where the production rate and pump power decreases as the
oil reserve depletes. In such applications, (8.16) needs to be modified as
qi =
1
dtR
e
−ψ
k
(
∆TR(Pi−PR)
TR(∆TRPi+T0PR)
)
(8.19)
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Figure 8.8: A time dependent load power case study.
to capture load dynamics. Here, ∆TR is the rated hot spot temperature rise, T0 is the
ambient temperature, PR is the machine continuous rating, and Pi is the instantaneous load
power. The lifetime expectancy is then found by solving
tR =
∫ tL
0
e
−ψ
k
(
∆TR(Pi−PR)
TR(∆TRPi+T0PR)
)
dt. (8.20)
Quite often in design studies, the load profile is known, rated hot-spot temperature is
defined, lifetime expectancy is set by the user and the designer is asked to size the machine
as small as possible while meeting the application requirements. For example, consider the
load profile shown in Figure 8.8 where the power requirement decreased from 1 p.u. down
to zero in a span of four years. What is the smallest motor rating that can satisfy this duty?
Assuming constant efficiency, the Arrhenius rule suggests a 0.816 p.u. motor with Class F
insulation and provides the cumulative thermal fatigue as shown in Figure 8.8. Note that
efficiency decreases significantly at low power levels, and unless a real-time loss minimizer
is used to optimize efficiency, additional service factor should be assigned to satisfy the
required service time. Compared to automotive systems, the potential size reduction for
these applications is limited because the loads are almost static.
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8.3.3 Aircraft Actuator Sizing and Condition Monitoring
A past research on MEA ailerons has shown that turbulence causes most thermal stress. Air-
craft actuators could be designed according to mission profiles, as was done in the automotive
duty case study, but the load profiles on electrical systems are subject to uncertainties, as
turbulence can occur anytime during a flight. Therefore, system reliability is the dominating
factor in actuator sizing. Probabilistic approaches followed in the design processes are out of
the scope of this dissertation. These conservatively designed aircraft motors and generators
are under strict service constraints, where at any point during flight, if the ratings are even
slightly exceeded, they will be replaced [244]. This service procedure is not questionable
since operational hazards would risk many lives.
Rather than following a maintenance approach solely based on whether the ratings are
exceeded during a flight mission, what other penalty factors could be imposed? To answer
this question, consider the load profile of an aileron during a flight mission, as shown in Fig-
ure 8.9(a). The power demand during terrain following is 256 W, and peak power demand
during turbulence is 2940 W. The total energy loss (Epkl) during a ten-minute turbulence is
300 kJ. Compared to automotive applications, where peaking takes place in a much smaller
time scale, aircraft duty actuators would necessitate a much higher SF to be able to accom-
modate any unexpected disturbance and turbulence. A peak power-based rating approach
would yield a larger scaling factor of 2.15 (10.25 hp continuous duty rating). Following the
approach in Section 8.2, an energy-based design would suggest a scaling factor of 1.7 (8.5
hp) for the test machine with a service factor of 24.6. As expected, the service factor is sig-
nificantly high and only one 5-hp motor cannot support this application. The service factor
can be regarded as a penalty factor to be enforced while sizing these systems. This selection
method needs to be augmented with extensive reliability studies, although it provides a good
starting point for design iterations.
The cumulative thermal fatigue during a flight mission can be another tool to assess service
and repair requirements. Figure 8.9(b) provides the cumulative thermal fatigue during the
flight mission of Figure 8.9(a). The simulations show that the majority of the thermal fatigue
is due to turbulence. An approach that would calculate the motor lifetime reduction during
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Figure 8.9: (a) Aileron actuator power losses (dashed) in MEA during a flight mission
(solid) (Taken from [31]), and (b) Per-unit accumulated fatigue (dashed) for a power loss
profile (solid) in a flight mission.
a flight mission would provide valuable feedback to the service and repair team, and could
be used to penalize the motor conservatively.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation has presented game-changing approaches on motor control, sizing, charac-
terization and inverter design to achieve cheaper and more compact solutions for attaining
peak power from motor drives. Temperature- and control-related challenges are addressed;
lifetime- and service time-aware sizing approaches are proposed. Traction drives, aircraft
actuators and safety-critical systems motivate this work. This research has shown that de-
parting from conventional machine sizing approaches followed in industry and focusing on
energy-based approaches that fully exploit short-time drive capabilities allows significant size
reduction with no performance compromises. Although the literature has favored perma-
nent magnet synchronous machines over induction machines, our results show that induction
machines have significant time rating and are viable candidates when short-term high power
density is necessary.
Drive capabilities are directly linked to the controller’s ability to instantaneously impose
high currents. At low speeds, the inverter output voltage is low, and there is voltage head-
room to enforce high currents. Voltage headroom decreases at higher speeds and the peak
capability is reduced. Drive peak capabilities under FOC and DTC are investigated at a
wide speed range. Experimental results show that these drives can reach up to 250% of
the machine breakdown torque and 625% of rated torque when torque-maximizing flux ad-
justment strategies are imposed. In contrast to the existing flux-adjustment strategies and
maximum torque-per-ampere control, the presented approaches provide the peak torque by
fully utilizing available dc-bus voltage without restraining the current.
Highly dynamic peak-duty applications require a complete thermal characterization and
capability assessment at a wide range of operating points. Thermal characterization looks
at static and dynamic thermal response. A static characterization is important to under-
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stand machine steady-state temperature rise and performance metrics as well as design
cooling topologies to accommodate continuous duty. Closed-form analytical methodologies
for steady-state stator temperature distribution in linear and rotational electric machines
were presented. With the analytical thermal modeling procedures presented in Chapter 4,
the repetitive nature of FE modeling can be eliminated and thermal response under various
geometric selections can be performed accurately with a minimal time commitment. This
makes the methodology suitable for use in control systems for protection and, during design,
as part of a Monte Carlo analysis.
Two short-term dynamic thermal characterization approaches are presented in Chapter
5. The first analyzes machine unsteady thermal behavior in three separate thermal regimes
related to various construction and design aspects, such as end-winding thermal mass, lam-
ination thickness, etc. The second approach identifies thermal impedances using unsteady
thermal response and relates stator and rotor power losses to end-winding temperature. The
proposed characterization methods are fully experimental and require minimal geometric in-
formation which is readily available to the user. For the test machine in the 145T frame,
the one-minute and one-hour ratings are found to be 4 p.u. (16 p.u. power dissipation
capability) and 1.4 p.u. (2 p.u. power dissipation capability), respectively. The limiting
factors on short-time ratings are identified as the stator and rotor winding i2t ratings, and
end-space heat capacity, whereas for longer term overloads they are lamination and frame
heat capacities. Further analysis suggests that phase-changing materials can significantly
alleviate these factors and improve ratings. Compared to the existing thermal limit curves
widely used in protective devices, the proposed assessment methods are not limited to line-
fed applications and can be used to identify machine thermal characteristics under variable
frequency operation, unbalanced and distorted currents and voltages, and short-time peak-
load profiles.
Short-time requirements and load profiles have only recently been considered in the design
stages of emerging applications. Machine selection and sizing in relatively old industries,
such as aircraft systems, electric traction, oil drilling equipment, etc., are still based on
approaches that date to the 1940s. On the one hand, motors sized with a service factor for
the peak load torque are significantly oversized. On the other hand, they are significantly
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oversized when sized according to the rules of thumb on periodic intermittent duty, as the
hot-spot temperature fails to stay within safe thermal limits, especially for small motors
operated intermittently with long cycle periods. Following energy-based strategies allows a
size reduction of up 70% in automotive traction drives and 17% in aircraft actuators while
staying within safe thermal limits. These results can significantly impact equipment sizing
and cost tradeoffs.
Sizing inverters for peak-duty motor drives is another big challenge in the drives industry.
Recall the time ratings investigated in Chapter 5 where one-minute and one-hour current
ratings were found to be 4 p.u. and 1.4 p.u., respectively. It is challenging to design
inverters that can simultaneously match both of these ratings. Because inverters have fast
thermal dynamics, they reach thermal steady state in a few minutes; whereas machines may
reach thermal steady state in many hours. Tradeoffs are investigated in terms of cooling
performance, cooling system heat capacity and current capability of the power switches
utilized. Results show that under momentary peak duty, the time scale is too short for the
heat to travel through the heatsink and reach the ambient. A large heat-capacity heatsink
or coldplate would help keep the baseplate surface temperature virtually constant and allow
momentary high peak currents. Reducing the switching frequency by half is shown to provide
up to an order of magnitude longer time ratings. This is especially important in fault-duty
automotive systems where the load current is significantly increased due to a lost phase
winding, broken rotor bar (induction machine) or faulty-operation mode (PMSM), when the
inverter is required to run the system until the next repair shop.
It is relatively simple to overload a cold motor until the hot-spot temperature reaches its
insulation class limit. But it is challenging to exploit peak capabilities once the hot-spot
temperature limit is reached. In contrast to the common protective devices, which would
shut down the motor and not allow it to start in a warm state, a self-limiting controller
is proposed. Once the temperature limit is reached, this controller would gradually back
down the current and keep the temperature fixed at the insulation class limit. Abrupt and
premature system shutdown is avoided, and the system keeps operating at its thermal limit
until the internal machine temperatures rise to their rated values.
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9.1 Future Work and Open Research Topics
Several areas in this research are open to improvement or extension. For instance, the peak
capabilities of DTC drives are significantly deteriorated by the machine leakage inductance.
For low-power machines, this impact is negligible. However, at higher power levels, the effect
will be appreciable. An interesting approach would be to use feedback linearization as in
FOC that partially alleviates reduced torque capabilities due to high leakage inductances. In
addition, it would be interesting to observe peak capabilities of these controllers in different
flux frames, such as stator flux-oriented vector control and rotor flux-oriented DTC.
While thermally characterizing an electric machine, no end space ventilation was assumed
and tests were conducted at stall. This is a conservative approach which provides a worst-case
scenario for thermal modeling and temperature estimates. Additional capability enhance-
ments could be observed by characterizing the motor at high speeds. However, the current
capability of the supply is reduced at high speeds. Even though the system would have sig-
nificant thermal capability, the electrical limits would be the bottleneck. An inverter with
a boost front end would allow adjustable dc bus voltage and keep the voltage headroom
available at all speeds.
Discussions on service time and lifetime did not consider the impacts of thermal cycling
and power cycling in electric machines and inverters. A more rigorous lifetime estimation
would allow better judgment on potential size reduction and cost savings. It is difficult to
generalize a study on thermal cycling-related fatigue, because inverter fatigue models are
highly dependent on packaging and wire bonding, and electric-machine fatigue models are
strongly related to winding topologies and machine types. To stay within safe limits, an
additional service factor should be added to the design.
Lastly, the short-term thermal characterization is focused on low-power and low-pole-
count induction machines in an ODP frame where the hot spot is located at the stator end
windings. Future work includes extending this study to rotor-limited machines, higher power
levels and different frame types. Similarly, the closed-form solution methodologies presented
for stator structures in Chapter 4 could be extended into the rotor as well. In this way, a
complete tool for system-level thermal analysis can be obtained with an acceptable accuracy
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and enhanced simulation speed. One of the biggest challenges in electric machine analytical
thermal analysis is the complicated nonlinear slot geometry which can be addressed with
the Schwarz-Christoffel transform and solved in a linear domain. This future work would
generalize the framework to account for a wider range of motor drives to reduce system costs
and exploit additional peak capabilities at higher-speed operating points.
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APPENDIX A
CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION COEFFICIENTS FOR
LINEAR MACHINE MODEL
A.1 Closed-form Solution Coefficients for T1,Q1
A1 and B1 coefficients of (4.10) must satisfy
−k1∇T1,Q1 = h1,0(T1 − T4), (A.1)
k1∇T1,Q1 = h4,1(T1 − T4). (A.2)
The solution to these equations lead to a linear system of equations. Coefficients A1 and B1
can be solved from

A1
B1

 =

 k1 h1,4
−k1 − h1,0d −h1,0


−1 
 −h1,4T4
Q1d
(
1− h1,0d
2k1
)
− h1,0T0

 . (A.3)
A.2 Horizontal Heat Source Coefficients
This section provides the coefficients for (4.15), with
Gh,n =
2qh,n
Lk1κ
2
h,n
sin κh,nαL/2, (A.4)
C1 = −qhα
(
1 +
yhh1,0
k1
)
+
∑
n
(h1,0 − k1κh,n)Gh,ne−κh,n(d2+yh) cosκh,nx, (A.5)
C2 =
∑
n
(h1,4 − k1κh,n)Gh,ne−κh,n(d2−yh) cos κh,nx, (A.6)
Ah = −(C2h1,0 − C1h1,4)/∆, Bh = −(C1(k1 + h1,4d) + C2k1)/∆. (A.7)
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where
∆ = dh1,0h1,4 + h1,0k1 + h1,4k1. (A.8)
A.3 Vertical Heat Source Coefficients
This section provides the coefficients for (4.16), with
δ =
yb + (1− β)yh + d
2d
, (A.9)
ξ =
yb + (1 + β)yh + d
2d
, (A.10)
η1,m = sin κv2,m(ξ − 1)d− sin κv2,m(ξ + 1)d+ sin κv2,m(δ + 1)d− sin κv2,m(δ − 1)d, (A.11)
η2,m = cosκv2,m(δ + 1)d− cosκv2,m(δ − 1)d+ cosκv2,m(ξ − 1)d− cosκv2,m(ξ + 1)d, (A.12)
Gv,m =
4
L
κv1,m sin κv1,m
L
2
+ κv2,m sinh κv2,m
L
2
κ2v1,m + κ
2
v2,m
, (A.13)
Hv,m =
qvη1,m cosh κv2,m(x− L2 )
2dk1κ2v2,m sinh κv2,mL/2
, (A.14)
Kv,m =
qvη2,m cosh κv2,m(x− L2 )
2dk1κ
2
v2,m sinh κv2,mL/2
. (A.15)
A.4 Closed-form Solution Coefficients for Ω2 and Ω3
This section provides the coefficients for (4.21) and (4.24), with
S2,m,n =
4 Q3(1− (−1)m)(1− (−1)n)
βyhαLk2(κ2s1,m + κ
2
s2,n)κs1,mκs2,n
, (A.16)
S3,m,n =
4 Q3(1− (−1)m)(1− (−1)n)
βyhαLk3(κ2s1,m + κ
2
s2,n)κs1,mκs2,n
. (A.17)
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A.5 Planar Heat Source Strength Relation
Heat rejected from Ω3 can be obtained by Fourier’s Law of heat conduction (4.25). The heat
flux in x direction can be explicitly obtained as
q2,3(|αL|, y) = −k3
∑
m
∑
n
S3,m,n
κs1,m
cos(κs2,n(y − yd)), (A.18)
and its average over the depth of Ω1 is
q¯2,3(|αL|, y) = − k3
βyh
∫ yh
yb
q¯2,3(|αL|, y)dy (A.19)
=
∑
m
∑
n
−2k3S3,m,n
κs1,mκs2,nβyh
. (A.20)
Assuming there are Nv vertical heat sources, directing heat in both +x and −x directions,
intensity of qv can be obtained as
qv =
∑
m
∑
n
−2k3S3,m,n
κs1,mκs2,nβyhNv
. (A.21)
Similarly, the heat flux in y direction can be explicitly obtained by following (4.25) as
q2,3(x, yh) = −k3
∑
m
∑
n
S3,m,n
κs2,n
cos(κs1,mx), (A.22)
and its average over the width of Ω1 is
q¯2,3(x, yh) = − k3
αL
∫ L/2
−L/2
q2,3(x, yh)dx (A.23)
=
∑
m
∑
n
−2k3S3,m,n
κs1,mκs2,nαL
. (A.24)
Assuming there are Nh horizontal heat sources directing heat in both +y and −y directions,
intensity of qh becomes:
qh =
∑
m
∑
n
−2k3S3,m,n
κs1,mκs2,nαLNh
. (A.25)
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Their ratio is
qh
qv
=
∑
m
∑
n
−3k3S3,m,n
κs1,mκs2,nαLNh∑
m
∑
n
−k3S3,m,n
κs1,mκs2,nβyhNv
=
βyhNv
αLNh
. (A.26)
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APPENDIX B
CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION COEFFICIENTS FOR
ROTATIONAL MACHINE MODEL
B.1 Gi,n and Hi,n for the 2-Layer Model
Enforcing a continuous heat-flux at the boundary Γ1,2 forces the coefficients G1,n and H1,n
to be coupled with G2,n and H2,n. The relations between the coefficients are derived as
G1,nk1 = G2,nk2, (B.1)
H1,nk1 = H2,nk2, (B.2)
by directly solving (4.37). The coefficients G2,n and H2,n are obtained from the planar heat
source half-wave Fourier Series coefficients (4.44) as
G2,n =
2QW
NSαθsLs
sin(αnpi)
npiJn
, (B.3)
Jn = (h3,2 − k2κnr3,2)
(
r3,2
r1,0
)κn
+ (h3,2 + k2κnr3,2)ξn
(
r3,2
r1,0
)−κn
, (B.4)
ξn =
h1,0 + κnk1/r1,0
−h1,0 + κnk1/r1,0 , (B.5)
H2,n = ξnG2,n. (B.6)
Coefficients G1,n and H1,n can be obtained using (B.1) and (B.2).
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B.2 Λ and s for the 2-Layer Problem
The Λ matrix is the combination of
Λ1 =

h1,0 0
0 h3,2

 , (B.7)
Λ2 =

−k1/r1,0 − h1,0 ln r1,0 0
0 −k2/r3,2 + h3,2 ln r3,2

 , (B.8)
Λ3 =
[
1 −1
]
, (B.9)
Λ4 =
[
− ln r2,1 ln r2,1
]
, (B.10)
Λ5 =
[
k1 k2
]
. (B.11)
Note the sign change in Λ2 matrix convective coefficients. The term h3,2 ln r3,2 is added
while h1,0 ln r1,0 is subtracted because the heat flux direction on Γ1,0 is opposite of that on
Γ3,2.
The s vector is
s =


h1,0T0 +
Q1r1,0
2
+
Q1r21,0h1,0
4k1
h3,2T3 + αQW/NSαθsLs − h3,2Kn(θ)
Q1r22,1
4k1
+Kn(θ)
Q1r22,1
2


, (B.12)
where
Kn(θ) =
∞∑
n=1
G2,n
(
1− k1
k2
)((
r2,1
r1,0
)κn
+ ξn
(
r2,1
r1,0
)−κn)
cosκnθ. (B.13)
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B.3 Generalized N -Layer Linear System
The Λ matrix developed in Appendix B.2 can be generalized to an N -layer model based on
the discussion in Section 4.2.3. The Λ1 and Λ2 submatrices are
Λ1 =

h1,0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 ... 0 hN+1,N

 , (B.14)
Λ2 =

h1,0 ln r1,0 + k1r1,0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 ... 0 hN+1,N ln rN+1,N +
kN
rN+1,N

 , (B.15)
and both are 2×N . This generalization leads to Λ3–Λ5 matrices of dimension N − 1×N ,
Λ3 =


1 −1 0 ... 0 0
0 1 −1 ... 0 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 ... 1 −1


, (B.16)
Λ4 =


ln r2,1 − ln r2,1 0 ... 0 0
0 ln r3,2 − ln r3,2 ... 0 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 ... ln rN−1,N − ln rN−1,N


, (B.17)
Λ5 =


k1 −k2 0 ... 0 0
0 k2 −k3 ... 0 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 ... kN−1 −kN


. (B.18)
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APPENDIX C
LEAST SQUARES FITTING ALGORITHM FOR
THE DEVELOPED THERMAL TRACKER
Appendix C presents a nodal analysis for the ninth-order LP thermal model presented in
Figure 7.6 and formulates a least-squares parameter identification scheme. For the mathe-
matical model of (7.12), C, G and B are obtained from a nodal analysis as
C =


Cr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Cslt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Cfe 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Cfrm 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ces,1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Cew 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Cec 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ces,2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ces,3


, (C.1)
G =


g11 g12 0 0 g15 0 g17 0 0
g21 g22 g23 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 g32 g33 g34 0 g36 0 0 0
0 0 g43 g44 0 0 0 0 0
g51 0 0 0 g55 g56 g57 g58 0
0 0 g63 0 g65 g66 g67 0 0
g71 0 0 0 g75 g76 g77 0 0
0 0 0 0 g85 0 0 g88 g89
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 g98 g99


, (C.2)
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B =


1/2 0 0 0
0 1/2 0 0
0 0 1/2 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1/2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


, (C.3)
respectively. The parameters comprising the admittance matrix (G) are listed in Table C.1.
Identification of these parameters is conducted in two steps. The first is to estimate the
admittance matrix parameters from steady-state temperature measurements. At steady
state, the static model
G∆T = BPdiss (C.4)
could be rearranged for a vector (x) of unknown parameters
x = [g11, g12, g15, g17, g22, g23, g33, g34, g36, g44, g55, g56, g57, g58, g66, g67, g77, g88, g89, g99]
T (C.5)
Here, the constraints
gii < 0 ∀ i (C.6)
gij > 0 ∀ j 6= i (C.7)
9∑
j=1
gij = 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8} (C.8)
must be satisfied while minimizing the objective function
f(x) = ‖Cfx− d‖, (C.9)
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where
Cf =


T1 T2 T5 T7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 T1 0 0 T2 T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 T2 T3 T4 T6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T3 0 T4 0 0 0 0 0 0
T1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T5 T6 T7 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T3 0 0 T5 0 T6 T7 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T5 0 T6 T7
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0


, (C.10)
d =
[
Pr Pslt Pfe 0 0 Pew 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
]T
. (C.11)
The identified parameters are listed in Table 7.2.
Table C.1: List of Expressions Comprising the Thermal Admittance Matrix (G)
g11 = − 1Rr−es − 1Rr−ec − 1Rag g12 = g21 = 1Rag g15 = g51 = 1Rr−es
g22 = − 1Rag − 1Rslt−fe g33 = − 1Rslt−fe − 1Rfe−frm − 1Rew−fe g17 = g71 = 1Rr−ec
g44 = − 1Rfe−frm −
1
Rfrm−amb
g23 = g32 =
1
Rslt−fe
g57 = g75 =
1
Res−ec
g99 = − 1Res2−es3 − 1Res3−amb g34 = g43 =
1
Rfe−frm
g58 = g85 =
1
Res−es2
g66 = − 1Rew−es − 1Rew−fe − 1Rew−ec g36 = g63 = 1Rew−fe g67 = g76 = 1Rew−ec
g77 = − 1Rr−ec − 1Res−ec − 1Rew−ec g56 = g65 = 1Rew−es g89 = g98 = 1Res2−es3
g88 = − 1Res−es2 − 1Res2−es3 g55 = − 1Rr−es − 1Rew−es − 1Res−ec − 1Res−es2
The second step is to utilize these parameters and estimate the thermal mass matrix (C)
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parameters via unsteady temperature measurements. A similar fitting procedure is followed
for the thermal mass values as well. The vector of unknowns is
x =
[
Cr Cslt Cfe Cfrm Ces Cew Cec Ces2 Ces3
]T
(C.12)
and the objective function is
f(x) =
9∑
i=1
ci‖Ti,est(x)− Ti,meas‖ (C.13)
where Ti,est(x) is the solution to (7.12) for the vector x, and ci is the weighing coefficient for
the ith node fitting error. The estimated thermal mass values are listed in Table 7.3.
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APPENDIX D
IMPLEMENTATION DIAGRAMS OF THE
SELF-LIMITING INDUCTION MACHINE
CONTROLLER
Appendix D presents the software diagram of the self-limiting controller used to experi-
mentally validate the results in Chapter 7. Figure D.1 shows the top-level implementation
diagram, including the electrical control module, loss estimation module, thermal model,
system inputs, outputs and the torque-derating algorithm. The electrical control module is
an IFOC that was presented in [245]. The rest of the figures in this section present all the
subsystems of this controller.
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Figure D.1: Top-level implementation diagram of the developed self-limiting controller.
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Figure D.2: Loss estimator for the IFOC.
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Figure D.4: End-space, end-cap and rotor temperature estimator.
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Figure D.5: Back-iron surface and frame surface temperature estimator.
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Figure D.6: Virtual end-space nodes ES1 and ES2 temperature calculation.
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Figure D.7: The torque and current derating algorithm implementation.
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